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Thb government wild land in New Brunswick

is extremely cheap, it averaging from half-a-crown

to 38, an acre. In Nova Scotia the price ranges

from Ss. upwards. It will be found, however,

that, as is the case with many so called ''bar-

gains,'^ the cheapest article is not always the best.

Whether scrip has been issued for these provinces

I cannot say. If it does, of course it will occasion a

proportionate deduction in actual price of land to

what it does in Canada. The great drawback in

cultivating a hum here consists not merely in the

expense of hired labour, but in the difficulty

owing to the high pay afforded to " lumberers/'*

and the fascination whidi that life seems to

exercise over them in getting any assistance at all.

A person may lose a day or two in hfinting up

assistance, and after he has secured it, as he thinks

on high terms, the man may not come. In fact

* Cutters of pine and other timber for ahip-bakBof, bonae-

flttiBg^ and genmal purposes <Kf exportation.
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this lumberings though it circulates money in the

country, produces certainly the Tcry reverse effect

of adding to the steadiness or morality of the

population. A man can earn 50/. in ten months at

this work, besides having rations allowed him : so

that this pay is, in fact, so much clear gain. During

this period his work is hard, but not disagreeable,

except in the spring, when it becomes trying from

his having to labour a good deal in the water in

preparing the timber for rafting down to the

ocean. But when he has conveyed it to its tem-

porary destination his toil is over for the season,

and if improvident, as is but too generally the

case, he then has nothing to do but " enjoy him^

self" and get through his earnings. He accord-

ingly buys a gay new suit of clothes, seldom

forgetting a particularly smart waistcoat, brushes

up ad libitum, and '' sets up for a gentleman,'* too

often indulging in a life of low debauchery, till his

cash is gone, his health perhaps shaken ; he parts

with his gay apparel, if it have not been already

destroyed in some drunken row, shouldiers his

axe, and sets off again to the wilderness penniless,

if not, moreover, in debt. When a lumber mer-

chant wishes to speculate in this sort of com-

modity, he takes out a license to cut down timber

in a certain tract of country, perhaps 10 milea

square ; he then engages a party of lumberers, as

a master of a vessel engages a crew. These men

b2
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are divided into partieH of perhaps three, and

knock up a shanty in the forest, which they pro-

vide with pork, flour, tea, coffee, sugar, and

moksses. Rum or whisky used to be part of the

never-failing ^'plenishing '' of these abodes of the

wilderness, and the drinking used in former times

to be very heavy, as it was thought that the men
could not do the work without such stimulants.

Experience, however, has proved that it can not

only be done, but much better done without the

use of intoxicating liquors ; and I am happy to

say that many of the lumberers have now nothing

of the kind in their camps. After having knocked

up a shanty, which these expert axemen will dp

in a few hours, cutting round logs of even lengths,

squaring them at the comers, leaving a space for

a door, a hole in the roof for a chimney, and

covering in the rest of the top with bark, they

then separate for the day, each man working

usually by himself, until nightfall warns them to

return to their retreat. It is considered a good

day's work for a man to cut down a single tree,

lop off all the small branches, and hew it square.

It has then to be hauled out by ox-teams to the

shores of the river, and laid on the ice to be floated

down by the spring freshets to the harbour of St.

John's or other points, where there are persons

set to watch, collect, aud tow to a place of safety

the different logs, selecting those belonging to

V: S
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each owner by the marks upon them. It occa-'

sionally happens, however, that a sudden flood

sweeps them out with such violence as that they

cannot be stopped, when thousands of pounds'

worth of property are drifted out to sea and lost.

It is one drawback on purchasing any extent of

land in New Brunswick, that the lumberers are

some of them unprincipled enough to go off their

own beat into any land where they think they can

escape detection, and cut down all the valuable

timber; and it is to be understood that their

doing so does no good whatsoever to the land

even in the way of clearing it, as it is not one

stick in a hundred, or perhaps a thousand, that

possesses the requisite straightness and diameter

for their purposes. The church lands with which

some parishes are endowed to a considerable

extent, are said to be terribly robbed in this way.

The retiredness of the situation in the vast primi-

tive forest almost completely debars the possibility

of detection. What a blessing it would be could

a band of devoted missionaries be found sufficient

to penetrate these vast wilds, and bring the word

of life to these poor denizens of the forest. Squat-

tors in this provinccvif warned off lands, are liable

to be paid for their improvements; in Canada

it is not so. The term " squatter'* in these pro-

vinces means quite a different thing from what it

does in Australia ; there it implies a person who
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takef up a license firom goyemment for to mnoli

of a tract of country for a aheep-run; in theae

prorinces it signifies one, who without any pro-

perty on the aoily ''squats'' or sits down upoa

it» builds a shanty, and clears as much as he likea

for a garden or farm or both. If on government

land a regular notice is put up for him to pay or

leave, any attention to which, however, he fre-

quently manages to evade, unless the lot upon

which he has settled be sold over his head, and

the person purchasing eject him. The govern-

ment, however, are never hard upon squatters,

as the improvements which they make are alwaya

80 much additional benefit to the country ; and

indeed a person purchasing need scarcely care for

their occupancy, unless he were to allow them to

keep the spot upon which they had located them-

selves, without making any claim on them, long

enough for them to establish a title to the land

its^ ; otherwise their residence must alwaya

benefit his property. I have observed that it is

the law of Canada that he should not have to pay

ihem ion improvements on ejecting them; and

this would seem to be fairer than that of New
Brunswick, since any squatter or body of squattefs

would otherwise have the opportunity of putting

a proprietor to an indefinite amount of chargei^

and if he were unprepared to meet these, they

Bught get possession of the land altogether.

W

b
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The wolyet are said to be bolder and more

numeroas in New Brunswick than in Canada,

llieir long melancholy howl may be frequently

heard in the winter nights about the farm housesy

and woe be to any unfortunate sheep or young

cattle that are not safely penned up out of the

reach of their fiEuigs. They will kill, too, as il

would seem, for the mere pleasure of killing, or

rather to suck the blood, if they have time ; so

that, if not scared away, they might destroy s

whole flock in a night, if they got admission to the

Ibid. It is found that bells on the cattle have a

great effect in frightening them, and even indi5*

ierent mongrel dogs will do the same, if they make

plenty of noise by barking at night. They are

said to be much less likely to follow a sleigh that

has bdls to it than one not so provided. In

Canada, it is a fine of 5/. to drive without bells in

Weighing time, as so many accidents are otherwise

likely to happen, from the almost noiseless ap-

proach of an equipage, especially if at night. The

side to pass another vehicle, in Canada and the

States, is what we should call the wrong side in

Rngland. It is a very absurd arrangement. The

wolves of New Brunswick are often seen travelling

<m the ice of the St. John's River in winter, when

tiiey think proper to make their appearance in

pablic. I suppose they think, from its width and

openness, that the^ have a better chance of seeing
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and avoiding all ambuscades. I have not heard of

their ever destroying any person in that province

;

though one night they took a fancy to her Ma-

jesty's mail sleigh, and so closely pursued it that

the driver was compelled, for the security at least

of his horses, to go as hard as he could for the

nearest dwelling, and had scarce shut up his sleigh

and cattle safe in the bam when they appeared in

full cry at the door. He was obliged, therefore,

to remain all night in his fortress.

A good cleared farm on the St. John's River

may be had, according to situation, for from 1/. to

2L an acre. Many, however, of the New Bruns-

wick people are leaving for the States, and others

are going to Canada ; yet numbers doubtless

remain and make a living off their farms. Indeed,

I cannot think but what both this province and

that of Nova Scotia contain as yet many unde-

veloped resources; but whilst Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick contain such men as Judge Hali-

burton and the Hon. Mr. Wilmot, the former of

whom teaches his countrymen the most important

truths, whilst appearing to write for no other object

than that of keeping everybody, Canadians,

Yankees, and Britishers, on the broad grin ; and

the other instructs us in the most sober and

statesmanlike manner, by his letters in the public

prints—I feel like an impertinent intruder in ven-

turing to add anything but a very humble mite

^u.
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indeed to their testimony. There are doubtless

enormous beds of coal, and probably of other

minerals, in either district; and if wheat crops

fail, those of oats might flourish. Then there

is the long talked of railway between Quebec

and Halifax, the establishing of which would

give another sort of stimulus to the country,

besides the invaluable boon to the whole of the

British provinces of the acceleration of the mails,

in. entire independence of our neighbours in the

States. Railways, in fact, are the great desiderata

for making the English possessions immediately

take a start in the march of improvement hitherto

unparalleled. Certainly the Nova Scotians are

said to take it easy; but in Canada and New
Brunswick they cannot be complained of on the

score of want of enterprize ; and were there such

an outlet for farm produce in the latter province

as a railway would present, the lumbering might

be profitably exchanged for more steady farming

operations, and with perhaps incalculable benefit

to the country. As it is, it is neither the one

thing nor the other. The large profits occasionally

realized by lumbering frequently tempt the farmers

to dabble in it, to the detriment of their agricul-

tural pursuits ; and as, lumbering is a precarious

means of gain, in which, Arom sudden freshets, or

the having taken up an unproductive block of

timbered lands, and other causes, losses may be

B 3
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ineurred in one leason which may more than

oonnterbalance the profits of many'*'. But what-

ever may be the case as regards New Brunswick,

Canada, once thoroughly intersected by canals and

railways, would bid fair to be one of the most pro-

ductive countries on the face of the earth. Much

has already been done in the way of canals, though

too often to little purpose, comparatively, in conse-

* Tb6 lumbering diitricta are sometimes apt to suffer, more>

over, from fires accidentally or intentionally lighted. The

terrible conflagration of 182& which devastated the country, com-

manoing from the neighbourhood of Miramichi, must be in the

memory of many of my readers. The first intelligence of the

dreadful foe that burst forth in the devoted settlementi and

appeared likely to envelope the whole country in its terrific foldff

was given by a tremendous roaring in the woods, followed by the

appearance of a "bellying blackness/'f from whence were speedily

belched forth, amidst volumes of smoke and aahes, the fiery

breath of the devastating element. Only imagine a fire 300 miles

long I Rivers were nothing in its career ; it overleaped them as

though they had been so many threads, swallowing up settlement

•Iter settlement in its destructive embrace. In fact I have it on
unquestioned authority, that one of these conflagrations of the

wilderness has been known to overleap a river a mile in width.

The only escape in such cases is to seek the ploughed lands, or, if

none such be within reach or it be not the ploughing season, then

to fight fire with fire. Light one, that is to leeward of you, and

follow it ; you thus consume the supplies of the coming foe. The
tremendous conflagration of Miramichi extended northwards to

the bay of Chaleurs, and southwards to the town of Fredericton,

on which it actually seised, greatly endangering the whole of it.

In some of the rivers that crossed the course of the fire, the fish,

unable to escape, were thrown on the shore dead. Upwards of

500 persons perished or were injured by this fearftil calamity,

bmidfls a moltitnde of cattle.

t Thomu Aird'a » House of Wold."
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qnenoe of the works not haTuig been properly

gone about, or from private interests having been

permitted, through underhand proceedings, to

lapersede the pablic weal« The locks, for instance,

of some oi the canals, were made of a totally dif-

ferent gauge from those of others ; so that a vessel

of a size to pass through some could not pass

through all. These smaller ones then had to b«

reconstructed, at an enormous expense : exactly

the same system of ruinous bungling and penny

wise and pound foolish policy having been pur-

sued as that which spoiled the Caledonian Canal

in Scotland. Every one at all versed in the sta-

tistics of that part of the country knows that that

noble work, projected on so magnificent a scale in

the outset, was made just to stop short of utility,

owing to the locks at one end, from a false

economy, having been made just too small to

admit vessels of paying tonnage, and that conse-

quently the work had to be done nearly all over

again, at an expense of several hundreds of thou-

sands of pounds. And so it has been in Canada.

This error, however, has been latterly remedied.

A more culpable one, however, was committed in

the case of one of the canals, where, for a bribe, it

is said, of 30,000/., a wrong report was made as to

the proper course for it, and it was in consequence^

contrary to all right reason and common* sense,

engineered on the south or American side of the
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St. Lawrence ; thus putting our communications

by it always at the mercy of an inroad from the

States in the event of war, when it would have

been just as easy, and far more suitable, both to

the exigencies of the country and for defence, to

have put the Rapids of the St. Lawrence between

this expensive work and a possibility of its being

destroyed, or our having our communications

through it cut off by an invader. With all these

drawbacks, however, the Canadian canals are noble

works ; and a vessel fit to cross the Atlantic may

now load at the Sault St. Marie, at the foot of

Lake Superior (where, by the bye, another canal

ought to be cut immediately), and never break

bulk tiiU she discharges in the port of Liverpool or

London.

Knowing as much as I do now of the resources

of our own possessions in North America, it is

matter of supreme astonishment to me that British

capitalists, instead of contenting themselves with

investments in the States, or ruining themselves

by speculating in impracticable lines to Cape

Wrath, John O'Groat's, or Little Peddlington, do

not at once form companies for railways out here,

with more boldness and energy than they seem to

have exhibited hitherto, since Canada is still at

least a British province, notwithstanding the

manner in which French rebels are enabled for

the present to lord it over both their Radical
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friends and their loyalist opponents. With one line

running through New Brunswick, from Halifax to.

Quebec, and another from thence to Hamilton

and Windsor, the traffic would be enormous, as

this would meet the great American line at De-

troit, and give to Canada the whole of the carrying

trade from the west. The rise in value of the

surrounding country would likewise be unspeak-

able ; and the return to the pockets of the share-

holders would shortly advance to an almost incal-

culable amount. I believe that it is a notorious

fact that one half the United States' railways are

run with British capital, to the amount of forty

millions ; and that they will shortly carry one

right through to Oregon and the Pacific admits of

not a doubt. There will then be the " overland

passage'' to China, performed in forty days or

little more, from Liverpool to Canton, by connect-

ing lines of steamers across the Atlantic and

Pacific. And why should not John Bull help

Canada to a share of these immense benefits, and

fill his own pockets, moreover, by a steadily

increasing rate of interest, from a country which

belongs to himself, and where he is not likely

therefore, to have his claims " repudiated" ?

Doubtless, as I have observed, the rebellion put

back the confidence of British capitalists in

Canada for some years ; but notwithstanding

Radical misrule, I hope people are coming to a
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better sense of what is due to the benefit of the

oonntry now, and, on the simple principle of the

man^s cooling down from his Chartism after he

had built a couple of cottages, I think that, how-

ever they may agitate in other respects, property

18 too generally diffused even for most Radicals to

allow of the crusade against it proposed by the

rebels. It is an admitted fact, I believe, in sta-

tistics, that in spite of all drawbacks, the annual

accumulation of capital in Great Britain is esti-

mated at 65,000,000/. *' Continued during a five

years' run of prosperity (the usual limit), this

capital would amount to 325,000,000/. The

banks are then overflowing with money. There

is an excess of capital, for which there is no

demand; but very often, rather than it should

be unemployed, long-dated East India bills are

accepted. After such an accumulation, the mid-

dling classes, not finding employment for their

money, have rushed with it into foreign loans and

excesses of speculation*.'' Now, I distinctly and

positively assert, without fear of the possibility of

contradiction, that of all safe and paying invest-

ments for such surplus capital, that of employing

it in Canadian railways, would answer the best,

and would do more, in conjunction with good

* " Partnership in commandite ; or» Partnership with limited

liabilities/'—Effingham Wilson. See an able review of this work

in tfas " BritumU " of October 21, 1848.
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goreamnumt, ihan any other secular thing whatso*

•rer, to cement British and Canadian interest* in

a bond of indissoluble union. It would likewise

make us entirely independent of our neighboum

in the States ; for our carrying lines, in the event

of a war, besides securing a ready conveyance to

the interior of our West Indian and other pro-

duce ; whereas at present the large sum (for a

colony) of 750,000/. goes annually from Canada

to the States, for the purchase of the very corn-

modities which our own colonies ought to supply.

I am well aware that some amazingly far-sighted

statesmen in our own beloved country are fond of

maintaioing that our ''tight little island'^ could

continue to hold her present unparalleled su-

premacy of position amongst the nations if shorn

of her colonies ; and such persons would therefore

be better pleased than not were they to become

so many independent states to-morrow. In fact,

it is well known that Mr. Joseph Hume and

others of his school were open advocates of the

rebellion in Canada. Yet, however such " penny

wise and pound foolish " people may dream that

adups and commerce would remain to Great Bri-

tain when colonies had departed, I happen to

know that our shrewd long-headed neighbours in

the States are of a very different opinion. I saw

it expressly admitted, and indeed asserted, not

long ago, in an American paper, that the posae$8um
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of colonies was worth incalculable millions to the

British power. This is a pie^e of invaluable tes-

timony, coming from such a quarter, and may

fairly be deemed entirely conclusive on the subject.

Ships will not stay where there are no colonies for

them to go to. Look at the Americans; do they

sail in British bottoms ? Nay, verily ; they know

better how far the force of a country consists in

its marine ; and now, as independent States, they

can control our commerce, and reply to our

sublimely philanthropic (!) experiment of free

trade, by returning a ministry pledged to the

continuance of a protective system ; whereas in our

own colonies our interests are all one. In fact, it

appears at first sight somewhat singular that the

ultra democratic party in the States, when in

power, furiously abuse everything English in

theory, yet practically favour us by removing

restrictions on our commerce. The Whigs, on the

other hand, who answer to Tories at home, speak

favourably of England and English institutions,-

respect our Monarchy and Government profess-

edly, but practically inflict a far heavier blow upon'

us than could be struck by all the verbiage of;

their democratic antagonists, inasmuch as they

never have the opportunity but they lay the

heaviest drawbacks on British commercial enter>

prize. My inference from these facts would be,

not that the party are insincere in their profes-
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sions of a friendly feeling towards England, but

that, as wise Conservatives, they very properly

consider the interests of their own country their

primary care, and adopt a protective line of policy

as the safest. In fact, I cannot help thinking,

amidst the enormous commercial and fiscal altera-

tions introduced of late years in our own beloved

country, that those who brought them about

would have done well to have considered that

England arrived at her present amazing pitch of

greatness, under the good Providence of Ood,

chiefly through a highly Conservative policy, and

that any great organic changes, which at least

depended for much of their success on the very

doubtful reciprocating goodwill of other nations^

always more or less jealous of our national great-

ness, were even for that reason alone most

strenuously to be deprecated. Holding these

views, I say that a system of railways in Canada,

carried out by means of British capital, will add a

mighty link to the unspeakably advantageous bond^

of mutually protective connection. But, even

persons inaccessible to this line of argument, would

find at any rate, I repeat, that by way of secure

investment of capital, Canadian railways present

an unrivalled opening (see Appendix) ; and there

is this great advantage connected with them, that

persons can hardly be deceived with regard to the

lines to be adopted. A glance at the map would
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show the most unpractised eye that whilst a line

must of course run between Halifax and Quebec;

through New Brunswick, and another from Quebec-

to Hamilton, taking in Montreal, Kingston,

Toronto, and other places in its course; that

thence one branch must diveige to Windsor,

Sandwich and Port Larmia, and another to Qmeo,'*-

Sound or Goderich or both. -h. >

,

The Americans* are willing to assist in the

completion of a railway on the British side of Lake

Erie, as they would thereby save 100 miles in their

communication between Buffalo and Detroit.

A minor line should also follow the course of

ToDge Street, in order to bring the produce of all

tlutt tract of country up to Lake Gouchichin, or

indeed to Owen's Sound, &c., and, were the Severn

rendered navigable, into ready communicatioa

with the market below. Other short lines might

readily be suggested, such as that from Wood-

irtock to Lake Erie, for which a charter has been

already obtained, and which Colonel Light is now

in England to forward. Thus (the Woodstock and

Erie railway) would pass through a country of

about 35 miles in length, almost wholly covered

with magnificent pine for lumbering purposes.

Here are already 40 saw-mills along the pro-

* They, however, at least the Buffalo people, want to patronise

what is called the Bertie line ; this line, however, wonld not be so

adTtntageons to Canada. *
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posed line of route, and the opening up of the

railway will speedily bring into operation about

60 more.

Colonel Light's agents are Messrs. Godd^ 16^

nudyer Street, Westminster.

As regards the route by Hamilton, it has been

surveyed and staked. Sir Allan M'Nab having

gone home in 1846-7 and formed a company for

the purpose. The agent in Canada is Mr. Gilker-

son of Hamilton.

It is also to be observed that lines in this

country can be run with peculiar cheapness, as

beech, the indigenous product of the country is

capable of being used, in the first instance, instead

of iron for the trams. This is not only an immense

saving, equal I believe to two-thirds on the whole

cost as in England, but it is far from being a mere

^'pis alter" as it is found, I understand, that there

is something in the grain of the beech which holds

the wheels as they run, far more kindly than iron»

and that they are, consequently^ less liable to allow

of the carriages getting off the rails. It is not^

however, in contemplation to use beech for the

Canadian Great Western.

They have now an electric telegraph from

Toronto to Hamilton, London, &c., which cost

very little at the outset, and when I last heard^

was paying the shareholders 8 per cent.

A new and important use of telegraphs I subjoin
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from a Canadian paper:—"The telegraph now

gives notice of storms ! For example, the tele-

graph at Chicago and Toledo now gives notice to

shipmasters at Cleveland and Buffalo, and also on

Lake Ontario, of the approach of a northwest

storm. The result is practically of great impor-

tance. A hurricane storm traverses the atmo-

sphere at about the rate of a carrier pigeon, viz.,

60 miles an hour. Our north-west winds come,

apparently from the sources of the lakes, and.

sweeping over Lakes Superior, Michigan, and

Erie, spend themselves in the interior of the

country. Our south-west winds come apparently

from the Gulf of Mexico, where the force is very

great, and pass up the general direction of the-

Mississippi and Ohio. Commencing at these

remote points, it is obvious that if telegraphic

offices are established at the extremes of the litie>

notice of the approach of a violent wind may be

given to distant ports from 1 2 to 20 hours before

it will be felt there. The practical effect will be

that a vessel in the port of New York, about to

sail for New Orleans, may be telegraphed 20

hours in advancing on the coast from the Gulf of

Mexico. We are only on the threshold of the real

substantial advantages which may be rendered by

the electro-telegraph. Already have notices of

storms on the lakes been given from Chicago and

Toledo to Buffalo/'
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I have observed that many travellers, even

English travellers, are apt to talk in their writings,

in either a contemptuous or lugubrious tone, of

the little business doing on the Canadian side, in

comparison of the goings on in the States. I

myself expected, from the books which I had read

before I came out, to find an almost entire stag-

nation prevailing in Canada, as it was even

asserted that the difference was perceptible to the

mere passing stranger. To my agreeable surprise,

however, I discovered that this was very far from

being the case : where I expected to see tovma and

villages in the most soporific state of repose, and

all stir and bustle on the American shores, I

found in Canada plenty of vessels at the wharfs-^

wagons, carts, and other conveyances hurrying to

and fro, and in fact every appearance of healthy

animation in the commercial pulses of this great

country. I really think that were the additional

impetus given to it that railways, in connection

with a system of Government no longer French

and anti-British would impart, it would exhibit as

great signs of life and activity as any country on

the face of the globe. There is this, moreover,

especially to be noticed, that while there may be

and doubtless is a more feverish pulsation of mer-

cantile existence displayed in the States, the vitality

of Canada is, on the whole, healthier. It was

astonishing how such a youthful and comparatively
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poor country, stood the tremendons mercantile

crashes that lately shook the parent state to its

centre. Such a thing as the breaking of a bank is

an unknown occurrence in Canada ; and the pub-

lic honesty is. moreover greater than that of the

neighbouring republic. With all respect for the

innumerable instances of private and individual

excellence which one meets in the United States,

it is a melancholy fact tkat public honesty is too

frequently wanting. I am not speaking here of

the well known '' repudiations,^' but of a piece of

political treachery still more flagrant and more

entirely inexcusable. I refer to the settlement of

the New Brunswick boundary. When thait had

to be arranged, it is asserted that they not only

pretended to lose a map in which the original

settlement of territory was laid down as deter-

mined, but actually suborned a number of old

people to perjure thems( Wes by declaring that

they remembered that such and such were the

original limits of the British territory, when they

knew their statement to be deliberately got up for

the occasion ; thereby securing a large accession of

land which did not belong to them. But this is

not all ; they were not content to do the thing in

a comer to obtain the *' reward of iniquity *' and

be silent about it, but there were actually not

wanting public men— leading politicians of the

country, openly to produce the map, which had
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been purposely kept eoncealed till after tli»

boundary question was settled, and boast of the

manner in which they had gulled John Bull.

I am inclined to think, however, that where ad-

vantages are only to be gained on such terms,

John Bull would be always rather the deceived

than the deceiver, and long may it be so with

him.

Let me narrate, however, an interesting circum-

stance connected with the late war, by way of

some little set-off against what is so disagreeable

and repugnant to every right feeling. As the

boundary in some parts is only a mere air line

between New Brunswick and the State of Maine,

the people who used to visit from either side,

very wisely agreed amongst themselves that there

was not the slightest reason why friends and

neighbours in the wilderness should quarrel and

fight because of the war, and carried on their visit-

ing and trafficking accordingly with the same good

feeling as ever, all the time that the two countries

were hammering at one another as hard as they

could in other places.

A clever fellow has taken advantage of the

absence of natural divisions on these lines, to

build a house half in the British and half within

the American territory ; and as he keeps a store,

he can supply the commodities of both countries

to his customers, without being troubled by the
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custom-house officers. This puts one in mind of a

story which I met with, I think, in Mr. Feather-

stonhaugh's hook, of a fellow in some of the

Western States, very much in deht, and otherwise

on bad terms with the law, who managed to build

his house exactly where four States met, so as to

render it next to impossible for the sheriffs to be

provided with a warrant that could reach him.
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CHAPTER II.

Journey into the State»—Obliging custom-bonae officer ; a good

ezunple to our own—Oain to a new country from eaiy cuitom-

house regulations—How to get rid of a tronblesome charge

—

Rochester—Rapid rise of the city— Congress Hall hotel

—

Spkndid performance on the accordion — Oencssee falls—
English and American railway carriages contrasted—Decided

preference in some respect given to the latter—Size of the cars

—

Comfort of the stoye in winter—A train stopped by the snow-

Lack of substantial solids at the refreshment stations—Security

of luggage—Mode of ticketing it.

When I at first went into the United States

for anything like a travel^ winter was fast setting

in. In fact, I believe that the steamer from

Toronto to Rochester was taking about her last

trip. She cannot get quite up the river to the

city, but lies at the wharf, about 3 miles below.

You can always, however, secure a conveyance up.

Coming from the British side, we of course had to

encounter the custom-house officers; and I am
truly happy in having this opportunity of publicly

VOL. II.
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expressing my thanks to the gentlemen in charge

of the customs at this station. Many travellers

are fond of talking of American rudeness and

want of manners ; but I can only say that, if the

conduct of those who meet one on the threshold

of a country be a criterion, America leaves us far

in the background. Instead of the rude officious-

ness, the vexatious delaying and general imperti-

nent inquisitiveness, far beyond anything which

the security of the public revenue could render

necessary (not to speak of the paltry robberies too

often perpetrated under the name of " seiaures"),

to which one is liable to be subjected on landing

at a British port from foreign parts, I feel bound

in gratitude to say, that the politeness which I

met with here could not have been exceeded. I

had a good deal of luggage, great part of the

weightier and more bulky portion of it consisting

of books, which, as it happened, I need not have

cambered myself with at tiiat time ; but, upon the

principle that " no good general ought to be

separated from his baggage,'^ I preferred carrying

mine along with me. It was a raw uncomfortable

day ; and, to say f^e least, it wmild have been a

very great bore to have had my whole iuggt^e^

recently packed, turned topsy-turvy. The quan-

tity of it attracted some attention ; and one of the

officers seemed incUned to open it. I assured

them, howevc, l^at I had nothing for sale, and
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was merely an Englishman on my travels ; when

the obliging individual above referred to imme-

diately said to his colleague, "Oh, merely an

English gentleman travelling ; we need not look

at anything ;" and in the kindest manner passed

everything, refusing even to open those cases of

which I oflfered him the keys. Though this gen-

tleman may have been, and doubtless was, polite

to a stranger from personal kindness of disposition

(and I only wish I had the pleasure of knowing

his name, that I might make honourable mention

of it), I found afterwards that civility at the cus-

tom-house is the rule in the United States ; and

herein they are very wise, for even supposing that

an article liable to duty did now and then pass in

consequence, either accidentally or otherwise, yet

the country must on the whole be unspeakably

the gainer, from the immense additional numbers

of persons who are thus induced to make it their

thoroughfare. The only instance which I know

of any trouble given at an American custom-house

to a private individual was in the case of a friend

of mine, a gentleman settler for Canada, coming

out vid New York, where the custom-house

authorities wanted to charge him SOL duty for the

books which he brought with him. As he of

coarse did not admire such a demand, he devised

a very excellent plan of getting rid of it. He
refosed to land his books in the States, sent them

c2
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back to England, and had them reshipped to

Quebec ; by which means, and submitting to the

delay, he got them out for just 30*. Here, then,

vigilance on the part of the custom-house officers

defeated its own object, since they gained not one

farthing of duty, and lost the charges of convey-

ance. But the rule, as I said, of the States, is the

reverse of anything savouring of over-strictness

;

and it would be well if the authorities in the

British provinces would take a leaf out of their

neighbours' book in this respect, as, to a British

subject who may have taken a tour through the

States and is returning, such a visitation is parti-

cularly annoying. It is due, however, to the

officers from Montreal, who first encountered my
luggage on my return by Lake Champlain, to say

that they very kindly gave me no trouble ; but in

some parts, as at St. John's New Brunswick, I

have actually heard of a carpenter who had been

for two months in the States, being charged duty

on his return for the tools which he had taken

with him when he went thither, contrary, as it

appears to me, to all English law, which, as far as

I have understood, always allows a person the

tools of his trade free.

Rochester is an instance of the manner in which

" water privileges" will make a city. There is a

picture published of the place as it appeared in

1812, the view consisting of two log-huts, with a
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person near the door of one, taking a shot at a

bear. It now contains a population of 30,000,

with churches, meeting-houses, hotels, and fac-

tories, ad libitum, besides an air of business in the

streets of the most lively character—waggons,

carts, and conveyances of all descriptions, con-

tinually passing to and fro. The Americans cer-

tainly do many things with amazing cheapness,

one reason of which is doubtless to be found in

the abundant produce of the country. There is a

large new hotel, called the Congress Hall Hotel,

close to the railway station, which I preferred

chiefly for that very reason, as you were ready to

pop out and take your place the moment a train

arrived. I forget what the exact bill was during

my short stay ; but I remember the waiter telling

me that the charges for njiore permanent boarding

were, to a certain extent, of course, according to

the bed-room occupied ; but that a bachelor, who

could do with the smaller ones at the top of the

house, would have this, with board and all other

advantages of the establishment, for three dollars

and a half a week, and this, be it remembered,

with a table which might have been well called

luxurious, as it was covered with all manner of

delicacies, particularly in the article of pastry,

including an excellent dessert. The attendance

was also very good. There was a well furnished

sitting-room, with newspapers, &c., and everything
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bad a very clean appearance, as far as I could see.

In fact, the whole establishment was spick and

span new. The house, built of very bright red

bnck, with very green jalousie-shutters to all the

windows, and I think it was four or five stories

high, presented altogether the effect of a Brobdig-

nagian toy hotel, just brought in a packing-case

for some fair young Miss Glumdalcla.

I paid a visit for an hour or two to another

hotel of older standing, where a former fellow

passenger by the steamer, an American artist of

very great musical talent, had taken up his quar-

ters. His favourite instrument was the accordion

(though he played the pianoforte, and I believe

the flute, &c). When I first met him, he was

exhibiting his vade secum to some of the people in

the cabin at breakfast, and being an extremely

obliging person, was very easily prevailed upon to

favour us with some specimens of his skilL I

never before had the remotest idea of the effect

which could be produced by such an apparently

inefficient instrument when in the hands of a

master. The one with which he delighted his

admiring auditory appeared certainly to be fitted

with every appliance that art could produce to

render it as perfect as the principle of its construc-

tion admitted ; but that all that seemed like

" drone" so common to the instrument in ordi-

nary hands, should have disappeared, was what I
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could scarcely have deemed credible. As no one

else on board seemed, as it happened, to have any

notion of compositions of a high order, I ventured

to put in my word and request morceau after

morceau from the first composers, of course to the

great delight of the others, who were glad enough

to listen. Our friend, quite pleased to find some

one who, without any pretension to science in the

matter, at least knew and could appreciate what

was first-rate in his art, " came out " in extremely

fine style. His manner of producing the efiect of

a duet for two violins, in a brilliant operatic pas-

sage, was quite equal, as far as my humble opinion

goes, to a performance of dazzling excellence

which I once listened to in London, from those

consummate maeatros, Camillo Sivori and Bla-

grove. I may be mistaken ; but the effect must

have been very fine to interest me at all, since for

most profane music I care as little as I do for the

screaming of a penny whistle. I found this gen-

tleman in the public sitting-room of an hotel in

Rochester^ where he was delighting a highly

respectable assemblage, chiefly of ladies, his fellow

boarders, with specimens of his skill. I believe

he intended to give a concert ; but on that occa-

sion, as on board of the steamer, his performance

was perfectly free. In fact, he seemed to take an

unaffected pleasure in ministering to the gratifica-

tion of his auditory, apart from all feelings of gain.
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Of course his talents franked his passage every-

where, as is almost the universal custom in the

States in favour of those who like to amuse the

puhlic with specimens of their talents on board of

steamers, &c. The blind also, I believe, are taken

free, if paupers, which is a touching trait of

humanity in the commanders and owners of these

vessels.

The water-power on the Genessee has been

the making of Rochester ; though the romance of

the really beautiful falls is very much spoilt by

the numerous factories, which have, moreover,

diminished the volume of the principal fall by

drawing the water oflf into ever so many different

channels. I think I counted exactly twenty

separate lesser falls, gushing from different parts of

the western bank of the ravine beyond the main

fall.

The effect of this was certainly pretty. You

gain admission to the best point of view by going

through a " saloon,'^ as it is called, consisting of

a two-roomed hut, kept by a civil Manxman, who

seems to be the occupier of the clearing behind

it. He franks you through on your taking any-

thing in the shape of refreshment, unless you

choose, like the "two teas and a brandy-and-

water '' at the Vauxhall tea-gardens, to be shabby

enough to '*jump over the palings without pay-

ing.'* Whether the member of the three-legged
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community,* above referred to, would in such

case employ his two legs in running after you,

I cannot say, as I did not try him.

I understand that the Rochester people are

now making a quarry of the stone nt these Fallsj

which will of course tend, I presume, to spoil

whatever of the picturesque still remains to them.

The railway crosses the river here ; and nothing

can strike one more than the cheap manner in

which the passage is contrived to save expense.

Instead of all the cumbrous paraphernalia of

tubular tunnels, tremendous piers, &c., incidental

to our own dear, wealthy, aristocratic, little island,

they simply run the rails over the braces, or

string-courses connecting the heads of the piles,

which we should consider in England as only the

foundation-work of an expensive bridge. The

tramways run, moreover, through towns and all^

crossed in all directions by the transverse roads

and streets, without any protective fence what-

soever ; though of course it is scarcely necessary

to observe that they run at slackened speed

through the cities. In the country, however,

where a road crosses, there is simply a notice

stuck up, with the wprds, "Look out for the

train when the bell rings ;" (though without the

additional Irish precaution of telling you what to

'" The anna of Man—three human legs, with the motto " Qao-
cnmque jeceris stabit."

c 3
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do if you can't read) ; and on it dashes, in maoy

places without gateways, policemen, or any other

*' protectionary measure" whatsoever. I cannot

imagine what fault English travellers have to find

with American railway travelling. To my mind,

at least, it appeared that it would have been diffi-

cult to exceed the comfort of the carriages, parti-

cularly on a very long journey, and in miserable

weather in the latter end of November. ' Look at

an English first-class carriage.* You take your

place, we will say at Liverpool, for London. After

being properly " ticketed and labelled," you esta-

blish yourself in certainly a tolerably cushioned

species of arm-chair, where you are boxed up with

from five to seven other '' similar and similarly

situated figures," as old Euclid would have it.

If you happen, owing to the number of your

ticket, to be unfortunately seated with your " back

to the horses," you have no redress. If your

next neighbour on either side, or your amiable

vis-^rvis, rejoices in the companionship of a

squalling, puking baby, look as cross or feel as

forbearing as you will, you are an involuntary

spectator and auditor of all the dear infant's

sallies for that trip. If your feet are chilled to

icicles, there is no help for it. If you are ill and

* I am happy to find that the splendoar and comfort of the

more recently indented first-class carriages in England leaves

nothing to be wished for on the score of improvement now.
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want to get out, ten to one you are locked in.

If you are hurried past the station where you

intended to leave, and wish ever so to see the

guard, there is a writ of non eat inventus against

him. If you are travelling with your dearest

friend or your lovely and newly-wedded bride,

and there are no two seats vacant in one carriage^

you are ruthlessly separated, at least for that

journey. If, on the other hand, you are a lonely

bachelor, and linger somewhat tardily for an extra

cup of coffee at the hands of the Houris of

Wolverton, you may risk breaking your neck in

a rush to find your place again. From all these

inconveniences you are perfectly free in an Ame-

rican carriage; the only counterbalancing draw-

back (if it be one at all to a sensible traveller),

consisting in the numbers with whom yon are

thrown into juxtaposition.

The carriages are of enormous length, some-

thing like greatly elongated omnibuses
; perhaps

each may be thirty-six to fifty feet long. But

instead of your sitting on two lengthy seats paral-

lel to the direction of the carriage, as in one of

those conveyances where you cannot move without

treading upon your neighbour's toes, or pushing

your hat into his face to the infinite peril of hit

proboscis, these carriages are^^ pewed " down each

side with sittings holding two each, and a central

« aisle'' between. The backs of these seats.
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moreover, are low, cushioned, and turn over in

the arc of a semicircle, upon a hinge, so that,

supposing you have a couple of friends in the

" pew " immediately hehind you, whom you wish

to face, you have nothing to do with the appro-

bation of your immediate companion, but to

throw the back of your own seat the other way,

to turn round and a form a partie quarrie. There

is likewise a comfortable stove in winter, so that

the whole place is kept agreeably warm—some

writers say too warm. I can only say that when

I found it so, I simply opened the sash next me
for a few moments, no one making any objection,

and the air was relieved at once. I never remem-

ber anything to exceed the luxury of comfort

which I experienced in my first railway trip, from

the zest given to the sense of warmth and security

within by the external rigour of the elements. We
were tearing along through a wild winter's storm,

the gale howling around us, and the snow and

sleet furiously driven before it, thrashing the

windows without mercy, and almost without inter-

mission, as we drove along; yet there we could

go, mile after mile, in no cramped position, for

one could get up and warm oneself at the stqve

or move to an unoccupied seat in the further part

of the' carriage, and read or converse as one

chose,.or sit and look about with the most entire

ssnse of comfort. If one wanted to say a word
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to the guard, a very civil personage was ever and

anon walking to and fro, stepping from carriage

to carriage, with the train at full speed (for the

doors are at the ends, and not at the sides, and

the platforms join and are railed in), replenish-

ing the fires, and ready to answer any question

that one might feel disposed to put. And as far

as the amount of expectoration was concerned,

for which the Americans have been so much

abused, I can only say that I, at least, did not see

it prevail to anything like the extent described by

some travellers. Perhaps I was fortunate in my
companions, but I feel bound in truth to assert

that there was nothing, on the whole, in the con-

duct of any of them essentially different from

that of a similar number of quiet and well-

conducted people of the middle classes similarly

got together in the old country.

At one end of each carriage there ia an apart-

ment partitioned off and very conveniently fur-

nished, which any ladies travelling by themselves

may retain for their exclusive use if they like.

But if none express a particular wish to that

effect, their male companions, or indeed others,

may pass freely in and out. This apartment is,

however, I believe, very properly " tabooed'* from

smokers, so that any very determined follower of

King James, of anti-tobacconist memory, may
here find a safe retreat, if the ladies will admit
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him. But generally I observed that those w1k>

wished to sonoke stood on the outside of the plat-

form.

The American carriages in snowy weather rig

out a set of boards to the height of four or five

feet perpendicular on the nose or shovel, which ii

always attached to their engines, for the purpose

of throwing any accidental obstacle off the rails.

It is one of the most beautiful sights imaginable

to see an approaching train ploughing its way

through a moderate drift of snow ; the pure sub-

stance curling over in the most exquisite foamy

looking flakes, like the crest of a billow. We
came, however, to one train which had been fairly

stopped till a party of labourers went forward to

clear the way for some distance. It was a night-

train, and had been detained for some hours, but

had evidently pushed very hard to get throughs

since the incrustation of the snow was half way up

the lens of the lantern, or, I suppose, full six feet

from the ground, before the power of the engine

and momentum of the train were overcome by the

resistance presented by the drift into which k
had plunged. The stoppage occurred near a

station, into which some of the passei ^ers re-

treated ; but others, who did not care even for the

exposure to the weather incidental to stepping

out, remained very quietly in their places, and

dozed away. In fact, so long as their fuel held
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oat, they coald hardly have exchanged their poai-

tion for one of greater comfort

A circumstance at the refreshment atationi

truck me as singular, and that was the extremely

light character of the eatables offered. Instead

of the substantial pork and veal and chicken pies,

cuts at solid rounds, or regular set dinners, as at

Birmingham, beginning with soup and ending

with cheese, there was little else but apple-puffs,

dieesecakes, raspberry tarts, and similar trivial

lare, by no means adapted to a hungry stomach,

or the support necessary to a long journey. Some-

times, however, the more voracious might discover

a single joint of roast pork or mutton '' looming

large " amongst the " musquito fleet " of pastries,

like a good-sized transport in the middle of a

crowd of fishing boats ; and had it not been for

the occasional making the acquaintance of some

such pikce de renstance, I, who am no great

admirer of pastry, should have been occasionally

•omewhat at a loss for sustenance.

The security of lugg{^e on an American rail-

way is as near as may be to being perfect. We
ought certainly to take a hint from them on our

English lines in this respect. I conceive it almost

impossible for a person to lose his luggage accord-

ing to their arrangements. When your things

are given into the care of the company, a num-

bered leaden or copper ticket is affixed by a
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leather strap to every article, and you have then

a duplicate of each given you. On the arriviJ

of a train at its destination, the space opposite to

the luggage vans is railed off by the guards, and

no person but themselves is admitted within the

inclosure. The number of the ticket on any

article is then called out, and the person pre-

senting the corresponding number has it imme-

diately given up to him. No other individual can

possibly obtain it; and the only inconvenience

would be, that if you were careless enough to lose

your tickets, you could not get at your luggage

till, by keys, letters, or description, you could

prove your property in it. I knew a gentleman

who, by neglecting to provide himself with these

tickets, lost all his luggage, containing family

plate just brought from England, and other arti-

cles, to the value of 100/. The "touters" for

the different hotels will always get your things

conveyed to the house free ; and the best way to

avoid being confused amongst a number, is to fix

on your hotel beforehand, from cards or private

recommendation

.
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CHAPTER III.

Boston—Its peninsular situation—^The bishop of Massachussett

—His friendly reception of Englishmen—^Trinity church—^Ex-

pensive organ—Ecclesiastical pioneering—The church of tiie

Advent and Dr. Crosswell—Nashotah mission—^The government

dockyard at Charleston—The Rev. Addison Searle—United

States' naval chaplains—Dockyard chapel—" Domestics " and

"helps"—Rope-walk and block-cutting department—Library

and reading-rooms—Uniform room by naval chaplains—Orderly

character of Boston—Sailors' home—Mariners' church—Fast

and thanksgiving [days—A Socinian teacher's doctrine-^Only

t wo '.ins in thp world—^Neglect of the ecclesiastical year by the

authorities—Absurd mistake in consequence, corrected by a

clergyman—Unhappy theological differences in families—Moral

plague spot of Socinianism—Interesting attitude of the church

in America-^Her position compared with that of her Anglican

mother.

Boston certainly occupies a very striking posi-

tion. It stands on a perfect peninsula, rising to a

considerable elevation at the State House, from

the lantern of which you obtain a fine panoramic

view of the city and suburbs. Innumerable

wharfs run out in every direction into the sea,
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except on the landward side, where the water is

comparatively shallow, and where, with the excep-

tion of the road along the narrow isthmus leading

to Roxbury, the favourite retreat of many of the

citizens of the wealthier class, communication is

kept up with the mainland by means of long

causeways carried on piles across the shallows.

At mo&t ot these there is a moderate toll, I think

of one cent, for a foot passenger.

On arriving at Boston, one of the first things I

did was to pay my respects to the bishop, who is

also a rector of Trinity Church, from which he

derives an income of 3000 or 4000 dollars a year.

The right reverend Martin Eastbum, bishop of

Massachusetts, is by birth an Englishman, which

he is fond of telling one. He came to the States,

however, when quite a child. He is always

extFeniely glad to see his countrymen^ and is sure

to give them a most courteous reception. There

is nothing about his house or its appurtenances

beyond the ordinary characteristics of a respectable

judvate residence. It is about as good a house as

those of the masters of St. Paul's School, London.

He very kindly took me to see his church, which

is merely a common parish church, pewed throughr

out for a congregation. The organ here is said to

be the finest in the United States, and was built ia

England at a cost of 2000/.

Of course, there being no Church EstablishmeiU
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in America, the parishes are simply conyentional

divisions for ecclesiastieal purposes, agreeably to

the internal regulations of the church herself.

Bishop Eastburn belongs to what is called the

"low-church" party. There are not wanting

clergymen, however, in Boston, who carry their

views of the church's apostolic claims on the obe-

dience of the people, as well as the notion of h^
authoritative catholic teaching, to a much higher

point than is done by their diocesan.

There is a peculiar idiosyncrasy of many of the

American clergy, which marks them no less as

specially the pioneers of the wilderness spiritual,

than that which makes so many of their lay

countrymen the* special pioneers of the wilder-

ness literal. It is well known that the action of

this peculiar mental constitution in the laity leads

them very frequently to forsake a cultivated farm

as soon as they have " replenished the earth and

subdued it." Instead of setting down to enjoy the

fruit of their labours, and adding improvement to

improvement, as soon as they have brought a farm

into cultivation from the wildness of the original

forest, they will sell out tlie moment they have

brought the place so far to a state of advancement^

shoulder the axe, and away again further west to

(k> battle once more against the monarchs of the

forest. In like manner a clergyman, who is, per»>

haps, the esteemed rector of a large and weUr
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attended church in a wealthy neighbourhood,

instead of considering himself settled for life, unless

promoted, as a man would in England, will some-

times go forth into some destitute district, engage

a " large upper room,*' and gather there a congre-

gation to form the nucleus of another regularly

organized parochial subdivision. Gradually the

room is felt to be insufficient ; a subscription list

is filled, and another ecclesiastical edifice springs

up, to the glory of God and the extension of his

church.

My highly respected and esteemed friend Dr.

Crosswell has done somewhat similarly in Boston.

After being for years the rector of a church in

another city, he has come to one of the neighbour-

hoods there where a church was much needed,

and secured the whole upper part of a new store

for a commencement. He has had this neatly

fitted up, with pews open at the ends, and even

made an approach to a painted window, in order

to give something of a decidedly ecclesiastical cha-

racter to the place. The device is touchingly

simple, as the intended sanctuary is to be called,

" the Church of the Advent ;" he has got a slight

transparency in the window above the communion

table, having a cross in the centre, with the words,

" Lo I come/' in an arc of a circle above. The

device struck me as singularly solemn and devo-

tional, purely ecclesiastial in character, yet entirely
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free from all that savoured of superstition. He has

likewise a small eeolophon^ or seraphine, to assist in

the musical part of the service. There is no pulpit,

but a simple lectern within the communion rails.*

Here it was my privilege to attend divine service

every morning at nine o'clock, generally in the

company of a highly respectable congregation of

worshipping brethren, and amongst them some

officers of rank in the navy, having their official

residences in the neighbouring dock-yard at

Charleston.

This little band of christian brethren chose thus

to begin the day ii. God's holy house, before going

off to their various avocations ; and truly I trust

we might say *' that it was good for us to be there."

The prayers were always a delightful privilege, and

on saints' days the worthy doctor usually gave a

short and extremely well composed discourse, or

at other times ad libitum read some recent mis-

sionary intelligence from the far west after the

prayers were over. This I thought a useful mode

of diversifying the daily service, supposing any

variety to be required.

The Nashotah mission, from which he occa-

sionally read private letters replete with intelli-

gence, appears to be conducted after the most

* Dr. Crosswell'g congregation have since purchased a dissent-

ing chapel holding 1000 persons, where the services are now
conducted.
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truly primitiye and apostolic fashion. It if

situated in the very heart of the western wilder-

ness, and it is at once a college and place of

training for students, and the head-quarters of a

band of regularly ordained priests, who spread

themselves over the country in their labour ai

love. They appear, as nearly as possible, to have

all things in common, being supported, as it would

seem, from a common fund—doing much for the

poor settlers around them, and thankfully accept-

ing gifts, either of second-hand books, or cast-off

wearing apparel from their richer brethren in the

eastern States. It is scarcely necessary to add,

that the whole establishment is under the careful

superintendence of a missionary bishop.

Tiiere is another church (the building in this

case completed), in a. different part oi the town,

where there is always service at 6 a.m. and p.m.

The clergyman here, the Rev. Mr. Wells, is noted

for his devotedness to the cause of charity.

One of my favourite places of resort dmring my
sojourn in the neighbourhood of Boston, was to

the dock-yard at Charlestown, under the spiritoal

superintendence of my very good and most kind

friend, the Rev. Addison Searle, senior <diaplam of

the United States Navy. Here he has a plain

building fitted up as a chapel, where he regularly

officiates. His official residence is one of a neat

row of two-storied cottage-looking buildings within
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the walls of the establishment, where he keeps

about as snug a bachelor's hall—'which he is tnJy

delighted to see enliyened with the society of his

friends—as any lover of single blessedness need

atspire to. His clerical duties here are necessarily

light, as there is a separate chaplain for the gvard-

ship, the worthy Mr. Chase, who resides at Cam-

bridge, about four miles off, with his interesting

young family, and walks in every day to his

duties.

The pay of chaplains in tiie American navy is

established on a vary respectable scale of liberality.

It consists of 800 dollars a year for junior, and

1200 for senior chaplains, besides one ration at

sea. They have, however, no retiring allowance,

but are always on duty or on furlough. Owing to

tJie absence of an established clergy, they are not

all of the church, but I believe she possesses by

far the great majority ; and even some of those

without her pale have the good sense, I understand,

to ^se her liturgy. At the time of my visit, the

dock-yard was, happily, entirely under her wing,

as not only both the chaplains, but the commo-

dore and colonel of marines (since deceased, I

r^ret to say), to whose gentlemanlike politeness

I felt highly indebted, besides, many of the junior

officers, were decided and zealous diurchmen.

From what I could learn, I hope that muck

good ts dfung in l^e Aneitcaii navy. I can at
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least bear my testimony that my friends of the

clergy were held in universal estimation.

I noticed in the chapel a number of seats, with

the words ''officers' domestics" painted upon

them, which confirmed me in an idea which I

had previously entertained, that many of the nar-

ratives as to servants only enduring to be called

" helps " in America, is, after all, only travellers'

talk, and appertain properly rather to the newer

districts, where no aristocracy of wealth has been

created, than to the whole country.

It was said to be the case, that none but people

of colour would accept service in a family as foot-

men, &c. ; but, however that may have been in

times past, I can only say, that in Boston, I have

just been as quietly and properly waited upon by

a respectable white man-servant when at dinner in

a private family, as I could have been in London.

Some people in the great cities are even taking to

liveries.

The suburb of Charleston, in which the dock-

yard is situated, put me very much in mind of an

English country town as regarded the centre of it.

Indeed, I believe that its peculiarly English ap-

pearance has been frequently remarked upon.

The dockyard itself is a fine and extensive en-

closure, with very high and solid walls, and as

excellent a granite dry dock for line of battle-

ships, as one could wish to see. It appeared ^a

superb piece of masonry.
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There were one or two beautiful government

vessels nearly ready for sea, the principal being a

line of battle-ship, carrying her battery upon two

decks. I think she was a 92 or 98. I went over

her with much pleasure, and could see nothing

about her armament or appointments in any way

differing from those of an English man-of-war of

similar force.

There is a magnificent rope-walk within the

dockyard establishment, and of course, various

other workshops, in one of which, by the kind

permission of Commodore Parker, I was enabled

to see the cutting of the sheaves of blocks from

extremely hard wood, by means of revolving

machinery worked by steam. It was truly beautiful

to witness the unerring accuracy and perfect

facility and rapidity with which materials of such

extreme hardness were moulded to the will of the

artificer, as if they had been made of clay or

plaster of Paris.

There was a good sprinkle of guns lying about,

but on the whole, the yard had an empty ap-

pearance to an eye accustomed to the tremendous

displays of naval power in the arsenals of the

mother-country.

A library and reading-room was connected with

the dockyard, to which all the seamen and marines

had free access. The walls were hung round with

aqua tinta drawings of naval engagements, portraits

. VOL. II. D

t -i
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of vesBels and commanders. There appeared to

be nothing exclusiyely national in the selectioii—

either of the drawings or of the volumes.

The chaplains in the United States navy wear

a uniform (only of black cloth instead of blue)

like other officers. They seem to like it as giving

them an immediately cognisable status as officers

in foreign parts. My friend Mr. Searle^ howevei^

dressed the same as any other clergyman in

Boston. Mr. Chase, whose duties were on boaiid

1^ guardship, usually wore the uniform vest witk

the navy button (the anchor and eagle), but imA
black coat and pantaloons.

A stranger might walk in and out of the dock-

yard during the day unchallenged, but after nine

at night an officer must accompany one to the

gate and pass one out agreeably to the striet

etiquette of the service. The chaj^n, of course,

as an officer, could do «o at all times.

The chaplains of the United States navy ha>m

commissions. The schoolmasters are supemeded

hif ''professors of matdiematios,'' who have no

commission, but mess in tiie ward-*room or gm-
foom.

Boston is certainly a remarkably quiet and

^nderly city. On Sundays the atrictiness of

iontward observance was worthy of Scotland:

though the Bostonians do not come up to the

ngidness of their Puritan ancestors, who infUaM
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a fine if a man kissed his wife, or a woman piud

tiie like token of affection to her infant on

Sundays, they certainly manifest a most praise-

worthy degree of decorum. All bars of taverns are

very properly closed, and it is a fine to sell liquor

to any one. Indeed, an attempt was made to

check the indiscriminate sale of spirits at private

stores, by making it fineable to sell less than 28

gallons at a time, but those inclined to drink

found means of evading this law by purchasing

28 gallons and a glass over, and then selling the

larger quantity back again.

There is a sailor's home in Boston conducted

on Temperance principles, and I believe well

attended by the nautical class of the community.

It is not exactly in the style of that admirable

institution in Well's Street, London Docks,

which, under the superintendence of the excellent

Captain Elliott, the founder, has been of such

incalculable benefit to our own seamen ; but still,

tliis one is likely, I think, to do a great deal of

good. The terms of boarding here are only, I

believe, two dollars or two and a half a week, and

tib^^e is a comfortable reading-room well supplied

witii magaeines and newspapers, many of them of

a serious character. There are several places of

worship specially intended for seamen : the

Episcopal Mariner's Chun^, where the Bethel

flag is hoisted on Sundays, is situated in an upper

D 2
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room in a poor part of the town near the shipping.

The clergyman, the Rev. H. Robinson, a man of

devoted Missionary spirit, is not only a great

blessing to the sailors, but likewise to the poor of

what was a very spiritually destitute neighbour-

hood. There is no floating-ship church, I believe,

at Boston.* In fact, I questioa the special utility

of one any where, except where a regular sailing

vessel, to shift her stations conformably to the

wants of a seafaring population, is fitted up as a

place of worship—like the Bishop of Newfound-

land's visitation schooner, the " Hawk.*' Then,

I think the arrangement admirable ; but otherwise,

depend upon it. Jack likes a regular built shore-

going church. He says else ^' it's all ship," and is

not so ready, when in harbour, to attend a service

on board a floating hulk as some people might be

inclined to imagine.

The number of places of worship belonging to

the church, may, I think, in Boston, amount to

twelve or fourteen, besides several in the suburbs.

Here, as every where else, the churchpeople are

most agreeable and kind. In fact, association

with them was truly delightful. Their amiable

hospitality I can never forget. It may s^m
invidious to mention one name above another

* They are now introducing actual floating churches, not ships,

in die States, as the new Mariners' "Church of the Redeemer/*

at Philadelphia.
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where all were so agreeable, but I cannot help

laying that the attention paid me by Dr. Shattuck,

junior,^ could not have been exceeded. He is a

member of Dr. Crosswell's congregation, and a

fine specimen of an enlightened and consistent

churchman. He likewise possesses a very good

library, the want of which on the part of private

individuals I have heard remarked upon as a

deficiency in the States. His private fortune

enables him to entertain liberally, and he seems

to keep quite open house for the clergy. This

excellent young man is one instance amongst

many of a person born and educated a Dissenter,

becoming, in course of Providence, from ** giving

attention to reading," e devoted son of the church.

There is a large place of worship near his house,

which was built by his grandfather, and now

unhappily in the hands of Socinians. It is

customary in the States—^where, of course, from

there being no establishment, the church's solemn

days are taken no note of by the Government

—

to appoint a fast-day some time in spring, and a

thanksgiving day in autumn, for the harvest. On
one of these occasions the day not falling on a

Sunday, a friend of mine stepping into this

identical chapel, to see how they conducted their

devotions, (!) found the burden of the preacher's

discourse to consist in the highly satisfactory

* Now lecturer on Chemistry at St. James' College, Maryland.
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doctrine, that there were (mly twa things in thtr

world that were sin, namely, slavery and war 1 A»
my friend possessed no slaves, and was not

particularly given to fighting, the doctrine, laid

down as he observed, was likely to be highly

satisfactory to his conscience.

As a specimen, of some at least, of the dissent-

ing preaching in the States, I subjoin the following

discourse, which I beg leave respectfully to inscribe

to the advocates of '' free trade in religion'^ at

home and abroad,—a truly melancholy exhibition

it is :

—

" Extra ! A brief report of a Sermon, including

remarks on Cow-hiding, preached at Phonogra-

phic Hall, Boston, Sunday evening, April 25«

1847, by Elder Adams.
'* ' Speak of me as I am, nothing extenuate nor

set down in malice/ So said the Elder, and the

request will be remembered.

" Text—Revelations, chap, xiv., verses, 6, 7-—

"

'And I saw another angel flying in the midst of

heaMren, having the everlasting gospel to preach

unto them that dwell on the face of the earth,

and to eyei^^ kindred, and nation, and tongue, and

people,

" * Saying, with a loud voice. Give glory to

God and fear him, for the hour of his judgment

is come, and worship him that made heaven
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and earth, and sea and the fountains eC

water/

*' Many people suppose the book of Revelationv

tO' be enveloped in mystery,—^that nothing satis-

factory can be obtained from it. This is & great

mistake—nothing mysterious whatever in the book.

Every word is intelligible to those disposed to

leceive the truth. God revealed to John things

that were shortly to come to pass, and also things

that were to come to pass hereafter. Some pre-

dictions were fulfilled at the destruction of Jeru-

salem, others shortly afterwards; but the more

weighty are now about to be fulfilled. These are

the kst days, and wonderful things are to take

place. The true, the e^^eriasting gospel is to be

preached to all nations; and the numerous sys-

tems of error are ready to crumble to pieces before

the mighty power of truth. Truth has been

banished from the earth for ages. All religious

sects have some truths in their creeds ; but their

numerous errors have a pernicious tendency. But

the hour of God's judgment has come—the

nations are in commotion, there are wars and

rumours of wars, and the wise can easily discern

tiie signs of the times. God has the means to do

all his pleasure.

*' He has punished the wicked in times past, and

is now inflicting chastisement on his enemies, and

on those who villify and slander his servants.
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One of this kind of ' Chowder' got the measure

of his iniquity in the length of a cowhide, on

Friday last. All liars shall have their portion

;

some get a taste beforehand. The earth groans

beneath the weight of tyranny and oppression,

and the cries of God's children have ascended to

the heavens, and vengeance is soon to be taken

on those whose hearts are fully set in them to do

evil. The prophets in olden times saw Christ

and conversed with him. Paul saw him, John

saw him on the Isle of Patmos, and he has been

seen since by all true prophets of the Lord ; and

God reveals to them his will. God must speak

personally to his prophets ; nothing short of this

will answer. A revelation to another is not

a revelation to me. God reveals to his saints his

purposes, and thus confirmed revelations to his

apostles in the olden times. What are we to

understand by the everlasting gospel in the text ?

Is it hell and damnation ? No. Is it devils and

damned spirits ? No. Is it blasts from the

infernal regions ? No. Is it the wailings of those

who are said to be lost for ever? No. When
the everlasting gospel is mentioned, do our

thoughts on awful subjects roll ? No. The

gospel is good news to all sinners,—to the vilest

of the vile,—yea, eveh to the * Chowder' editor.

He may repent, and, supplicating mercy on his

marrow-bones, obtain it.
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M(* Not the righteous, but sinners, Jesus came to

call.' God has established his kingdom in the

world, and he calls upon all to become subjects

of that kingdom, and enjoy the benefits thereof.

' God is the Saviour of all men, especially of

them that believe.' Those who will not believe

—who walk in the way of the ungodly, never

enjoy the privileges of God's people; but live

miserably, die miserably, and are punished as long

as God thinks best for their good, in the world to

come. God calls upon men to believe the ever-

lasting gospel,—to come unto him. He does not

advise them to elongate their faces, to go to the

altar, to relate a self-reproaching and lengthy

experience, enumerating the sins they have com-

mitted, or contributing to raise 2000 or 3000

dollars for the benefit of those who howl doleful

tidings of dark despair, and who do not preach

the gospel. He advises them to come boldly to

the throne of grace ; and although they may be

steeped to the lips in iniquity, to put a cheerful

courage on. Such is the language of inspiration.

God confers blessings upon sinners in this world,

and in the next an eternity of happiness. He is

faithful that has promised. The prophets of old

were men of similar passions to the rest of the

world. Noah got drunk, and committed a worse

crime. David committed murder and adultery.

Moses slew an Egyptian, and buried him in the

D 3
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sand. Peter cursed and swore, and another dis-

tnple drew his sword and eut off an ear of his

supposed enemy. Solomon had lots of concu-

bines, and the whole of them had many glaring

fitults, and yet the Almighty chose such imperfect

men to perform his work—to preach the gospel

;

and if the crimes of these distinguished men

detract not from their worth, why should the

faults supposed of Elder Adams make null and void

his pretensions to an ambassador of heaven ? Many

priests of the present day consider themselves

I^nks of purity, and despise others, but they are

frequently guilty of great crimes, running after

strange women, and performing acts that should

only be howled in the desert air. They are not

what they are cracked up to be, and it is high

time that they should be dealt with according to

their deserts. But the period is not far distant,

when all hypocritical hirelings will have to scatter,

and far better men supply their places; when

eveiy temple of error in the world will be demol-

ished, and on their ruins the banner of the cross

will be unfurled, and triumphantly wave, whilst

reiterated shouts from millions of redeemed souls

will proclaim the triumph of the everlasting

gospel.

'' I would, in conclusion, allude to the cow-hiding

affair that came off on Friday last. I never wil-

fully injured any man, and have been peacefully

*•
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'disposed towards all mankind. Desiring to make

a little money by play acting, in order to pay my
debts, &c., I resumed the profession in which I

am not a novice, and performed a few nights at

the National. The caricature in 'The Public

Chowder/ published by Mr. Eastabrook, was

sufficient to excite the anger of a man who had

any regard for his reputation. With the excep-

tion of the contemptible thing alluded to, no paper

in Boston said aught against me, but rather be-

stowed praise; besides, 'The Public Chowder'

grossly misrepresented my sermon. The peculiar

circumstances in which I was placed, fully justified

ray giving him a, band fide covf-hiding for his foUy.

'' Paul says, ' No chastisement for the present is

joyous, but grievous; but afterwards it yieldeth

the peaceable fruits of righteousness.' It is to be

hoped Mr. Eastabrook and all other economisers

of truth, will take heed unto their ways that they

sin not with their tongue,—tiiat they will net

injure those who never have injured them. Fat

the falsehoods and ridicule in the newspapers the

law affords the aggrieved party but little redress

;

and if a man who controls a paper is at liberty to

my what he pleaseth, without regard to the feel-

ings of another, then it is equally plain that cow-

hides, pistols, dirks, fists, and other weapons will

come in fashion. But God forbid such results!

Jesus Christ once went into the holy temple
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which the Jews converted into a den of thieves,

and with a whip of more cords than one, made

the rehels scatter in double quick time. The Wu ;

they run was a caution to sinners. Served tht i

right. You perceive I am not the first preacher

who flogged his enemy. A man is sometimes

justified in proceeding to unlawful means to obtain

satisfaction for the wrongs he has received. Amen."

[Errors excepted.

—

Reporter,]

The church always, of course, with her usual

deference to the powers that be, throws open her

doors on the appointed occasions of fast and

thanksgiving respectively. Many of the Dissent-

ing chapels, however, will not even do this, simply

because the State desires it. All are not, however,

so contumacious, and in one, where I believe the

Socinian heresy was prevalent, the preacher took

for his text not a verse of the Bible, but the

heading of the proclamation: <^God bless the

State of Massachusetts.'^ Talking of texts, it so

happened that the said State of Massachusetts,

neglecting the calendar, thought proper to appoint

the fast-day in Easter week. A clergyman of the

author's acquaintance of course had a service on

the occasion, as he would have had at any rate

considering the season, but took the liberty of

rectifying the slight theological mistake made by

the authorities, by taking for his text on the fasU
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day, '^ Christ, our Passover is sacrificed for us,

therefore let us keep the feast,*

There was one thing that struck me as very

lamentable in the States, and that was, from the

latitudinarian independence of opinion, which too

much prevails,—perhaps from the nature of the

constitution of society,—to see families, who

ought to have walked together to one common

house of prayer, separate at the door, and go, one

perhaps to church, another to a Socinian meeting,

another to a Baptist chapel, and so on. A friend

of mine, himself a zealous churchman, complained

sadly to me that his wife and daughters, attracted

by the showy qualities of an Unitarian preacher,

would often walk off to his place, instead of being

contented with the sound, if less brilliant, minis-

trations of their regular clergyman. He asked

me if I knew of any strong but compendious

argument against the awful heresy which was

ensnaring them, and which is hurrying its tens

and hundreds of thousands of immortal souls to

perdition throughout the Union, and, indeed,

wherever it extends its pestilential upas shade. I

could not refer him to any accessible treatise at

the moment, and the only thing upon the subject

which a well-informed clergyman whom I con-

sulted could refer me to, was a small tract,

containing not a powerful assertion of truth

against error, but a feeble sort of apology for the
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drarch) by way of humble appeal^as it vere in her

favour to the holders of these God-dishonouring

soul-destroying tenets. In fact, it was so feeble

that I scarce thought it v;orth while to recommend

it.

Oh, that some champion of the faith, some
*^ doquent man, mighty in the scriptures,'' might

be induced to put forth, with the Divine as-

sistance, something powerfully and popularly

convincing for cheap circulation, on the con-

troversy. I decidedly think that Socinianism or

Unitarianism, as its supporters like it to be

called, is one of the great moral plague-spots of

the United States, as every where else where it is

enabled to take root. With its subtle ministration

to the pride of fallen man, its compromise between

the desperate wickedness of the heart, and the

making a fair show in the flesh,— its Sadducean

leaven, its exaltation of unsanctified human reason

above the Mth of the gospel, and its general

ministration to human self-sufficiency, founded on

its denial of the Divinity of Christ and His

Atonement, it pours a corrupting poison through

the vitals of society, inefiably more perilous, I

really believe, than is presented by the innova-

tions of Romanism, or the darkness of heathoi

debasement.

It may admit of considerable question whether

the theological writings of a man like Dr. Chan-
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ning,

—

owing to his high moral character, their

aduiowledged ability, and the peculiar subtlety

with which they are calculated to take hold on the

unwary, are not even more perilous in their in-

fluence than the writings of Tom Paine himself.

The latter disgusts men of decent refinement by

the breadth and nakedness of his blasphemifr,

—

the other deceives more certainly, and therefore

more perilously, by ** destroying the foundations'"

in the guise of an Angel of Light*. Against such

pestilential influence, the calm unwavering testi-

* It ii somewhat remarkable that I should have mentioned the

name of Tom Paine in connection with this subject and this city,

seeing that since the above was written, and whilst these sheets

were receiving their last corrections for the press, I find by the

papers that a public salute of thirty guns was fired in Boston in

honour of the birthday of the unhappy God-defying wretch just

referred to. Hear it, ye lovers of Republics and Republican

principles! Hear it, ye opponents of " state-paid establishments!"

Hear it, ye supporters of education merely secular ! Hear it, and

let your ears tingle if ye have any particle of pretension to religion

or decency left in ye

!

America is a Republic, and America has no " state-paid esta-

blishment." Boston, moreover, is the most pre-eminent of her

cities for the diffusion of what is called education, since 40,000/. or

50,000/. a year are spent here on educational objects, and what is

the remit? Why, the awful one, that here in the 19th century

—

here, not amongst the desperadoes of the West ; not amongst the

nen of the bowie-knife and the seven-barrelled revolver, but in

decent, (?) orderly, moral, sober, educated Boston, the birthday of

tiw most horrible infidel that ever blasphemed his Creator is held

in hononred remembrance as a sacred thing—a something to be

et apart as the subject of demonstrations of public triumph and

vqoicing.

Shades of the pilgrim fathers 1 was it for this that your k>neljr
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mony of the church is under God, the only sure

safeguard, as it is against all other modes of heresy

whatsoever. In the United States, in fact, she

occupies, if possible, a more interesting position

than she does in any other country. At home,

for instance, though her station be one of com-

paratively more commanding authority, she still

appears to the less deeply thinking at least, as only

one element of stability amongst many. Our

monarchy, our peerage, and our inflexible and

incorruptible courts of justice, all come in with

such for a distinct share of admiration and esteem;

because it is not every one who possesses sufficient

power of analysis to refer the compactness of the

whole edifice political to the influence of the body

ecclesiastical :—an influence nevertheless constant

and distinctly traceable, regulating, superintending,

modifying, and sanctifying the universal action of

keel first sought the New England strand? was it with such a

prospect OS this that ye raised your wild chant when

" The echoing pines of the forest rang

To the anthem of the free ?"

Alas, Alas ! in the fierce exuberance of yonr enthusiasm ye freed

yourselves from apostolical order, and your children worship the

memory of the blasphemer and the infidel ! Sure I am, however,

that there are some righteous there who must mourn heavily in

secret over the deep degradation of their city—over an exhibition

sufficient, but for the prayers of such mourners, to call down some

signal mark of the vengeance of the Most High ! The roar of the

cannon that did honour to such a festival must have fallen on the

ears of each faithful follower of Christ, like the dull booming

of minute guns announcing a heavy national calamity.
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state affairs, running through their woof like a

golden thread, and crowning the social edifice with

a spiritual entablature whose masonry is divine^

and whereon is prominently engraven, " Holiness

to the Lord." But in the States the case is

different. Here, amidst institutions based upon

the ever-shifting sands of the voice of the people^

—a Voice which we know as regards the Great

Founder of the church Himself, was ready at

one time to cry " Hosanna,'' and at another,

" Crucify him," the church erects her meek but

dignified front, at once a witness for truth, and an *

example of all that is firm and stable, and en-^

during,—of all that is allied to what is most

venerable in time, or most illustrious in eternity,

—

of all that contains life within it, as the special gift

of Christ, himself the alone undying principle of

vitality, which the wrath of man cannot reach, and

against which even the gates of hell shall not pre-

vail. Ho .vever, therefore, mere worldly politicians

may deny or ridicule the assertion, the fact stands

alike unchanged and unchangeable, that with the

church in America rests, under God, the hope of

America, socially and politically no less than

morally. Hence the paramount importance of

her mission ; hence the requirement incumbent

upon her, above all other churches I should have

said, were not the duty alike enjoined upon all, of

not masking or curtailing one iota of Catholic
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tfuth in accordance with the breath of populai

opinion: and therefore, with all my love and

admiration for her, I cannot help respectfully

faicathing a tone of regret that, amongst the liew

alterations which alie has considered it necesaarj

to introduce in the liturgy of her beloved Anglicaia

mother, she haa thought fit to expunge the Ath»»

naaian creed.

Is it not to be feared that there was a little of

the fear of man here ?

We know how much Dissenters, particularly the

more heretical, dislike (to use the mildest expres-

sion) the Athanasian creed because of what they

an pleased to call its " damnatory clauses 1
" Nowy

if these cannot be *' proved by most certain war-

luit of Scripture," then the sooner the creed it

dismissed from its place in the Prayer Book the

batter. But when it asserts no more, (using the

Tery languid of genericbm employed by our Lord

and his Apostles, when He sent Judaa amongst

others forth as a sheep amongst wolves, or as wb«a

lliey addressed members of churches in which the

grossest irregularities were known to prevail as

elect of God, called to be saints)—when it asserts

no more, I say, using the language of genericism,

and reserving of course all special exceptions under

the Divine sovereignty, than Scripture itself does

when it says " He that believeth and is baptized

diall be saved, he tiiat beHcTeth not shall be
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damned;" why should any refuse to unfurl lo

majestic a standard of truth? Simply because

tilose whose unsoundness is thereby made manifest

take refuge in vilifying and proscribing it. I

think it is also to be ro^etted that some of the

most touching petitions towards the close of the

litany, commencing with " O Christ hear us/' and

ending with '^ As we do put our trust in theey**

should be bracketted off in order that they may be

omitted at the discretion of the officiating minister.

In that passage of the majestic Te Deum,

''Thine honourable, true, and only Son," as it

ocGurs in our version, the word '^ honourable " is

altered to *' adorable." Perhaps this may be in-

tended as a species of protest against Socinianism^

but the cadence at least suffers severely by the

alterati(m ; neither can I at least think such alter-

^ions as " who " for " which," and " those " for

''them" an improvement. The fine and noble

declaration '^ Thou didst not abhor the Virgin's

womb," has been refined into " Thou didst

humble thyself to be born of a virgin," greatly, I

venture to think, to the detriment of the real

force of the passage, and too much in accordance

it may be, with the sickly sentimentality of affected

refinement so often commented upon by writers

on the States.

The collects are the same as in our own liturgy.

The lessons are somewhat altered^ and the Apocry-
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pha omitted; except on one or two holy days. One

or two sentences only (Hab. ii. 20, Mai. i. 11, and

Ps. xix. 14) are prefixed to the commencement of

the order of Morning Prayer. Tha Gloria Patria

may be omitted at the end of each of the Psalms^

except the concludir.;T one, where the Gloria in

Excelsis may be used instead at the discretion of

the officiating minister.

In the Apostles' Creed the words *^He des-

cended into hell '* may be omitted, or " He went

into the place of departed spirits," substituted.

The Nicene may be read instead of the Apostles'

Creed, at both morning and evening prayer. At'

the latter, a few verses from Ps. ciii. are put in-

the room of the "Nunc Dimittis." The collect

for aid against perils is slightly altered.

I should have mentioned also that in the Litany:

false delicacy would seem to have been at work

again to alter that awful petition of drdad solem-

nity " From fornication and all pth ^r deadly sin,

good Lord deliver us," into " From all inordinate

and sinful affections."

Instead of the prayers for the queen and royal

family, occurs a petition for all Christian rulers

and magistrates. There is a special prayer for the

president in the general order of morning and

evening prayer.

To the prayers and thanksgiving for particular

occasions, several have been added, particularly a
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prayer for a person going to sea, and thanksgiving

for his safe return ; likewise prayers for meetings

of convention, and malefactors after condemnation.

To the reading of the commandments in the

communion service, is added the summary of the

Divine law, of love as delivered by our Lord.

The collects for the queen's majesty are of course

omitted.

At the consecration of the elements, the follow-

ing form of oblation is annexed :

—

"Wherefore, O Lord and heavenly Father,

according to the institution of thy dearly beloved

Son our Saviour Jesus Christ, we, thy humble

servants, do celebrate and make free, before thy

Divine majesty, with these thy holy gifts, wL'ok

we now offer unto thee, the memorial thy Son hath

commanded us to make ; having in remembrance

his blessed passion and precious death, his mighty

resurrection and glorious ascension; rendering

unto thee most hearty thanks for the in*^ v'.merable

benefits procured unto us by the same." To ihis

is added an invocation chiefly compiled from the

first prayer after communicating as used in our

service.

The baptismal services are almost exactly the

same as our own.

In the Catechism, the godfathers are termed

'* sponsors.*' The word "queen," in the ques-

tion on duty to our neighbour, is put ** civil
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authority.'^ In the answer to the question,

**What is the inward part or thing signified

(in the Lord's Supper) ? the word " spiritually

"

is substituted for "verily and indeed.*' Of

course, in each the Catholic (not Romish) doc-

trine of a real spiritual presence in the elements

is asserted—in the American form, perhaps a

little more distinctly.

The Matrimonial Service is reduced to the

abbreviated form used by many of our clergy,

great part of the introductory address and the

concluding Psalms and Exhortations being omitted.

Also the expression, "With my body 1 thee

worship/' at the placing of the ring. Marriages

are either by banns or by license, according to

the laws, which are different in different States.

Into the Service for the Visitation of the Sick

is introduced, on behalf of all present, the follow-

ing beautiful prayer, which appears to be com-

piled from some of those in dear Jeremy Taylor's

Exercises of Holy Dying, and a blessed compila-

tion it is.

^'O God, whose days are without end, and

whose mercies cannot be numbered, make us, we
beseech thee, deeply sisnsible of the shortnes!) and

uncertainty of human life; and let thy Holy

Spirit lead us through this vale of misery, in holi-

ness and righteousness, all the days of our lives

;

tiiat, when we shall have served thee in our gene-
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to

ration, we may be gathered unto our fittbers,

baying the testimony of a good conscience, in the

•communion of the catholic church, in the confi-

dence of a certain faith, in the comfort of a reason-

able, religious, and holy hope, in favour with thee

our God, and in perfect charity with all the

world. All this we ask through Jesus Christ our

Lord. Amen."

In the ** Order for the Burial of the Dead," the

'S9th and 9()th Psalms are combined into one

anthem. The same solemnly beautiful lesson

£rom 1 Cor. xv. 20, is read as with us ; likewise

l&e sentences at the grave ; but at the committal

«f the body, for the words, " in sure and certain

hope, " &c. are substituted the following, *' look-

ing for the general Resurrection in the last day^

and the life of the world to come, through our

Lord Jesus Christ, at whosfe second coming in

!glorious majesty to judge the world, the earth and

«ea shall give up their dead ; and the corruptible

iiodies of those who sleep in him shall be changed,

and made like unto his own glorious body, accord-

ing," &c
The last petition but one, instead of *" for that

it hath pleased thee to deliver our brother," has

the words, "^ we give thee hearty thanks for the

good examples of all those thy servants, who
having finished their course in faith, do now rest

from their labours, and we beseech thee that we
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with all those," &c. The prayer then concludes

similarly to our own.

Altogether we may venture, perhaps, to say

that the American church has rendered this

solemnly beautiful service singularly free from all

liability to deception on any gilaund whatsoever.

The Prayers to be used at Sea are, with very

little alteration, the same as our own.

Then follows a form for the Visitation of Pri-

soners, taken, I believe, from the Prayer Book of

the Church of Ireland. This is succeeded by a

thanksgiving to be used on the occasion annually

appointed by Government ; and what is a most

admirable and comfortable thing for members of

the chu/ch, particularly in a country like America,

there are two complete sets of forms subjoined

for morning and evening prayer in famihes.

There are likewise ten Selections of Psalms, to

be used instead of the Psalms fot the day, at the

discretion of the minister. This arrangement is

an extremely convenient one in chi^rches where

there are three services. A limited discretionary

power is allowed the minister in the alteration of

both psalms and lessons.

It is scarcely necessary to say thpt the services of

the 5th of November, the Martyrdom of King

Charles, &c., are of necessity left out. That the

Examination for Ash Wednesday should likewise

have been expunged, seems a thing to be regretted.
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The concluding petitions of that office are, how-

ever, annexed for that day to the Licany by the

Rubric.

The number of the Articles is retained, thoiigh

i^e XXIst, for local reasons, it is alleged, has

beer> omitted.

The reference to the Athanasian Creed is

omitted in Article VIII. A clause of reservation

is annexed to Article XXXV (in the Homilies).

In Article XXXVI, for "time of Edward VI." is

put, *' General Convention of this church in 1792.'*

Article XXXVII is altered as follows: "The

power of the civil magistrate extendeth to all men,

as well clergy as laity, in all things temporal, but

hath no authority in things purely spiritual. And

we hold it to be the duty of all men who are pro-

fessors of the Gospel, to pay respectful obedience

to the civil authority regularly and legitimately

constituted."

The offices for the Consecration of Bishops and

Ordaining of Priests and Deacons are the same,

with the exception of the administration of the

oaths of supremacy and obedience to the Arch-

bishop.

Our ^ends in the States enjoy the desirable

addition to their Prayer Book of-^an excellent

office for the consecration of a church and insti-

tution of an incumbent.

Tlie metrical version of the Psalms consists

VOL. II.
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for the most part, of extracts from our own and

other approved modeb^ apparently selected with

great judgment.

There is also an authorised collection of about

212 classified hymns adapted to the Fasts and

Festivals of the church, free, as far as my humble

opinion goes, from all extravagance of thought or

diction, and most of them well known in England.

This comfortable arrangement obviates the incon-

venience so often complained of at home of so

many churches and chapels using different col-

lections.

In the diocese of Quebec and Toronto, how-

ever, there is an authorised version, to be had at

the depositaries of the Church Society and dis-

trict agents. Perhaps it might be expected that

I should say something here on the American

pulpit. The fact is, I had no opportunity, during

my sojourn in the States, of hearing any preacher

of reputed celebrity as such. Dr. Croswell, whose

church I almost invariably attended, was clear,

calm, and instructive, and his curate appeared to

possess a mind of considerable ardency, though I

thought somewhat too highly tinged with the

leaven of Oxford. Mr. Ingraham Kip, of Albany,

enjoys a position of high respectabJity as a

preacher and as a writer. I can only say ifyou have

never read his '' Christmas Holydays in Rome/^

the sooner you get it and read it the better.
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The Convention is doubtless a great element

in the efficiency of the church in the American

States. Its journals are regularly published^ I

believe, by the respectable and well known firm

of Stanford and Swords, of New York, who may
be considered the "Rivingtons" of America.

The whole history of this important branch of the

Catholic Church is also to be had in one U\rge

Tolume.

B 2
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CHAPTER IV.

Harvard University, Cambridge—College buildings—Public reci-

tation—Socinian leaven—Auburn cemetery—Monumental dog-

kennel—Suburb of Roxbury—Pretty villas—Tremont hotel,

Boston—A hotel proprietor's politeness to the author—Ban-

vard's panorama of the Mississippi—The artist misteVen for

a coiner—Fire-engines in Boston—Circulating libraries—Print

shops—Cheap prints of naval engagements— British vessels

engaged represented as larger than their antagonists—The re-

verse notoriously the fact—Hints towards retaining our seamen

in our service—Loyalty of those serving in United States'

essela of war—Rejoicings for victories in Mexico.

Harvard University is, of course, an inte-

resting place to visit. The uninitiated at home

are sometimes heard to talk of "Cambridge

College;'^ but this may be literally called so,

seeing it is a college situated in the suburb of

Cambridge, about four miles from Boston.

You approach this village by one of the long

wooden causeways which connect the city of Bos-

ton with the main land. Omnibuses go thither

every half hour. They are immensely large and
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long, hold firom about thirty to tiz-and-ibirtf

people, are set very high, and are driven, some of

them, six-in-hand—and extremely well driven too.

The college buildings put one a little in mind of

Catherine Hall, or some portions of Catherine

Hall, with a sprinkle of King's—something like

a truncated copy of the celebrated chapel of that

college on the banks of Cam, "fixed off" with

transepts, doing duty for a library. Here the zeal

of our American friends is displayed in a most

praiseworthy manner, as it is not long since the

former library was destroyed by fire; and yet

they have not only collected a new one, but

managed to stock it with some 70,000 or 80,000

volumes and pamphlets. They are thankful for

all donations, down to that of the humblest maga-

zine. Of course in so novel a collection one

could not expect to find many literary curiosities,

or works of recondite value ; they have, however,

a fine copy of Audubon's magnificent work, in

splendid condition. One of the sub-librarians,

who kindly showed me over the place, was very

obliging, but, unhappily for himself, a decided

Socinian, and extremely fond of dragging in his

religious—or rather his irreligious—conceits and

fiuicies in course of conversation ; but having no

lime to meet his cavils in any way hkely to be

useful to him, I managed to waive all controversy.

I was present at one of the public recitations.
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which are held, I believe, three times a year.

Mr. Everett, who was formerly ambassador to

Great Britain, presided as principal. He wore

his university cap and some sort of gown, but I

could not tell whether that of an M.A. of Oxford

or not. None but the students actually declaiming

wore gowns, nor do tliey on any other occasions.

The hall was well filled with a highly respectable-

looking assemblage, including a large proportion

of the fairer part of creation. The exercises

were, on the whole, very creditably delivered ; and

the Latin and Greek seemed to be good, as far as

I had an opportunity of judging. I noticed also,

with some surprise, an absence of all exclusive

praise of republican institutions in the subjects

chosen, which were of the most general character.

In fact, everything witnessed at this university

might have been considered as of a pk'vsing cha-

racter, were it not that here also S<. aianism is

at work with its rank and deadly leaven. It is

due, however, to the authorities to say, that not-

withstanding this prevailing taint, they are ready

to enforce respect in those of their students who

attend on the services of the church. Some young

men, who behaved themselves indecorously while

my excellent friend Mr. Hoppin was ministering

in his church hard by the college, were severely

rebuked, and I believe, in one or two instances,

rusticated. It is scarcely necessary to say, how-

I
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ever, that the attendance of all the young men, on

any mode of worship, is purely a voluntary act.

Education, without religion, flourishes here in as

fatal a luxuriance as the enemies of God and

godliness could desire.

Not far from Cambridge is the extensive and

handsome cemetery of Auburn, with its fine, lofty,

and massive gciteway of solid granite. A large

chapel is building within for the accommodation

of those who may use the burial service. The

edifice is lofty and rather striking in its appear-

ance ; but I did not much like the aspect of the

interior, which was finished with a sort of claret-

coloured plaister. Some of the monuments in

this cemetery are rather pretty, particularly one in

marble of an infant of three or four years old

asleep upon a pillow. The effect, however, would,

I think, have been better had the drapery been

more flowing, the efligy of the child being in a

common frock and trowsers. By way of one

rather singular ornament for a tombstone, I ob-

served the marble statue of a favourite Newfound-

land dog couchant. The animal was sufficiently

well carved, but I did not admire his being pro-

vided with a neat zinc dog-kennel, painted white,

to cover him in bad weather : one might as well

put a sentry-box for a marble statue of a man, or

better.

Cambridge Is a neat village, with its clean-
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looking detached cottages and villas almost all

painted white, with green jalousies; but the

suburb of Roxbury is the most pleasing about

Boston. Here the wealthy citizens have chosen,

in many instances, their suburban retreat, and

have vied with one another in the variety and

character of their villas and cottages. With much,

of course, that even the most ^endly observer

would call cockneyfied, there are really many

beautiful models of residences ; and the situations

being in some respects highly fevoured by nature,

consisting of numerous ups and downs amidst a

succession of rocky knolls and eminences, admit

of great variety both in the selection of sites and

the arrangement of the grounds. The unaffected

hospitality which I have experienced here, parti-

cularly from the excellent clergyman and my
respected friend Mr. Wainwright, whose English

origin is always a source of affectionate remi-

niscence to him, will never be effaced from my
memory.

Boston is rather a dear dty to live in, owing to

llie wealth, I presume, oi so many of its inha-

bitants. You do not see, however, anjrthing like

a great display in private equipages here. The

Tremont Hotel is known for its elegance and

extent to all visitors to the city. It is situated

in Tremont Street, not far from the generally-

admired common, which I was surprised, how-
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erer, to find Dr. lyng, of Philadelphia, in his

work on England, ranking as superior to, I think,

Hyde Park. There are also many other hotels, of

course, where one can be very well accommodated

for about a dollar and a half a day.

One little incident may interest my readers as

illustrative of American manners. At the hotel

where I abode I had endeavoured to conduc

myself as a quiet, decent man best might, and, it

seems, had thereby won upon the especial regard

of one of the junior proprietors, who, onmy taking

my leave to go into a private IxMtrding-house (one

at three ddlars a week will be just barely pass-

age at Boston, bat as high as five you may do

wdl), was pleased to say, "We liked your man-

ners very much, sir^ while you was in the house

;

and if you like to come in at the dinner hour any

day, and take yours with us, we shall be most

happy to see you and not charge you.^' Of course

I thanked him most cordially for his very kind

expressiomt of good will; but I need scarcely

assure x&j readers that I never availed myself of

his obl^ing invitatioii, as my Ei^lish feeling

would not, of course, let me dine at an hotel

without paying " the lawing^'^ so long at least as

I possessed the means of doing so.

I went during my stay to see Banvard's large

panorama of the scenery, of the Mississippi, which

was then e^dubiting at Beaton, and, according to

B 3
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the statement of the handbills, was painted on

three miles of canvas. It may have been so, for

it took two hours and a half in almost continually

unrolling. It was very tolerably executed, consi-

dering that the author was very young, and had

robably had little opportunity of studying artistic

effect. He seemed evidently to have improved as

he advanced; the view of New Orleans, with

which he commenced, being the least well

painted (at least as I thought) of the whole ; but

some of the latter scenes very fairly done indeed.

My excellent friend Mr. Searle, who kindly

accompanied me, had been a good way up the

river, and bore witness to the fidelity of the

representation. The work was really a gigantic

one for the artist to have undertaken : it occupied

him six years in bringing to perfection ; and

during that time he must necessarily have encoim-

tered great perils and displayed much personal

courage. He did much of the work among the

lone islands of the mighty stream, paddling from

one to another in a bark canoe, sleeping in or

under trees at night, frequently dependent almost

entirely on his gun for subsistence, and attended

by no companion save a faithful little dog, who,

by its barking at night, give warning of the

unpleasant vicinity of any alligators. He has

doubtless made his fortune, however, by the work.

He was offered, I was told, 50,000 dollars for

I
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it very shortly after its completion, but refused it,

as he was filling his exhibition room every night

at half a dollar a head. He personally attends

and enlivens every scene with anecdote. He has

also published a full guide to the painting, and, as

he very justly observed, your cruize of two hours

and a half with him, is better than an actual one

up the river, in so far as this, that since the

voyage takes three days and nights, you have to

be asleep when passing some of the finest scenes

of the journey ; whereas you see them all here,

diversified with dioramic effects of sunset and

moonlight.

He relates a humorous story of the first dis-

covery of the work on which he was engaged at

the time when its existence was a secret to any

human being besides himself. After taking his

preliminary sketches, he had chosen St. Louis, I

think, as the scene of his final operations in work-

ing his sketches on to the canvas. Here he knocked

up a wooden edifice, and laboured for some six

months in entire seclusion, unknown to, and un-

visited by, any one. Some counterfeit money,

however, getting into circulation about that time,

gave suspicion of a gang of coiners, and the

secrecy of his operations directed the myrmidons

of public justice to his Trophonian cave as the

head-quarters of the supposed transgressors.

Accordingly, he found one morning his quarters
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beat up by tliese algnazils of the West, and was

compelled to proTC to them that, instead of coun-

terfeiting the gold of the land, he was only

engaged in making a Pactolus to himself of the

river.

Mr. Banvard'i delineation of the steamers were

admirable for their fidelity—^particularly that of

the Peytona taking in wood by night in one of

the concluding views. Persons acquainted with

the river are said to recognise every vessel as an

actual portrait. The enrious hurricane-house,

deck, and spider-like upper gear of the engine,

and all the other singular paraphernalia of an

American steamer, are given with the most accu-

rate fidelity. Revenge is always wrong, and there-

fore not to be commended ; but Mr. B. has taken

a somewhat humorous one on the commander of

one of these vessels, who made what he considered

an overchavge upon him, 1;^ placing him last in a

raee between some of these vessels. Altogether,

the lecture, as I may almost term it, with which

he accompanied the exhibition in an easy, conver-

sational manner, oomlnned to render it one of the

most interesting that I had ever attended, and

caused me to regret that I did not meet the artist

in private society, since a hospitable friend of

mine, who delights in entertaining persons of any

literary distinctiim, and who is intimate with the

araioUe Audubon, and many other men of science.
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had,. I afterwards found, recently bad him at his

hoaie, and been much taken witb bis conversation.

As he is now exhibiting in Europe, I should re-

commend any one who wishes a treat to go and

see his performance. The sight of the majestic

cathedral rocks in the upper part of the river,

with theur wonderful ranges oi natural arched win-

dows, both of what we should call Gothic and

Saxon architecture, are alone worth tlie visit.

The fire-engines in Boston are very long and

lafge, and are drawn by 100 or 200 people, holding

on, two and two, to a protracted tow rope. The

fire-brigade here is composed of a number of

young men serving in stores and offices. They

have, or used to have, a salary of about 30 dollars

a year each, and are, I believe, exempt from

serving in the militia. I think, however, that our

mrn system of having horses to tiie engines, who

can go to the scene c^ mischief full gallofv carry-

ii^ the fireman along with them in tiie carriage, is

hr preferable.

Boston contains some very convenient drcu-

lating libraries, where cheap reprints of almost

every popular work on either side of the water

can be had in an interminal^ series.

I was amused i^ observing in the print-shops,

thai in some of the cheap coloured views which

professed to pourtray any of 1^ naval actions in

tile war wilh Great Britain, the English vessel
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was represented as a heavy double banked frigate,

appearing to uninitiated eyes almost like a two-

decker, whilst the American ship was reduced to

the size of a very moderate sloop of war or

corvette; whereas every body at all conversant

with the matter is perfectly aware that the reverse

was actually the case, and that many of the so-

called frigates which took our smaller vessels of

that denomination, were* in reality, of very greatly

superior force. This fact cannot be kept back,

let them conceal their armament as they will.

The real credit due to them was, not in their

taking our comparatively small and slightly armed

vessels, but in their building such heavy ships and

calling them frigates; the disparity of force in

their favour being frequently to be compared to

that of a slight lad against a heavy and full-grown

man. For, be it remembered, that whatever be

the superior moral equipment of our navy, and

however animating to bravery the spirit of loyalty

may be, and of course is, yet that where light

metal is playing against heavy spars and scantling,

whilst a battery of far greater ponderosity is in

action against light spars and a comparatively weak

hull, all the bravery in the world cannot make up

the difference. But we have seen our error of late

years, and built heavier frigates. All that is

wanting now, under Providence, is that we make

it worth the while of our best seamen to remain
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in our service, by holding out to them the same

inducements which the Americans offer to gain

them over to theirs, and Britain, as heretofore,

must ever, please God, remain mistress of the

seas. What we want specially is, more attention

to our warrant officers—that most important class

of our gallant naval defenders. In the United

States service they are not discharged as the ordi-

nary seamen are, when a ship is paid off, but are

kept on as a sort of staff, and the nucleus of a

fresh ship's company. To the credit, however, of

our seamen be it spoken, that when the Oregon

question seemed likely to bring on hostilities, the

English sailors in the service of the States made a

formal declaration, that they were willing to be

led against any other foe, but that they could not

and would not fire a single shot against their

beloved country. Let us hope, and pray, how-

ever, that the time may soon come, when both

nations shall " learn war no more.'*

Whilst I was in Boston, the citizens: were car-

rying on a sort of rejoicing for the v.:ctories in

Mexico. The proceedings did not appear to be of

a very enthusiastic character, nor the illuminations

extensive, though there was a tolerable display of

fire-works from the top of the Custom House^

and the people were pleased and orderly in their

demeanour. Many Americans, however, highly
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disiq)proTed of the war; and I have heaid one

ny, tbat hia countiymeii had no hnsineai to hare

entered upon it, and that he hoped they wo «ild get

well punished for their paini.
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CHAPTER V.

Leave Boston for Albany—Kind offer of letters of introduction—

Summary yiew of society of the higher classes in the Statet—

Unfair representations hy some English travellers—An Asacii-

can's idea of the naval superiority of his country—The anthor't

reply—State of New York and its legislature—Proceedings

opened with prayers—Irreverent conduct of one of the memben
^American Republicans far "ahead '* of Canadian Radicals

both as to religion and "loyalty "—^Readiness of Americans to

ton a business hint to profit—The author eausea the fytaWish^

ment of an extemporaneous circulating library—Ready access to

the public ones—^A liberal bookseller's store—^Rev. Ingraham

Kjp's church—^An American complains of English churlishnesa

in churches—His mode of revenging faimsdf—The Van Rensd-

laer man<nr-house and estate—Wholesale rascality of th« tCB<-

antry—^The executive too weak to enforce the law—^Appalling

picture of public morals—^A decidedly '* clever " purchasei^—

Magnificent river steamers—American boast concerning them

wen founded—Rtted with bridal state bed-chambers—A wed-

ding trip by them fadiitmable—Hotels and boarding-houses

Fnference given to these last even by some married clergymen

--Strange to our English notions—^Advantages and disadvan-

tages—Clergymen in the States not ordained on titles—ProbaUe

prospects of a young clergyman of talent—Pulpit ability a sure

passport to preferment—Qnototion from the '^Times'' on
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'
I

rmBianwMathomeiii thii respect—^Tribute to Henry Melvill hj

an American—Hia aatoniahment at thia diitinguiahed preacher

remaining unpreferred—Neglect of lucli men an element of

weakneai in our charch—Hopeful promise of better things in

this respect—The Bishop of Oxford—Known sentiments of the

Archbishop of Canterbury—The Church of England wants to be

as eminently a preaching as she is a praying church—She

would then infallibly bear down all opposition.

As soon as the weather was sufficiently open in

the spring, to admit of travelling by the lakes and

canals, I left Boston for Albany, armed by my
kind friends with a number of valuable introduc-

tions to bishops, and other *' men of mark " in the

direction in which my journeyings were likely to

lead me. These were the more esteemed because

entirely unsolicited. In fact, I think I may say,

that any Englishman who is fortunate enough to

have a good introduction or two at first, and shows

himself disposed to take a friendly view of things,

and not needlessly to cavil at the institutions of

the country, would find himself provided in the

States with more introductions than he could well

avail himself of.

In the society such as that in which the Author

had the pleasure of mixing, everything that is

usually reported of by travellers as offensive, will

be found entirely to disappear, insomuch that he

cannot help thinking, that those who have passed

through the land and found little save matter for

undiscriminating abuse, must either have been

i
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very ill-natured, very much prejudiced, or could

not have had access to the best society. There was

real attachment to the mother country andher time-

honoured institutions, expressed by many of those

with whom the Author was happy enough to have

associated; as well in Boston as elsewhere. Ser-

vants were attentive, obliging, and respectful, and

did not expect to sit down at the same table with

their masters, and gentlemen did not sit with their

coats offand with their heels higher than their heads

in the presence of ladies. Indeed, there were many

families, where shutting out minor or external con-

comitants of locality, or neighbourhood, one would

not have known that one was not visiting in

England.

I am far from saying but what all the more

offensive features of society narrated by travellers

to the disadvantage of the Americans, may and do

occur on the borders of civilization, but in the

older portions of the Union, little or nothing of

the sort will be met with. As unfair is it in many

travellers to speak of the whole country from the

state of society on the borders of Texas, for

instance, as it would be for an American writer

to describe English manners generally from a

visit to the miners and weavers of Lancashire or

Yorkshire.

I certainly met with a great disposition to

enquire into English institutions, but with little or
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aone ol tlie impertinent inquiBitiyeness muaUy

•ttribated to the natives of the Union. Neither

WW there ezhihited, at least to me, that overween-

ing ooncdt of their own superiority ahove every

nation on the globe, so ordinarily attributed to the

Americans. Even amidst the accidental com-

panions of my travels, I never remember, except

on one occasion, to have encountered any thing

like the exhibition of such a feeling. At the

time I refer to, I was conversing with a very

obliging stranger, who, however took occasion to

exhibit the favourite delusion of the nation on the

subject of their superiority in naval afiairs to

Great Britain. Admitting the grandeur and bril*

liancy of her nautical achievements, he said, appa-

rently quite in a friendly manner, '' I cannot think,

therefore, how it comes that in the war we inva-

riably gained the victory over the British in naval

actioDs V With equal good humour I replied, ^ I

am sure I cannot tell either ; butCaptain Lawrence,

of the Chesapeake, might, perhaps, have been able

to throw some light on the subject were he alive \*'

My friend said no more on that point.

The foolish and wicked practice of duelling is

not, I would fondly venture to hope, anything like

10 rife in the Eastern States as it is farther west

l^dicule is one weapon wh?ch may perhaps some-

tanes be wielded with effect against what has of

eomie, moreover, to be condemned on ineffiiUy
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higher grounds. The following morceau tends, as

I venture to think, to place the custom in so

exquisitely absurd a light, that its doing so must

plead my apology for introducing this uncolonied

account of a coloured duel :

—

" A duel between two darkies—a regular built

affair, conducted according to the most strict and

punctilious provisions of the code of honour-—

came off one morning last week. The fight took

place with pistols of the most approved fashion,

at sunrise, on a small branch of the Metairie road.

We do not know what the origin of the difficulty

was, except that one of the parties, to use the

phrase of on^ oi the spectators, ' was crossed in

lub by de oder, and dat him bona must hab

satisfacshun.'

'' We have learned, from one who was present

at the combat, the particulars as they transpired.

They were substantially as follows*

'* After having taken their stands, one of the

seconds noticed that, owing to their positions, the

sunbeams set his principal a winking and rolling

his eyes. This was sufficient ground for interfer-

fering, and he called out to the other second

with

—

" * I say, nigga, I puts my weto on dat posishun.

It's agin de rules ob all de codes of bona dat I be

eber seen. De frection ob de sun shines rader to
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severe and makes my principal roll him eye alto-

geder too much/
" ' Wy, wy, look here ; didn't we chuck up a

dollar for de choice oh ground? and didn't I get

him myself?'

" ^ Yes, I knows you did ; but den fair play's a

juba, and I'se no notion ob seein' my fren com-

posed upon, and lose all de adwantage.'

" ' Well, nigga, I'se no notion too ; I'se jus as

good right to hab no notion as you is, and I 'sists

on settlin' the matter jus as we is—and '

^' At this junction, a friendly cloud settled the

matter at once, by stepping in between the sun

and the belligerents. The two first causes took

their position, and all the little preliminaries being

seetled, each one took his pistol ready cocked,

from his second. Both manifested a tolerable

degree of spunk, although a blueish paleness

spread itself over their black cheeks. The second

who was to give out the fatal order which might

send them out of this world now took his ground.

Raising his voice, he began

—

" * Gemmen, your time am cum.'

" Both signified their assent.

" ' Is you ready ? Fiah ! one—two—three.'

'^ Bang, pop, went both pistols at once, one ball

raising the dust in the middle of the road, while

the other took a ' slantindicular ' course in among
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the bystanders, fortunately without hitting any

one.

*' It was now time to interpose, and one of the

seconds set himself about it. After a little con-

versation, the challenged darkey stepped forward

and said to his antagonist

—

«
< Nigga, is you satisfied ?'

«
* I is.'

^^ ^ So is I, and I'se glad to got off so. Next

time dey catches dis nigga out on such a foolisii

exhibition as dis, dey'11 hab to fotch me, dat dey*

will for sartin.'

"
' Dem's my sentiments ezactly,' retorted the

other. ' When your onmortal instrument of def

went off, I declar I thought I was a gone child

;

but I'se so happy now ; let's shake hands, and go

back to our abocations.'

^^In five minutes' time, all hands—enemies,

darkies, friends, whites and all—^were on the road

home to work, perfectly satisfied with the proceed-

ings of the morning."

The " coloured gentlemen " of Canada appear

to be not a little inclined to follow the example

set by their brethren in the States. The following

seemed likely to have led to another hostile affair.

How it terminated I know not.
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Copy verbatim et literatim of the Challenge.

*« Toronto AprU 22 1847
*' Mr Mudy I take this oppeitunity to write

you a few lines to now of you Sir What is it you

have nown of my Character that you should under-

take to scanderlize my Character for I assure you

Sir you and no other man or person on that Boat

in the City Can say anything about my moral

Character of dishonesty in any shape or form for

I stand Sir in defiance of any man to prove or say

anything dispecful of my Character more than this

I am a man of light passions But Sir I am a poor

man has to work for my liveing But Sir if a man

Rob me of my Character my alls are gone and

should I Sir a man that is brought up with every

principle of honest reputation and who has filled

occupations of Stuards of som of th finest Ships

that ever floated on the Atlantic Ocean and Cone

here to Canada to Be Standered By you and

should I as a sable son of Africa hue and a

British subject to to suffer sh such as that to Be

passt onnoticed God forbid no Sir all I require of

you to Give me a gentlemen satisfaction I write

these lines to you

^' answe this as soon as can if you please I am

lead and willing to give yon anni satisfaction

when you first thot I may now that they are from

your words finbh the Bottom of then I entend

i
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that you shall prove the them for When my
character is lost either By rascality then I am
willing to Bare with it But Sir I assure you that I

em not ashamed to face the Owners or the Captain

with Clear Conscience as far as honesty goes

While in his employ now Sir to prove to you that

I am not the man that you think I am for if I had

I would of made a great eal of disturbance But I

always said if I could do no good I would do no

harm for let me Write when I will to Mr Bethune

I am able to prove every word that I shall write

to him for I assure you that I shall make up

nothing to make my tale straigth for If you did

not want me to go on the Boat you should of

honest With me for when you thought you Wer
takeing the Bread out of my mouth Be careful!

you dont take it out of your own you recollect

haymen Built a gallace for mordeca to Be hung

on But he was hung on it himself so allway do

By your neighbour as you wish to Be done By
«WM HUNTER

Cook of the Steamer AdmiraV'

One of the most valued and agreeable of those

to whom I had the pleasure of an introduction,

was the Rev. W. Ingraham* Kip, rector of one of

the principal churches in Albany, who certainly

laboured most abundantly agreeably to the tenor

of the epistle commendatory of which I was the

VOL II. F
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bearer, to make my stay agreeable to me. Alban3F^

as is well known, is the seat of government of the

important State of New York, and is situated on

the Hudson^ in the direct line of traffic and travel

to the north andi west, 160 miles above the lattec

city. The legislature was sitting at the time ofi

ray visit ;. and I cimnot but express my sense ofi

tbe^ politeness of those- members of it to whooL L

had the pleasure of being introduced, from the

governor downwards.. The sittings commence at

10 A.M., and are opened with prayer, the fotm

being left to- the^ person officiating, who is some-

times a cler^man, and at other times a member

o£ some of the sects^ All the " ministers" of the

dty take the duty in a rotation of, I believe, three:

days each, and receive the sufficiently liberal sum

of 6 dollars a day for the duty. As my friend

Mr. Kip-was the officiating clergyman during part

of the tame of my stay, I walked up with him to>

the State House.. The prayers did not take up:

more than five^ oxr six minutes, and consisted, as

delivered at least by him, of a form selected from

the Liturgy. Very few members were assembled,

and. of those, I was grieved to see at least one

behaving in the most undevout and negligent

manner, keeping his seat and turning over books,

and papers even during^ the very short space:

allowed for worship. Notwithstanding these draW"-

baeks|^ the New Yorkers set an example^ tO/ our
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Ganadian legislature, which the latter would do

well to follow, as, to their indelible disgrace, be

it spoken, our present '* liberal'' parliament is too

much so to spare even five minutes for the wor-

ship of God.

Another point, moreover, in which the conductf

of nominal subjects of the British crown stands

out in most unfavourable contrast to that of our

friends in the States, is, that whilst Canadian*

radicals are trying to rob the Church of her poor

remnants of the lands conferred on her by the

sovereign, American republicans have carefully

confirmed that magnificent edifice, Trinity Churchy

New York, in the splendid endowments originally

granted by a British monarch, and now amount-

ing in value to 2,000,000 dollars, and in rental to

about 30,000 dollars a* year. Indeed, I believe

that they have in like manner confirmed a// the

royal grants to the Church diroughout the Unions

Thus American republicans actually " go a-head'*

of Canadian radicals in loyalty as well as religion.

A circumstance which I met with in Albany

gave me an amusing view of the extreme readiness

of the American men of business in turning any

hint to profit. I was surprised to find that there

were no circulating libraries in Albany, thou^

Boston, as I have mentioned> was as well providied

as we could wish in that way. On the first even-

ing of my acrival, and, b^re I had presented my
F 2
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letters of introduction^ I went, as I generally do

in a strange city, to try to hunt up a library.

Going into a likely-looking bookseller's shop^ I

made the necessary inquiries, and found that there

was no such thing to be found. My friend behind

the counter, however, desired to know the prin-

ciple on which they were conducted ; and on my
informing him that in the case of strangers, all

that was necessary was for the person taking a

book, to leave a deposit for its value, which was-

returned to him, deducting the charge for reading

it on bringing back the volume. He immediately

said, that h^ thought so well of the plan,

that he would commence it at once, and I

might take any book I chose on the terms I

had mentioned. I did so, and thus I think that

I am fairly entitled to the credit, if any, of

having established the first circulating library in

Albany. But, how long one might have looked

before an English bookseller would have made

such a start

!

No sooner, however, does one become a little

acquainted in Albany, than a circulating library is

found to be almost unnecessary, so great is the

freedom of access to the public ones. That at the

State House, for instance, is perfectly free ; not

even the ceremony being required of a previous

introduction. You may just walk in, ask the

librarian for the work you want, and read all day
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if you like ; but you may not take any home with

you. There is also a large mechanics' institution,

where on being introduced, you may go and read

free. A bookseller, whose name I am sorry to

say I forget, who keeps a very cheerful and

respectable establishment at the corner of the

street leading up to the State House, with re-

markable liberality throws open his store (what

we should call " shops" are called " stores" both

in the Union and in Canada) to all visitors whether

purchasing customers or not, who may like to

stroll in and sit down and read anything there.

The tables are covered with newspapers aiid

periodicals, English as well as American, and

there you may sit and take your fill each. I

naturally felt so much delicacy in coolly walking

in a perfect stranger without making any purchase,

taking possession of a man''s place and skimming

the cream of his best and newest publications^

without even saying " by your leave," that until

assured on the best authority that it was the will

and pleasure of the truly liberal proprietor that

it should be so, I could not sit down with any

comfort. But when I found that numbers of

other people were really availing themselves of the

privilege, I put on the requisite amount of impu-

dence and did the same, but I certainly felt at

first as if I were doing rather a cool thing.

Some of the public buildings in Albany are
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built of white marble, which has of course a veiy

splendid appearance. I did not however observe

any churches of the same solid and roagni6oatt

material. My friend Mr. Kip^s church was fitted

up something like a handsome proprietary chapel

in London. The Americans, I believe, are exceed-

ingly kind in offering admission to their pews to

any whom they perceive to be strangers. They

complain, and with justice, of our English exolu-

siveness in this respect. One American gentle-

man of great respectability, who had been boor-

ishly ordered *out of a pew, in which he had taken

!the liberty of ensconcing himself, and which be-

flonged, I believe, to some purse-proud Londonei^^

took the following clever way of expressing Yas

ense of the treatment which he had met with.

Having carefully ascertained the number of the

«eat, he put the following advertisement into the

paper:—"If the occupier of the pew No.— in

church on Sunday the , who ordeved

an American gentleman to be turned out of it,

should ever come to New York, and inquire for

pew No. — in Trinity church in that city, he will

^d a comfortable seat provided for him 1^' This

isras really a well-merited rebuke; for it cannot be

•denied, that people are very churlish at times in

zefusing to accommodate strangers in their pews

in England, and I have often been grieved to tsee

so exclusive a disposition manifested in the chouse

of God.
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Near Albany is the manor house of one branch

of the great Van Rensellaer family, who enjoy tor

ought to enjoy the possession of a block of ten

miles square, as a grant from the crown when the

Union was a British colony, (just as Mr. Kip^s

ancestors once owned great jiart of the site of New
York). Tlieir property ought of course to be of

immense value at present, and would be but for

the consummate rascality of the tenantry. Though

they and their forefathers have thriven, and

thriven well, mider the present lord of the manor

and his ancestors, those now occupying the estate

hove come to the honest and honourable conclu-

ision, that they will pay no more rent to the pro-

^etor. This is owing onot to poverty, but the

vilest of pride. They say that other farmers in

the States have their own land and pay no rent,

and that neither will they. Thus they are too

^roud to be honest men. Something like our

conscientious dissenters at home, who pretend to

too much principle to pay anything, if they could

help themselves, to the support of the Cliurch,

but fiave not too much principle to wish to put

into their own pockets an amount, the deduction

doe to which has already been made matter of

equitable valuation and adjustment in their rentab

4»r purchases.

As regards the Van Rensdilaer tenantry, I am
sorry to say, l^at they have too much of pobfic

m*tm*^im>mmi » «»i,»nw»».'<)»»m»,.,A'»

,
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feeling with them in the States for any court of

law to be able to compel them to pay their just

debts to the proprietors of the estate. At one

time, indeed, it turned a little against them when

they followed up their refusal to pay by the mur-

der of two of his collectors ; but that feeling has

died away, and they remain now, I believe, in

almost undisturbed possession, having made

some dishonestly cheap compromise, the pre-

sent representative of the family being quite

in reduced circumstances in consequence. When
I was told of this, I asked with a feeling

akin to indignation, why, for the sake of the

honour of public justice the government did not

interfere to enforce the authority of the law

against these murderous defaulters? I was

answered with an expression of regret by the

really honourable gentleman to whom I addressed

my inquiry, that it was impossible for the executive

to act even if willing; for as the refractory

tenantry numbered some 3,000 votes among them,

they had it in their power to overturn any govern-

ment that set itself in opposition to their whole-

sale system of robbery. Of course the remedy

would be, in a state determined to maintain the

public honour inviolate, to pass a law by which

all wilful and therefore dishonest defaulters should

ipso facto be disfranchised; but I fear that it

would be found impossible thus to vindicate the

•t^-t-Tî mm t 'jm i . i

w-*»«»M*—f**—rfc ". "

ft"''''»'r
""****

'n.f?.!yr?3
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right in a condition of society where almost

universal suffrage prevails. Meantime what an

appaling picture of public morals does a state of

things present, in which not, on the verge of

civilization in those regions of the West, where it

shades off into worse than barbarism, but in the

very centre of a great amount of civilization, in

the heart of the principal State, and at the very

head quarters of its government, 3000 individuals

having a voice in the franchise of the country,

—

men who, many of them perhaps attend public

worship on a Sunday, and call themselves respect-

able members of society, shpuld thus be banded

together in thievish and dastardly combination to

rob an individual on whose lands they and

their fathers have fattened. Yet though these

things be so, what saith the Scripture? '^Though

hand join in hand, the wicked shall not go un-

punished.'' Among the trafficking part of the

community however in America, even where such

manifest injustice as that above referred to is not

practised, the doing of a " smart thing'' is too

often a more than sufficient excuse for a palpable

piece of rascality, which is perhaps even boasted

of and gloried in. Talking of "smart things,*'

one of the cleverest hits in the way of speculation

that I at least every heard of, was made not long"

ago by a person in the neighbourhood of New
p3
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York. It could not certainly be called a dis-

honest transaction, and yet,—I don't know what

to say of it—but let it speak for itself. A person

who was decidedly a *' smart man/' guessed one

fine morning that a number of farms near New
York would soon come into requisition as the

sites of villa residences for the wealthy merchants

of that city. There were six of these adjoining

each other, of I think 200 acres each, and owned

by Dutchmen. Accordingly he put 30 dollars

in his pocket, and provided with all fitting

evidence, he marches off to the Mynheers, en-

larges on the advantages which they would gain

by an emigration to the far west, and offers to

each of them singly unknown to the others, to

buy his farm. The bargain was soon made, five

dollars as deposit paid in cash, full payment pro-

mised within a limited time, and for his SO dollars

the speculator walks off with the six farms under

his thumb. Immediately, to the intense astonish-

ment of the gaping Deutschers, the first farm is

offered for sale in building lots as the property of

Mr. So and So, with a large setting forth a la

Robins, as to ''unusually eligible investment

—

magnificent site—unapproachable opportunity,**

&c., &c. The thing took, the lots went off like

wildfire ; the produce of the first few sales enabled

the speculator to pay for the whole of the farms

;
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the Dutchmen had to '^travel," and the ingenious

gentleman's fortune was made ! a ** pretty con-

siderable'' result from the outlay of 30 dollars.

I went, while at Albany, to see some of the

magnificent river steamers plying nightly between

that city and New York. The Americans boast

that fifteen of their steamers make a mile, and

they have a rigl^ to say so, as these superb vessels

«re about 345 feet long. There being, I believe,

no second cabin, you see down the whole vista of

an apparently interminable saloon furnished like

some fairy toy xaised by the gilded wand of an

enchantress. The sleeping-berths on board of

those which I saw, and I saw the two finest, the

Hendrick Hudson and the Isaac Newton, are x>er-

fectly astonishing from the variety no less than

the elegance of th^ £ttings. Not only did

japanning and gilding abound, but for a consider-

mUe range there were no two berths alike. One

would be all crimson and gold, another green and

or molu, a third blue and silver, and so on. The

ordinary charge for the steamers is 25 cents, or

about a 1». £ngUsh, for the bare passage of 160

miles, which is run in a night, the speed being

] 7 to 20 miles an hour ; but this does not include

a berth. If you want one, you pay half-a dollar

extra, and for meals at a reasonable rate. I have

been told that it was thought that it would pay

the proprietors even to charge nothing for the
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passage, keeping them merely as floating hotels,

as so many would make the trip for the mere

sake of going, and the refreshments which they

would call for would amply pay expenses^ as may

well be supposed, seeing that they frequently

take down 1000 passengers in a night. The

steamers are fitted, moreover, with superb bridal

state bed-chambers, which let according to the

demand sometimes as high as thirty dollars a-night,

it being a sort of fashion with wedding-parties to

make this run, and of course to secure the state

berth. With the first commencement of spring,

and the least appearance of the "giving way" of

the ice on the Hudson, the glassy barrier is forced

by means of powerful steamers with bows of

enormous strength, expressly intended for the

purpose, which rush against the edge of the field

with full steam on,—shatter a portion by the

shock, then back their paddles and return to the

charge like so many aquatic battering rams, till

they succeed in crashing through. I almost

wonder that so enterprising a nation do not try to

keep the communications open all the winter, by

means of a constant succession of steamers run-

ning up and down day and night for the express

purpose, (besides carrying passengers), and keep-

ing the water in such a continual state of agita-

tion, as to render it impossible that it should

freeze. I presume, however, that continual accu-
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mulations from above might render this difficulty

if not impracticable.

There are some very large hotels in Albany,

and some highly respectable boarding-houses,which

of course reap a considerable harvest during the

sitting of the senators. One of the former class

of establishments is an immense edifice, not very

unlike in architecture and general external appear*-

ance to the Reform Club House in London. This

was built, however, of either some stone of a dark-

red colour, or else was painted over. It had cost

already upwards of 40,000 dollars, and was in-

tended to be conducted on strictly temperance

principles, no intoxicating liquors being to be had

in the house. It was erected, I believe, by a

company of gentlemen, who retain it in their own

hands, and put in a person as manager or hotel-

keeper, at a regular salary.

Amongst the boarding-houses, that presided

over by Miss Fitch, near the State House, is con-

sidered one of the most respectable. I think the

charge here is about twelve (York) shillings a-day.

You require an introduction to this lady before

you can become an inmate of her mansion, but

once obtain admittance and she will make you

very comfortable. You will meet also here some

of* the most respectable members of society in

Albany, and also from the country when the

Legislature is sitting. It is singular that in the
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JStates, even married clergymen of the highest

respectability^ in some cases prefer the boarding

house system to that of having a house of dieir

own. Such, of course, have their private sitting-

room, and it may be, also, a study to themselves

—^yet still, to our English feelings there is some-

thing uncomfortable in the idea of having to take

every meal in public as it were. One great ad-

vantage of tiie plan c^ boarding in this manner is^

that like the club system in England, it enables

individuals, and here, even families, on the principle

of combination, to obtain luxuries and comforts at

a much cheaper rate than they could in a house of

il^eir own, besides altogether obviating the ne-

cessity of entertaining, and doing away with all

difficulty and expense as regards servants : whether

these advantages be sufficient to counterbalance

to the loss on the score of *domestic privacy,

especially where there is a young feimily involved,

may admit of some question ; on the score of

economy, there can be no doubt that the ad-

vantage is in £Etvour of boarding. A person here

€an calcukte hia expenditure almost to a fraction

;

that for a cleigyman and his wife and their

d&ild, nrkh three private rooms, viz., bed-room,

study and sitting-room, would amount, including

everything, to somewhere about 1502. a-year,

leaving, no doubt, « more comfortable margin;

than would die rentuig a house -Mid keq>ing up u
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distinct ettablishment,—on an income of, perhapa,

acarce 400/. a-year, which may be the amoiutt

dear to the clergy from some of the churches in

this city.

In the American Church a clergyman is not

ordained on a curacy as a title to orders, as is the

•case with us at home. After completing his terms

at college, and passing his examination before the

bishop, he ss ordained and left to his own re-

sources to seek employment as best he may;

much as Presbyterian licentiates, after '' passing

their trials'' before the presbytery, are licensed to

preach and then allowed to seek a livelihood as

best they may till they can get " a call sustained

to a charge.^' This practice may not appear so

safe as that of ourselves in England, where every

young man, except he be a fellow of his college,

on entering the first grade of his introduction to

his high and solemn calling, invariably finds

himself placed with one who is presumed to stand

related to him in some degree in the light of a

Bpiritual parent, by whose experience a:nd counsels

he may gradually get safely initiated into his

ardiH>us and responsible duties, and by whose

gravity and authoritative position, any tendency to

headstrong impetuosity is likely to be at the same

•time restrained. The junior American clergy,

however, are seldom long without an appointment,

and in the dties at least, the church people haye
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h

the character of heing kind and liberal to their

clergy. Though, I believe, the heavy complaint

19 Jn too many of the country districts, that

people do not pay their pew-rents, &c., agreeably

to their engagements.

A very young man, if possessed of any ability,

will readily find himself installed into an appoint*

ment which will produce him 800 dollars (about

200/.) a-year, and in a cheap country he can

marry and live upon this, if his income be really

forthcoming.

Accordingly, in the States, one finds the clergy,

I think, married at a much earlier age than that

at which their compeers, amongst ourselves, are

usually able to venture upon matrimony, a cir-

cumstance which, doubtless, contributes largely to

their own comfort, and is not, perhaps, without a

favourable effect upon society. There is one point

in which the church in America is wise in her

generation, continually strengthening her position

by the consolidation of a mighty element of

strength, unhappily too much disregarded by her

Anglican mother.

I refer to the manner in which distinguished

pulpit ability is made {cateris paribus) a certain

passport to preferment amongst her clergy. Her

bishops, especially, are many of them, such u3 T>r.

M'Coskry, the excellent diocesan of Michigan, for

instance, men in their prime, who have been
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elevated to the episcopate from a special regard to

this most important qualification.

No young man of striking ability as a preacher

need here weary out his overtasked mind, treated

merely with common-place civility by his seniors,

and perhaps even a mark for the jealousy of his

incumbent, amidst all the heart-sickening anxieties

of hope deferred, while the order of scripture is

reversed in his case, and "the labourer" is not

considered " worthy of his hire." If his character

correspond with his talents, he is sure to be

brought forward and placed in a position of

independence.

In America, as regards advancement in the

church, it is happily not the case (to quote the

language of an able leader in The Times, of some

three or more years back, which very properly

called public attention to the subject) that '^to

be neglected it is only necessary to be brilliant ;'*

nor would ''the greatest preacher of this, or

perhaps, any other age" (as regards the uniformly

sustained style of his eloquence), be left actually

"to retire on a civil appointment obtained by

private interest," because the Church of England

had none of her dignities—not even a comfortable

rectory to bestow on him after exhausting his

vital powers in the mental struggles incidental to

nearly twenty years of labour, in a crowded

proprietary chapel

!
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"^iQh,** Mnd some of my American friends to

me, with a warmth Which the importance of the

ffilbrject rendered truly becoming, *' if we had your

^enry Melvill, we should not have left him to

«eek a situation from a company of merchants.

We should have made him a bishop long ago/'

Asnd, indeed, some of them went the length of

^timating that if he were even to come out to

them now, he would have his choice of the best

things to be offered in the States,—most probably

a bishopric with a salary of some 5000 dollars per

annum. If they could not offer more, it was

because they had not more to offer. But what

has the Church of England ever done for her

'distinguished son?

It is to be hoped, however, that the time is

npidly passing by, when the merely having been

-diaplain or son^n-'law to a great man, or the

master of a pu^blic school, or secretary to a society,

«hall have been considered sufficient warrant for

placing men of no oratoriafl power whatsoever

i(who, if they have deserved well, might be other-

wise provided for) in positions where masters in

Israel—eloquent men and mighty—^are needed to

fill ^ur churches. We want men preferred who

«re able to assume a commanding attitude in our

pulpits ; men who are £tted to fill the public eye

and lead the public mind; men who irill show to

the world that the Church of England ^is de-
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»

tormmed to fulfil to the uttermost the solenm

duty incumbent upon her of <^ preaching the

word/' no less than that of administering the

«Bcraments; remembering that the great apostle

of the Gentiles openly magnified his commission

to preach Jesus Christ above his commission te

baptize, and that it is '< the word" preached " with

power" that is to be the prime element in the

work of evangelising the nations and preparing

the world for the solemnities of the approaching

advent.

I do hope and trust, however, that the Church

of England is even now beginning to awake to her

iiigh mission in this respect.

In the good providence of God men of distin*

guished pulpit ability, though owing their ad-

irancement to other causes, are beginning to

occupy the church's high places; and, surely,

when advanced, they cannot help feeling sympathy

for those of their gifted brethren struggling hard

in the vale against poverty, want of interest, and

the almost crushing difficulties attendant on «
subordinate position as curates—^perhaps to men

entirely their intellectual inferiors, and sometimes

even their jealous hinderers and opponents. The

Bishop ofOxford, for instance, himself a preacher

of commanding ability, can hardly look with cold

indifference on similar talent to his own, languish-

ing unsupported—and last, dearest and moat
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delightful fact of all, the present incomparable

Primate is known to show the highest considera-

tion for great pulpit ability in his clergy.

Many, of course, will be found to say that

clergymen should be above motives .of worldly

aggrandisement or the expectation of temporal

advancement as the result of their ministrations.

So they should, and so are the class of whom we

speak, namely, able men of the pulpit, perha]ji8

more than most others of their brethren ; for theirs

are the visitations of celestial imaginings, theirs

the nearer converse with all that is most eleva'i;Ang

in thought or most majestic in expression, theirs

consequently the privilege of living in more espe-

cial communion with the great things of the

Gospel, and the things new and old from the rich

treasure-houses of eternity. Lea':it of all men,

therefore, are they likely to be swayed by motives

merely secular. Nevertheless, be it remembered

that the highest authority had declared that '^ the

labourer is worthy of his hire,'* and that agreeably

to the whole order of things pertaining to a con-

.dition in which spirit is allied to matter, it is bajt

just that even under the self-denying view which

is the right one, in the clerical profession of all

others, distinguished and sanctified ability should

still have its fair claim on superior reward. Mean-

while the church herself would speedily reap the

benefit of such an improved state of things
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throughout her borders. Let the Church of Eng-

land only once attain thus far, that she add to her

learning, her purity and her soundness of discipline

and doctrine, the lofty characteristic of being emi-

nently a preaching church, and with the ordinary

blessing of Providence she will be more than a

match for the whole array of opposition that the

forces of anarchy, infidelity, popery, and dissent

of every shape and name can array against her.

And may not an opinion be hazarded that, in order

to this end, the studies of her candidates for the

ministry might with great advantage be pursued

with a more direct reference to composition for the

pulpit ?

Men of the ultra-tractarian school may coldly

sneer at all this, and no doubt will ; but the result

will, nevertheless, be sure, as it everywhere is when

an opportunity of its exhibition has been given

;

that whilst the favourite panaceas of mere rubrical

accuracy, or the revival of the daily service, (both

excellent things in their way) have failed of them-

selves of filling the churches, but as in too many

instances, froru ^he operation of a certain leaven,

have rather tended the contrary way ; a powerful

ministration from the pulpit with or without the

other concomitants, wherever it had free course,

has invariably swept before it all opposition, and

crowded the house of the sanctuary.
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CHAFTER VI.

Tnj—Starting place of canal boats for Lake Champlain—Hone
ferry—The Warren family—Tlieir admirable churchmanahip—

" Making friends of the mammon of nnrighteousneaa "—The

Cbarch of the Crucifixion—Delightful serrioes—^WeU-organiMd-

charity school—All the work of the Warrens—Their kindness

to the author under circumstances trying to themselves—Canal

track boats—Singularly low charge—Sleeping arrangements

—

Dangerous-looking passage of a river—Arrival at WhiteluU

—

Scenery of Lake Champlain—Defeat of American Commodore

by Lord Exmouth when a midshipman—Burlington—Height o£

the waters of the lake—Burlington College and Bishop'Doane

—

Arrive at the British lines—The flag of England once more

—^Return to MontreaL

Troy is six miles from Albany fiiiiher up the

Hudson, and is the plaoe from whence the oanid

boats start for Whitehall, the< southern terminus

of the route of the steamers oui Lake Ghamplain.

Tou cross from the Albany side of the river by ar;.

curious horseferry, on which, four horses,, working^^

two and two, tandem fashion^ in a couple of boxea'

just capable of holding them placed one at each
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side of the vessel, by the action of their feet I

think, on a horizontally revolving platform below

the level of the deck, turn the paddle-wheels with-

out ever advancing themselves, by a. motion takcni

off froa: the horizontal one. When I crossed

there were, I think, nine vehicles, besides thtt

stage we were on, crowded on to the deck ; yetf

notwithstanding, this great load and the strength

of the current, which I thought at one time must

have swept us below the landing-places, we were

ferried over in perfect security.

My kind friends had provided me with lettera

of introduction hither also^ but I really needed

none, as I went in company with Mr. Ingraham

Kip, whose cousin, Mr. Carter, a very young-

clergyman, is rector of one of the churches in this

city, and who received us with the most brotherly

kindness.

Any churchman who longs to have his heart

and mind refreshed in passing through a country

new to him, by finding the all-pervading spirit of

a belief in " one catholic and apostolic church "

in vital existence and action around him, should,

pay a visit to Troy and get if possible an introduc-

tion to some of the Warren family ; or failing that,

he should visit at least the Church of the Cruci-^

fixion, where he will have an opportunity of

attending service at half-past 8 every morning.

If his spirit be not cheered, and he do not leave
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the place a more loving Catholic than he entered

it, and yet, start not ye men of lax phraseology

—

and yet I say, a no less zealous and delighted Pro-

testant, I do not envy him his churchmanship

!

The admirable family whom I have just referred

to, were the founders of Troy. They came in

some 30 years ago no richer than many of their

neighbours, but happened to become possessors

of the land on the most of which this flourishing

city is built. The consequence is, that by judi-

ciously disposing of the land in building lots, they

have grown with the growth of the city, and

become extremely wealthy. But oh, what sancti-

fied wealth it is ! and what a lesson do they exhibit

to the mere amassers of worldly gain as to how

men may sometimes grow rich, and grow rich in

the fear of God. How well they have "made

friends of the mammon of unrighteousness," let

their manifold labours of love in this favoured city

attest. Church after church, with spire heaven-

pointing, bears silent but unmistakeable testimony

not only to the munificence which assisted on its

erection from its first beginnings, but to the steady

and thoroughly disciplined energy with which the

work has been carried on from first to last. Theirs

has not been the hasty zeal which might have

expended itself in showy efforts to get up a place

of worship and keep it filled for a time by a suc-

cessive series of spiritual excitements, but the
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calm enduring diligence that has raised church

after church, supplied each in succession with a

faithful and zealous ministry, and done all things

in a word not so as to captivate with their tran-

sitory glitter, but to attract by the elements of

steady permanence which they involve.

Should any conceive that the attractive nature

of the services at the Church of the Crucifixion,

the last favourite gem which shines pre«eminently

conspicuous amidst the constellation of their good

works, presents something like an exception to

what I have said as to the absence of display

which characterizes their labours of love, I can only

beg such an objector to consider that nothing isdone

here beyond the bringing out the church's services

in the full harmony of their choral beauty. ** With

harp " (or organ at least) " and voice of Psalms,

they have shown themselves joyful before the

Lord the King.''

On a first view of the outside of thi;^ delightful

place of worship, the admirer of ecclesiastical

architecture is led to wish that its excellent founders

had gone to some choice models of mediaeval art

when planning the external portion of that which

may be said to be "all glorious within j" but

once having entered the door of the sanctuary and

mingled in the services, all external deficiencies are

forgotten. The place is about the size of a "small

college" chapel at Oxford or Cambridge, say

VOL. IX. o
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Peterhouse, or it may be a size less. It is pro-

vided with an admirable organ^ and furnished with

open rail sittings of a thoroughly ecclesiastical

character ; whilst the subject of the picture form-

ing the altar-piece—the cross, standing lonely and

divested of its late awful occupant—the bruised

serpent gliding away in the rocky foregroond, seen

by the dim religious light in almost as much

depth of shadow as hovers over some of the pic-

tures of Leonardo di Vinci, at once carries tlie

mind to the completion of tibe dread mystery of

kuman redempti<Hu

With rare felicity of selection, the estimable

founders have obtained the services of a clergyman,

(I hope I shall not make my dear friend vain) who

in personal qualifications as weU as mental, is sin-

gularly in keeping with the scene of his ministra-

tions. With a head that put me in mind of what

one might imagine a likeness of a youthful St.

John, a powerful deep bass voice, and an enthu-

siastic lov9 for choral music, which he seems to

iiave studied thoroughly, he appeared exactly the

individual most qualified by natare and education

to occupy the situation for which he has been

lohosen.

Mr. Tucker has studied sacred music in £ng^

land, is well acquainted with our cathedral and

college services, and has succeeded in organizing

ft choir such as the most venerable of those
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of oar establishments at home need not be

ashamed of.

But the most remarkable and certainly not the

least interesting feature of the whole establish-

ment is^ that attached to this church is a large

charity school, in which the children, about 120

in number, actually wear a uniform dress of a

very pleasing appearance, and as regularly attend

the church's services as they might do in Old

England ; and not only so, but being taught sacred

music scientifically, the elder children, to the

number of perhaps eighty, fill up the leading parts

with a pleasing combination of trebles. 1 was

perfectly surprised to find, in a country like Ame-

rica, that the attendance of these children could

be thus secured, and the more so when I was

informed that many of them were the oflFspring of

some of the most respectable tradesmen of the

town. One of two things must be certain—either

that in Troy the mildly pervading influence of the

church has taught men to be ** clothed with

humility,^' or else that the education provided by

this admirable family is felt to be of so valuable

a character that even republican pride will stoop

to accept of it. Perhaps both causes may have to

do with the matter.

I went, after attending a week-day service, to

visit this school, where everything seemed to be

^conducted on the most approved principles of

G 2
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instruction, as in similar institutions under the

wing of the church in England. It appears to

me that even in the behaviour of the children

there was a delightful similarity of resemblance to

home manners traceable. There was much of that

affectionate looking up to their teachers, and

modest gratification at the visits and notice of the

clergy and their friends, which is so gracefully

evident in children brought up under the church's

wing at home. In most refreshing contrast did it

stand out from the sad conceit of presumptuous

self-dependence, the constant expression, in man-

ner at least, of th« feeling, "Truly we are the

people ! who is lord over us ?'' that so sadly

characterizes too many of the rising youth of

America—a feeling unhappily promoted and en-

couraged, at least in many of the States, under the

miserably erroneous notion that the highest degree

of moral force is derivable from the largest amount

, of self-sufficiency ; whereas the Christian knows

that never is man so morally powerful as when he

most repudiates all might of his own.

The Warrens are not fond of letting their friends

walk, if they can help it; and accordingly, on

leaving the church and school, we found one of

their carriages waiting to convey us, though the

distance was scarcely a quarter of a mile, to an

elegant villa which they have erected on a hill

overlooking the town. This pleasing abode was
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well worth a visit, and everything without and

within spoke of refinement of taste and manners.

The attention paid by this estimable &mily to one

so recently a perfect stranger was the more inte-

resting and remarkable, since one of the heads of

it was considered at the time to be in dying cir-

cumstances ; which might well have warranted

them, had they excused themselves at such a time,

from showing any attention at all to a visitor.

There were some of the junior members of this

family who were on a visit to our English philo-

sophic poet, Martin Farquhar Tupper, Esq., at

his seat at Albury, when he wrote that pleasing

composition, ''A loving Ballad to Brother Jona-

than,^' so agreeably recited by Bishop Doane, of

New Jersey, at the Commemoration of Independ-

ence, at Burlington, in 1848.

It may be imagined that from such kind friends

I took my leave with great regret ; but the ad-

vancing state of the season was urging my return

to Canada, and I determined, for this part of the

trip, to make trial of the canal-boats as far as

Whitehall, 70 miles. This distance one company

carries you over for the astonishingly low sum of

a York shilling—the value of an English sixpence.

How they manage to do it I know not ; but this

I know, that I paid the money and travelled the

distance. And what is still more remarkable is,

that a rival company, which charges three-fourths
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of a dollar, did not seem to have better boats, or

accommodation, in fact, in any way superior.

These vessels are very much like the passenger'

track-boats which used to run on the canal be-

tween Edinburgh and Glasgow, only they are

roomier. They are drawn by three horses in a

strir g, and travel at tolerable speed, except when

impeded by the locks, which are numerous. They

did not seem, however, to keep at all so close to

tiie time named for starting as public conveyances

do in England ; and, as we could not tell the

minute of their going off, my kind clerical friencis,

three or four in number, who had accompanied

me to the vessel, refused to leave me till she was

just shoving off from the shore. There are suffi-

ciently comfortable meals provided on board these

vessels, at about a quarter of a dollar a head, and,

all ordinary refreshments to- be had on board.

But the cleverest thing was the rigging out the

sleeping berths for so many passengers. Three

tiers of hammocks were slung one above another,

like so many rows of book-shelves, into which we

crept snugly enough ; the hammocks not being,

like those of sailors, gathered up to grummetts at

the ends, but composed of canvas sacking, stretched

out on slight wooden frames. The fairer portion

of the community were of course in a separate

division, partitioned off; and notwithstanding the

number of reasoning bipeds stowed away in so
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small a space, I must say that I slept very com-

fortably, greatly admiring the cleverness of Brother

Jonathan's packing. The whole voyage was

pleasing enough, and of course perfectly safe,

except at one queer place, where you came out of

a lock and crossed the main river, a little above a

weir or fall of small elevation. The water was

running very strong here ; and the power of the
'

stream on the long broadside of our vessel, as it

gave her a wide sheer out into the middle, gave

me for the moment an uncomfortable notion of

the possibility of the tow-ropes giving way, or of

&e horses being overpowered (they crossing the

opposing stream on a narrow causeway), in which

case running the gauntlet among the rapids, or a

tumble over at the falls, appeared inevitable.

Most thankful, however, am I to say that we

passed without accident, and anived at an early

hour, in a fine spring morning, at Whitehall

(where I was charged Is, 6d, for luggage), in time

for the steamer up Lake Champlain.

The scenery about Whitehall is rather pic-

turesque, and so bold as to be almost mountainous.

The lake is extremely narrow at the lower ex-

tremity, so much so that a large steamer has only

Just bare space to turn. The neighbouring hills

have a rugged and wild appearance, and are said

to abound with rattlesnakes. . The steamers on

this lake are celebrated for the excellence of their
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accommodations and the urbanity of their com-

manders. It is certainly a splendid sheet of water,

well worthy a visit, if only for its natural beauties.

It was, as is well known, the scene of many of the

most important events in the unhappy war. I

think it was on this lake that an English mid-

shipman, of only four years' standing, in a small

schooner, made good his defence against the Ame-

rican Commodore and a flotilla of thirteen vessels

(which had furiously attacked the British), sinking

or otherwise disabling one or two of them, and

bringing off his own little craft in triumph. For

this heroic act, he was deservedly promoted to his

lieutenancy, by order in Council, before his mid-

shipman's time was expired, being one of the very

few on whom so distinguished an honour has been

conferred ; but then the service was no less dis-

tinguished. The midshipman was Mr. Pellew,

afterwards Lord Exmouth.

About half way up the lake, on its eastern

shore, in the State of Vermont, so called from its

numerous green mountains, we touched at the

interesting city of Burlington, which looks very

well from the water. The lake was at this time

so high, partly from the melting of the snow, that

the omnibuses and other vehicles on the wharf

were in one part for several yards ancle-deep in

water.

There is no accounting for the high level to
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which the waters in all the great American lakes

will rise at one time, and their low decadence at

another. The psriodical rise and fall is considered

to average about seven years between its maximum
and minimum. There is also a peculiarity about

them to a stranger, which is, however, in reality,

more easily accounted for ; and that is, that the

rivers have frequently what appears like a tide in

them, as the current may sometimes be seen set-

ting upwards from their mouths with considerable

force. This, however, is simply owing to prevail-

ing winds having raised the waters in certain parts

of the lake above the ordinary level for a time.

Burlington is the seat of a college, which is, I

am happy to say, entirely an establishment belong-

ing to the church. This is ably presided over by

the amiable and eloquent right reverend George

Washington Doane, D.D., bishop of New Jersey ;

the same estimable prelate who preached the ser-

mon on the opening of Dr. Hook's new church at

Leeds. The style of this right reverend gentleman

is one of singular terseness ; remarkable for the

brevity of its periods. I only regret that I had

not time and opportunity to visit this institution^

and paying my respects to its excellent and

venerable head.

Like all other matters connected with the

church in this interesting country, it forms one of

the nuclei around which are gathered the fairest

G 3
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I

:

hopes of America^ hopes not indeed so much of

this earth, as of that world to come where the trees

of immortality, trained in the garden of the Lord

below, are destined to flourish in immortal verdure^

and " put on those honours that are not to fade/'*

But Burlington is left behind; the steamer

rushes gallantly along her watery way with a

roar and a splash, and a whiz, and a roar again.

And now a flag is seen streaming on the breeze.

Surely that flag bears not on its broad field

the stripes and stars that have waved so long

over the scenery of my wanderings! No! for

there gleam the bright cross of St. George,

and, saltire-wise, the cross of bold St. Andrew.

'Tis the meteor flag of England that flouts the

gale ! and a boat has put off from the fort, and

red-coats have leaped up the side, and knapsacks

and accoutrements, with V. R. emblazoned upon

them, are piled in a heap upon the deck, and my
heart bounds with a Briton's exultation as I find

myself in the territories of our gracious sovereign,

once more. I return fuU of all warm and loving

reminiscences of a grateful heart for kindnesses

received in the Union from brethren affectionately

mindful of a common stock, and yet more so, I

trust, of a loftier, holier band of brotherhood than

any of which the records of earth can tell. But

I am yet more grateful that I am in a British

* Isaac Taylor.

M&^ I'i'^-'^iiiPHii
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colony once more ; and beneath the cross-bearing

banner of my glorious country do I propose to set

up my staff during most of the remnant of my
pilgrimage below.

Stepping from the steamer, a railway of a few

miles in length rapidly conveyed me to the steam

ferry, which speedily shot across the St. Lawrence,

and landed me once more, through mercy, safely

in Montreal.

And now, dear reader, if I have not tired you

out, I will take up the rest of these pages with

giving you a few practical hints for your benefit

and aid, if you have a fsmcy to visit the land of

the canoe and the mocassin.
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CHAPTER VII.

RotnAnce of voyageura and Canadian boat>iongs rapiffly dying

away—The reason of this—Sir George Simpson and his boat's

crew—^The Bishop of Montreal's visit to Red River—Endurance

of Canadian canoe men—A canoe voyage still to be had—Who
ought to emigrate ?—What are you to do when you have done

so ?—^The author promises honest answers to all classes—Advice

to emigrant clergymen—^The poorly beneficed—The man with •

heavy family—The lonely curate—^What will clergjrman do on

first arriving?—Plenty of room for spiritual labourers—^The

Bishop of Toronto likes those who will endure hardness—Duty

in Canada less trying than in crowded districts at home

—

Ordinary routine of a clergyman's duty in Canada—Mode of

conciliating the people—Importance of preaching the gospel on

Church principles—44ecessity of instructing people in them

—

Outcry against Popery and " Puseyism "—Possibility of obtain-

ing pupils—^Terms of taking them—^What a clergyman can do

on 200/. a year—A comfortable churchwarden.

Talking of canoes^ by the way, those who

contemplate Canada from afar, under the air of

romance thrown over it by strains like those of

the " Canadian boat-song,^' will be sorry to learn

that the occupation of the gay voyageurs who were
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wont to make the ** Ottawa tide " resound with

their choral ditties, is almost now amongst the

things that have been. The merry craftsmen of

the lake and the river have fled at the hoarse

voice and fierce whistle of the giant steam-king.

These people were all, until lately, in the service

of the North-West Fur Compauy, who conveyed

their peltries in canoes by Lake Nipissing and the

Ottawa ; but after they ceased their feud with the

Hudson's Bay Company and joined interests, their

demand for these voyageurs has ceased. All the

traffic on the Ottawa is now done by the steamers

—at least with the exception, of course, of the

timber by means of lumber-rafts. This business,

however, by the new-fangled free-trade notions of

the mother country, is in a fair way of being

ruined. The rafts that came down used to be a

peculiar feature of the St. Lawrence, acres and

acres of floating timber with small dwellings

erected upon it, and from twelve to twenty masts,

each with its long sails and frequently whole rows

of boards supported on end, to propel it when the

wind was fair, otherwise it depended on the current

alone.

The timber suitable for lumbering purposes has

been so cleared away from the lower parts of the

course of the Ottawa, that the lumberers, or men
employed in cutting and rafting it, have latterly

gone as high as Lake Temiscameng, about lat. 45,
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between 400 and 500 miles from Montreal, though

it is a two years' expedition to go up so high, and

float the timber down. They prefer this, however,:

to the labour and expense of dragging the logs

several miles through the woods by means o£

oxen.

The Hudson's Bay Company convey their wares

to England by means of an annual ship which

touches at the gulf which gives its name to this

enterprising] body of traders.

The only crew of voyageurs still retained is

that for the use of sir George Simpson, the

governor of the Company's territories, who resides

at Lachine, about nine miles from Montreal^ and

makes a yearly progress up the country in a sort

of wild state, which is well described in his *' Over-

land Journey round the World." . The bishop of

Montreal likewise travelled after this fashion in

his interesting tour of visitation to Rupert's Land

and Red River (see his delightful little journal

already referred to,. published in England for the

benefit of those missions).

The crews of sir George Simpson's canoes are

all Indians of the Irequois tribe (a branch of the

Mohawk nation), save one or two, who are French

Canadians. Their uniform is pleasing, and con-

sists of a light hat adorned with an immense,

quantity of feathers and tinsel, and a capote, ori

blue coat, with red belt or sash. They are not

1
-
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Idspt^ I believe, in the regular pay of the Company,

but live opposite Lachine, near sir George's resi-

dence, at their village of Kaughnawasa, doing odd

jobs for a livelihood, only they are understood to

be always at his call.

They differ from many of the Indians, who are

by no means fond of work, or indeed of any exer-

tion, save that undergone in hunting (though the

civilized tribes are beginning to improve in this

respect). But these people exercise powers of

endurance with perfect good humour, and without

any apparent prostration of strength, that are truly

wonderful. They will work day after day for

weeks together, 18 hours out of the 24. One

A.M. is their hour of starting, however late on the

previous night they may have arrived at the end of

their stage for the day, and very little time allowed

for any meal but that of supper, on their reaching

their halting place for the night. They will work

all day long, either paddling to the tune of some of

their chaunts, or poling, sometimes up to the

middle in water, which is excessively trying in

early spring, when it comes down of an icy cold-

ness from the polar regions to the northward. At
other times, they will have to carry canoes, bag-

gage, and all, over long and difficult postages,

where each man will frequently have to return

two or three times for the different portions of
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his load. Add to which, wherever the shores are

marshy, as is often the case, the duty devolves

on them of carrying the gentlemen passengers to

terra firma—a service which they perform with

most perfect good humour, the smallest of them

frequently delighting to show his prowess hy

taking merrily on his shoulders the most rotund

passenger of the party, whom, with inimitable sure-

footedness, he generallyconveys to the shore amidst

the cheers of his "ryghte merrie*' companions,

in perfect security. Though the occupation, as I

say, of this interesting class of people is rapidly

passing away, I may nevertheless inform the lovers

of the romantic, that on Lake Huron at least, and

probably elsewhere, he will find no difficulty in

taking a cruise in a birch-bark canoe.

When the author came to Sturgeon Bay, the

steamer not being ready, two naval officers, who

were going up to Penetanguishine on a visit to

some of their brother blue-jackets at the naval

station, engaged a canoe for, I think, some four or

five dollars, to go the seventeen miles. They

kindly offered him a passage, but for one thing,

between themselves and their portmanteaus, and

the hands at the paddles, the tiny egg-shell of a

craft was already almost over-crowded, and for

another thing, he did not like to be separated so

entirely from his luggage, knowing how much
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more easily packages are lost than recovered in

the wilderness, so he declined their kind offer.

All this, however, is only by the way.

I go into the far more important questions to

intending emigrants, as to the oft mooted consider-

ation or inquiry, in the first place, as to who ought

to emigrate ? and in the second, as to what they

are to do when they have emigrated ? In answer

to the first question, who ought to emigrate ? I

say, every industrious, well-disposed person who

cannot make both ends meet comfortably in the

old country. If you can do this, I say most

seriously, think twice before you stir. Do not

let notions of romance lead you away. It were

^^ry easy indeed to write a book picturing Canada

m so engaging a light, concealing all the draw-

backs, and painting aU that is really desirable so

much couleur de rose as to induce people, perhaps,

to try emigration very much for the romance of the

thing, who had much better have stayed at home.

But I am far from wishing to do this ; what I

rather desire is, to point out to the anxious, the

eager, the distressed, and the embarrassed; to

those who have either had their worldly resources

cut off or diminished, or who are struggling with

the care of a heavy family, and know not how to

provide for them in life after having reared and

maintained them; to fond lovers anxious to be

made one, whilst the res angusta domi forbids the
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banns; to harassed professional men, struggling

amidst crowds for an existence ; or again, to

younger sons of good families, who at home wish

to: appear, of course, according to their rank,, and

haTC not the wherewithal?—to all and each of these

dasses. as well as to the hardy yeoman and the

respectable house^servant or labourer, I wish to

point out, to the best of my knowledge and ability,

what each may expect from a determination to

make Canada their future home.

And first, as in duty bound, I address myself to

the clergy. There will be two leading motives

which will induce my reverend friends to emi-^

grate. First and foremost, of course, the high

and holy one of seeking the salvation of souls in

the comparatively destitute districts of the West.

But lower, and yet not unworthy ones, may like-

mse be allowed to come into play.

The clergyman who is struggling in vain to

bring up and educate a lai^e family upon a pitK

tance which is less than would be accorded to the

sqiure^s butler ; or the sighing lonely curate, en-

gaged ever since he was at college to his dear

sweet cousin, yet not daring to '' commit matri-

mony " on his valuable preferment of 80/. a-year,

may be exicused if he cast a longing eye to the

far regions of the West, as presenting a field-

where he may be no less usefully occupied in the

vineyard of his master, but, humanly speaking^.
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with £ur more numerous elements of comfort and

domestic happiness at command than any which

he could hope to reach in his own country.

I do not, of course, mean to say that he will

ei^pect to attain to these hecause the livings in

Canada are rich, but because a little money goes

so much farther in Canada, and because inde-

pendence of position, and many of the concomi-

tants of comfort in domestic life, may be secured

at so much readier a rate than in the country he has

left. Now, assuming the soundness of his motives

in coming, let us see what my clerical friend will,

do on his arrival.

In the first place, you arm yourself, of course,

with all the testimonials as to character and quali-

fication that you may think it desirable to be pro^

vided with, for I am, of course, assuming now

that you do not come out at the orders of the So-

ciety for the Propagation of the Gospel, but, as it

were, on your own footing, and that you bring,

perhaps, some little means with you which yoa

would like to invest in the country of your adop-

tion. After having taken into consideration

the balanced advantages of the different British

provinces, as I have endeavoured to exhibit them

in another part of this work, you determine on

which you will come to, and decide, we will say,

on Canada West.

Accordingly, you make the best of your way to
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Toronto, and lose no time, after your arrival, in

communicating with the Lord Bishop. You will

be sure of a kind and courteous reply from his

lordship, who will appoint an early day when you

may wait upon him. On your presenting your-

self, he will, of course, look carefully at your testi-

monials and recommendations, and, if these be

satisfactory, will enter with truly paternal kind-

ness into' all your views and wishes. He will tell

you, and so would any of the other bishops, that

the demands upon him for additional clergymen

are such, that he could at any time immediately

appoint twenty fresh ones at least to different

places, if they came out in a body. He will most

kindly allow you to advise with him, moreover^

as to the investment of any property which you

may bring ; and let me most strongly recommend

you to abide implicitly by any directions on this

score which his lordship is pleased to give. He
knows the province so thoroughly, so much about

the temporals, as well as spirituals, of every place

and almost of every person of any note in it, that

if you go upon your own fancies, or the advice of

others, however well they may appear to be qua-

lified, ten to one you will regret it.

Clergymen of experience, men of the worlds

(though not worldly men) who came out to

Canada with considerable means, have told me
that wherever they had deviated from the bishop's
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kind recommendation as to what to do with their

property, they had found reason to repent it.

When the bishop has satisfied himself as to

your qualifications, the probability is, that he will

hospitably ask you to dinner, introduce you to

some of the clergy at Toronto, and, after keeping

you near him for a time, and allowing you to offi-

ciate in the cathedral and other churches, that he

will allot you some parish or mission, from whence

you will draw at least 100/. a-year, paid either by

the Church Society or the Society at home, and

you will be fairly afloat in your new field of

labour.

To Dr. Lett, who came out lately, he very soon

allotted the beautiful church of St. George, To-

ronto, which happened to be vacant at the time.

His lordshipjis known, caterts paribus, highly to

esteem an able preacher, and, accustomed to face

all hardship, and expose himself, he naturally

likes men who will *' endure hardness.'' He by

no means admires a clergyman making a long story

in his journal about an accidental upset in a mud-

hole, or any other trifling incident of his joumey-

ings. I have seen a clergyman's horse fall with

him, and roll over him on a hard road, himself

miraculously escaping almost without injury, and

scarcely saying anything about it. But he was

of a Highland extraction, and that breed is said to

be difficult to kill. In fact, if you never have been
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accustomed to horsemanship or charioteermg^

you will soon have to learn both^ if you are to

be an active parish priest or missionary in the

British provinces of North America. If you are

located in any of the lai^e towns, your duties

will not differ much from what they would con-

sist of in towns at home. But if you are in

some of the country villages with a surrounding

mission, depend upon it you will have to ride or

drive for it in summer, or sleigh it in winter, to

some purpose.

But what of all this ? Not only is all labo'ar

delightful to a man whose heart is in his work,

but moreover t do most advisedly declare, that a

man will have calls for the exercise of far greater

self-denial, for far greater trials to his feelings, and

even perhaps his constitution, in close and deter-

mined district visiting, in the squalid abodes of

misery with which our great towns abound in

England ; and that combined with very little, if

amything at all, that is cheering or alleviating in

its character, than he would have to meet with in

a whole twelvemonth of Canadian missionary

labours; always excepting the work of th<»se

whose duty calls them to visit the emigrant sheds

in a sickly season. There, indeed, every qutdifi-

cation of the fMthful Christian warrior will be

tried to the utmost. Thither, indeed, be will

hav<e to go> ^^ counting not h4s life dear unto
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himself," with few or none of the alleviating ele-

ments of which I am about to speak entering into

his labours of love and self-denial. Then, of

course, occasional perilous accidents will occur,

just as they will in any other country. One of

the most serious of these happened some few

years ago to the Rer. R. Flood, clergyman of

Delaware and Caradoc, below London. This gen-

tleman's narrative is so simply touching, and so

much to the point, that I cannot do better than

let him tell his own story, almost in the words in

which he kindly communicated the incident

to me.

. "The old bridge which crossed the river Thames

at the village of Delaware, was swept away by a

remarkable flood which prevailed in the early

spring of ] 843, caused by the rapid action of the

sun upon the snow, which lay deep on the ground,

and therefore all communication from either side

of the river was cut off, until a scow, clumsily

pfut together, was brought into requisition. Into

this frail bark I committed myself on the Easter

Sunday morning of the above year, accompanied

by some of the congregation of the township of

Caradoc and two Indian chiefs, as I could not

not think of disappointing the people on the

opposite side of the river, where the church is

fritnated, on such an occasion, being a chief festi-

val of tJie church, although everything else
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seemed to warn me against passing over. The

awful appearance of the raging waters, which

extended over the flats, and covered them to

the depth of ten feet,—add to which the shapeless

build of our craft, were circumstances of them-

selves sufficiently discouraging.

^' It was on our return in the afternoon about

three o'clock, that the frightful scene was enacted.

The men who had the management of the scow

put off with the view of making a straight passage;

but when we got into one of the eddies of the

river, the oarsmen could not stem the torrent with

their greatest exertion ; and so we were whirled

along at the mercy of the torrent, which was run-

ning at the rate of eight miles an hour, until the

scow was about to strike with great violence

against a large willow-tree, which grew in a hori-

zontal position out of the waters on the bank of

the river, and which would have struck us all off if

we had not instantaneously laid hold of it ; when

the scow was upset by coming in contact with it.

The passengers were in number fourteen, some of

whom happened to throw themselves on the strong

branches of this tree ; while others had only time

to seize with both hands the trunk, which now,

with the superincumbent weigat, became level

with the water : the latter were immersed to their

necks. My position was rendered peculiarly try-

ing, as I had to sustain the entire weight of one
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of the Indian chiefs, who held me round the

shoulders, and I had only a small branch to

depend upon, which I held with both hands, my
feet resting on a bed of wild vines which grew

round the stem of the tree, with the water reach-

ing above my waist
;
yet was I enabled, through

the Divine mercy, to lift up my voice, as a dying

man to dying men, to put their only hope of

pardon and of life in the Saviour, the Lord Jesus

Christ, the only refuge from the wrath to come.

I entreated them to take no advantage one of

the other in their critical and awful position by

contending for a better place or a more secure

hold ; and I can truly say, that a murmur did not

escape their lips for the time we remained in this

frightful position, except an occasional ejaculation,

' The Lord have mercy upon us !

' The water

was intensely cold, consisting chiefly of melted

snow and ice. Four who were immersed to their

necks, perished; the remainder were not taken

o£f until the inhabitants of the neighbourhood

sent for a canoe a distance of six miles, so that

we were fully three hours or more in the water.

I prevailed on the Indian who rested on me shortly

after the accident, to swim to a tree about forty

feet from us, which he did—indeed at the peril

of his own life ; and thus I was enabled to hold

out the longer. The other Indian chief also swam

VOL. II. B
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to another tree, and reached it in safety long

before the canoe came to our rescue/'

It was sunset before the frail vessel which

saved the survivors arrived at the, scene of death

and suffering. The names of the persons who

perished were Major Somers, Jamv'^s Rawhngs,

George Robinson, and William Edmonds, all

natives of England.

Mr. Somers was a highly respectable and well-

educated gentleman, and was connected with the

5th regiment of Middlesex Militia, and during the

rebellion was a very efficient and zealous officer

in the discharge of his duty. He left a wife and

amiable family of young ladies and gentlemen to

lament the tragical end of a kind husband and

affectionate parent. George Robinson, well known

as one of the best stage drivers on the western

route, left a wife to mourn his untimely fate. The

other two unhappy sufferers were single men.

The greatest credit was due to Mr. Francis Carey,

of the village of Kilworth, for his exertion in

obtaining a canoe from his residence, with as

much despatch as possible; otherwise the cala-

mity must have been much more extensive and

fiightful.

This catastrophe is, of course, not to be taken

as any example ai the ordinary perils attendant

on a clergyman's labours. Take the case of
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ordinary missionary work, and really there is

much in it that is decidedly cheering and ele-

vating to the spirits, the very ohstacles to be

overcome only lending a greater zest to the

intervals of repose. We will say that on Sunday

a clergyman has his school to attend, and one

full service in the morning in the town or village

where he resides. Well, then, as soon as he has

taken some refreshment, he mounts his horse or

gets into his buggy or sleigh, according to the

season, and sets off to some of the back lines from

four to six miles distant to some school-house or

small wooden church, to an afternoon service;

and in the evening he either returns home to rest,

or else comes back to an evening service in the

same church as that where he officiated in the

morning, or some other. It may be thought that

this is very laborious ; so it is rather ; and much

will of course depend on the physical and mental

organization of the individual, as regards both

the amount of the work to be done, and the way

in which it will tell upon a man. But then there

is at least this to be considered, that what with

the usual moderate size of the churches, and their

being for the most part built of wood, two services

in such as these, do not involve very much more

labour than would be undergone in the performance

of a single service in the one of huge brick or stone

edifices of England. Then, on week days^ your

H 2 *

.^
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visits to the sick, and your week-day lectures in

private houses or school-houses, are almost always

enlivened by the cheerful health-inspiring ride or

drive, or (as it may be if you are near the great

lakes or rivers) by an occasional journey in a boat

or canoe. So, also, in collecting for the Church

Society—that great stay and hope, under God,

of the best interests of religion in Canada and the

other provinces—though you may be occasionally

annoyed by the lukewarmness of some, the abso-

lute indifference or meanness of others,—besides,

perhaps, experiencing occasional brunts from dis-

senters—yet your spirit, on the other hand, is

occasionally refreshed by meeting with the noble-

minded, the affectionate, and the true-hearted;

and I will say this for Canada, above all countries

I have ever visited, that let a clergyman show

himself only affectionate and friendly, let him visit

extensively among the people, and, in his sermons

and private intercourse, especially towards " those

that are without,'' maintain christian charity

without compromising principle—and he will find

very few dissenters so bigoted (especially if he

possess ability as a preacher) as to refuse to

attend upon his ministrations. And if he begin

by letting the people see that he is determined to

preach what all must admit to be the gospel, as

distinguished from latitudinarian tendencies to

antinomianism on the one hand, and a mere
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barren system of legality on the other ; holding

up the grand doctrines of the Cross, and salva-

tion by grace, as taught and held by the church

;

showing himself thus in his teaching a pattern of

sound doctrine,—he may gradually and safely

introduce instruction on the subject of discipline.

He may then go on to show that it is necessary

to maintain the fellowship as well as the teaching

of primitive apostolicity ; and thus, not do as

some well-meaning but mistaken clergymen have

done, form a congregation, and leave them ignorant

as to whether they were churchmen or dissenters,

ready to fall at his departure an easy prey to every

propounder of novelties withoTjl the church's pale

who may come across their path; but by gra-

dually moulding the people into her spirit, and

accustoming them to her tone, much of which

may be done by friendly conversations in private,

and likewise by frequent catechizing in public—he

will build upon a sure and apostolical foundation.

He will then leave an edifice founded upon a rock,

from whence no storms of heresy, and no allure-

ments of unauthorized teachers, shall be able to

shake it. Thus, " being crafty, he may catch men
with guile.*' Finding the bulk of them compara-

tively ignorant, he may make them well-versed,

not merely in the directly saving truths of the

gospel, but likewise in those questions of aposto-

lical order involved in the holding communion
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with the catholic churchy regarding which such an

astonishing amount of ignorance prevails even

amongst many of the laity in other repects well-

informed. For I need scarcely tell my readers,

that in Canada, as elsewhere, people calling them-

selves churchmen, and really well versed in most

topics of ordinary conversation, will be continually

found to commit the misnomers of '' dissenting

churches/' and "catholic chapels,*'— meaning,

of course, thereby the meeting-houses of the

wanderers from apostolic discipline, as the Pro-

testant sects—or those of the innovators on apos-

tolic doctrine, as the members of the Romish

communion. Many, again, will be quite shocked

if the offertory be read at the conclusion of the

morning service, and if the apostolic precept be

complied with on the occasion of " each man on

the first day of the week offering as God hath

given him opportunity.'' With such, if a church

be decorated with green boughs, agreeably to pri-

mitive practice, it is Popery. If a clergyman

preach in his surplice, it is '^Puseyism." In

making these remarks, I am far from saying, of

course, that it might be always " expedient " either

to read the offertory or to preach in a surplice

;

and, indeed, on some grounds, I perhaps rather

prefer to see a black gown in the pulpit myself.

But these people ought to be taught that it is a

man's doctrine that they should look to, and that
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they ought not to presume to pass a hasty judg-

ment on his introduction of alterations for which

he may be able to give a very good reason, with>

out being at all a ^'Puseyita^' (according to the

vulgar nomenclature), much less a '^papisf in

disguise. Clergymen who, I am sure, know pnd

love the gospel, adopt both modes in Canada;

some using the surphce and offertory, others the

gown, without being interfered with by their

judicious diocesan. Some also use written, and

others unwritten, or (as they are frequently mis-

called) extemporaneous discourses, with similar

freedom of private judgment.

In some of the towns the livings are of tolerable

value, though clergymen are often obliged to take

pupils to eke out their income, which none more

deeply regret having to do than they themselves.

The necessity of supporting and educating large

families of their own, however, impels them. Sixty

pounds a year are about the highest terms which

may be obtained for the board and education of

youths to be prepared for college, and they seldom

read very high before they go up. So much

depends on habits of personal economy, that I

can hardly teU what a clergyman could actually

live on in all cases in Canada, but I only know

this, that an amiable young friend of mine in the

Church, who had a large parochial district which

generally required his travelling eighteen miles on
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Sundays^ as his two churches were nine miles

apart, had a very pretty little Gothic villa resi-

dence (his own), and there dwelt with his lady

and two children, keeping three servants, namely,

two young girls and a lad. He had, moreover,

two horses, right good ones too, a cow or so, and

I suppose sundry pigs and fowls, a plain phaeton,

light travelling waggon, and sleigh, and kept him-

self, moreover, always able to entertain a friend

with a modest hospitality ; and he told me that

all this was done for 200/. a year. He had about

three acres of land attached to his house ; and he

said, that could he have occupied about fifty acres,

either by purchase or as glebe, so as to be able to

keep a third horse, and a man to work the little

farm regularly, it would have been worth 100/. a

year additional to him ; but he had the advantage

of being within an easy drive of a large city, and

with excellent roads and markets. One of his

churchwardens, whose farm was hard by his prin-

cipal church, came about sixteen years ago to the

country a poor man. In fact, when he landed he

had just half-a-crown in his pocket, but by work-

ing about as a labourer and saving money, he

gradually accumulated the means of purchasing

land for himself, and has now a fine cleared farm of

100 acres, well worth 15/. an acre, with excellent

dwelling-house, offices, orchard, and garden ; and

on this he supports his family, and frequently lays
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by 300/. a year in cash ; but then he does all his

work, or almost all, within himself. If he had to

hire labour, much of his profits would be swal-

lowed up. And it must be also remembered, that

his manner of living is such as to entail no ex-

pense upon him. As regards the clergy, one

thing is certain, that though poorly paid, they all

manage to keep their horse or horses, (in fact,

they are obliged to do so, for they could not get

through their work without them,) and to main-

tain an unpretending hospitality. Many of them,

doubtless, brought more or less private means

with them to the country, but others are entirely

dependent on their profession.

h3
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CHAPTER VIII.

Ecclesiastical appointments—In whose gift—Farms rented or

purchased by clergymen—A mathematician in the bosh—

A

clergyman " tupported by yoluntary contrbutions "•—Minimnm

income of a clergyman aimed at by the Bishop—Necessity

of some decent provision for men of education and talent

—

Comparative worldly advantage of following the legal profession

—Poor gentlemen, What can they do ? Better than they could

at home—Adventures of a Cantab—A different case—Too much

money and too little wit—Grumblers and growlers—Manage

your property yourself—The Author sustains a loss—A medical

gentleman's fortune " got through with "—^Medical men may

farm with advantage—Lawyers—A Yankee orator cut short.

The whole of the ecclesiastical appointments

in Upper Canada, or Canada West as it is now

called, are virtually in the gift of the bishop of

Toronto. The missions and incumbencies entirely

so» The rectories are nominally at the disposal

of the Government, but the bishop's recommenda-

tion is always attended to as a matter of course.

Clergymen sometimes come out and rent or pur-
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chase farms, on which they remain some time

without applying to the bishop for duty. Except

however in cases where the state of a person's

health may be such as not to admit of his being

employed on active service, or may at least require

him to lie by for a time, I cannot myself see, without

wishing at all to judge brethren, how a man who

is himself alive unto God through Jesus Christ

our Lord, and has his heart as he must have it

if that be the case, earnestly awake to his Master's

work, can wish to lie by for a moment unless

under the circumstances which I have supposed.

Strange to say, a first-rate mathematician, a

high wrangler of Cambridge, who came out to be

professor of mathematics in a Canadian university,

was so smitten with the love of bush farming,

that he threw up his professorship to which a

handsome salary was attached, and went into the

wild wilderness, where, for aught I know to the

contrary, he is ploughing, and chopping, and

rearing fat cattle to this hour.

The admirers of thevoluntarysystem mayperhaps

approve of the following anecdote with regard to an

eminent clergyman. An excellent man,imbuedwith

a thorough missionary spirit, and deep anxiety to

be employed in his Master^s cause, proposed to

test the working of the voluntary principle in his

own person, by offering to the bishop to go into

a spiritually destitute district, and seek no sup-
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port save what he might derive from the volun-

tary contributions of the people. The bishop,

whilst of course greatly delighted with his self-

denying ardour^ clearly gave him to understand,

that there were too many, alas ! who, notwith-

standing their independant position, and the large

way in which Providence had blessed them in

worldly circumstances, even exceeding abundantly

above anything that they could have looked for

in the old country, yet grudged nothing so much

as a contribution to their church. The good man

went however, nevertheless, with the love of souls

in his heart, and fully satisfied that ministering to

them in spiritual things, he should reap sufficient

of their carnal things to enable him to rub along if

with a rigid economy, at least in moderate com-

fort. But time passed on; the people were

pleased with his ministrations; knew he had no

salary, and yet made no offer of support. At

length one of the shrewdest and most open-

hearted of them came to him, to his great delight,

for now he was sure that all his sanguine hopes

of the readiness of the people to contribute were

entirely to be consummated and crowned with a

rich harvest, when his worthy hearer said to him,

« We've been a thinking, you see, that you must

have something to live upon; that it wont do for

you to work among us for nothing.'' "Right,

my dear sir," said the worthy priest. " I always
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thought the people would, sooner or later, come

to a feeling of that." " So we has, sir ; so, you

see, I and two or three others laid our heads

together, and we think you can do this,—you can

get a good large hag and carry it round among us,

and then one can give you a lump of butter,

another a loaf, another a piece of meat to put

into it, and so you'll get on quite nicely among

us !" In fact, they wanted to turn their clergy-

roan, who had freely accorded to them his labours

of love, into a regular gaberlunzie man, going

from door to door with a wallet on his back.

The same day, in further exemplification of their

new-born liberality, as he and his wife were about

sitting down to their frugal meal, scarcely know-

ing, humanly speaking, where many more were to

come from, the young daughter of a substantial

farmer in the neighbourhood came trotting across

the road with an uncovered plate in her hand on

which lay the solitary leg of a turkey, on the

remainder of which the family had been feasting,

and pushes it in at the door, bawling out at the

same time, ''Here, mother sent this for your

dinner.**

It is scarce necessary to say^ that the bishop

found it requisite to remove this gentleman from

this liberal neighbourhood, where the people thus

miserably mean and ignorant of all that was due to

a priest,—^a scholar and a gentleman^ would have
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turned him into a beggarman with a wallet at his

back, going round from door to door, when they

had ample means of placing him in a position

of comfortable independence, without ever incon-

veniencing themselves in a worldly point of view.

Had they really been miserably poor, they would

have been to be pitied. As it was, they lost an

admirable opportunity through their wretched

niggardliness ; and the clergyman whose services

they valued at so low a rate, was removed to some

neighbourhood more capable of appreciating

them.

The opinion, I believe, of the Bishop of Toronto

is, that, considering the nature of the climate and

expense of horses, &c., attendant on serving a

charge in Canada, no clergyman ought to have

less than 100/. a-year, in addition to what he may

have subscribed by his people. That from that

as a minimum the incomes should rise to between

200/. and 300/. The people, however, will have

to put a firm and energetic hand to the work to

do this, since even if the church should not be

robbed of the clergy reserves, the estimated maxi'

mum of the proceeds from the whole of them, if

disposed of according to the present ruinous

system, will not furnish more than 20/. a-year

each to all the parishes that will be required in

the diocese. The sum of 200/. or 250/. a-year if

certainly far from being too much, either as a,
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necessary remuneration for the time and expenses

of a clergyman viewed merely as a professional

man, or indeed as tending to secure to the church

the services of men of ability. For let the world

talk as it will about " grasping clergy/' &c., or

employ all the other vulgar common-place phrases

of those whom seem to think that because a man

has chosen an unworldly profession, he is there-

fore to live upon air, we know that at least on

the outset of life, when men are engaged in

choosing a profession, it is not to be wondered at,

ifthe ardent and the aspiring, if finding themselves

to be moreover the gifted, should select one that

ensures some more certain provision both as a

reward for their own labours, and a support for

their families, if they have them, than any which

legislative *^ liberalism'^ holds out in the present

day, to the very men who are of all others the

pillars of the lanH—the intercessors for it through

the one Mediator before the throne of grace, and

the salt, at the same time, of society, which pre-

serves the mass from corruption. Of two brothers,

of perhaps equal ability, who emigrated some

years ago, the one a clergyman, the other a lawyer,

the priest is receiving perhaps 200/. a-year, the

man of the law considerably upwards of 2000/.

!

I have noticed in many, if not most works on

Canada, that writers speak with hesitation on

advising men this or that class or profession to
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come out As regards any recommendation which

I may have to offer^ I can only repeat what I have

said before. If you can do at all in the old

country, stay where you are by all means. But if

you are unable to get on, and distressed with the

.
heart sickening anxieties of hope deferred, come

to Canada, whatever your profession, or if you

have none. An esteemed friend of mine, con-

versing about this work, said to me one day, " But

what in the world, my dear sir, can you advise

men to do who are gentlemen, perhaps men of

family and education, but younger brothers, or

from untoward circumstances, possessed of nothing

in the world but some 200/. or 300/. to call their

own,—what are you to tell such to do in

Canada?" "Allow me,*' I replied, "my good

friend, Scotch fashion, to answer that question

with another. What would you advise such to do at

home?" The fact is, and I appeal to the sufferers

themselves, if I am not speaking the severe

truth,—those so circumstanced can do nothing

now in the old country, whilst ** the governor" is

alive, it may be all very well ; or you may have a

kind elder brother in possession of the estate

who allows you the run of the house and stable,

and a constant seat at the dinner-table if the

sister-in-law be pleased to smile. And now and

then you may pick up an odd 20/. note from a

maiden aunt, or it may be a 50/. from a dowager
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mamma or grand-mamma, and thus you may rub

along in a most uncomfortable position of depen-

dence, unless some cousin in parliament, by

superhuman exertion gets you perhaps an under-

clerkship in the neigbourhood of Downing Street,

where " vosper blagarodie" (your nobility), as the

Russians have it, will have the most of the work

with the least possible pickings of the pay. Or it

may be, some copper-faced nabob of a grand-

uncle, who hath much stock in trust with their

majesties of Leadenhall Street, may get you a

chance to go to India, where the pagoda tree has

long been too heartily shaken for you to make

much of it, and whence, if you are happy enough to

escape the climate—the Sikhs—the Bengal tigers,

and the periL consequent upon too high a rate of

living, you may return after 21 years' expatriation,

with a trifle of rupees, an embrowned physiognomy

and a '^ pat^ de foie gras'^ sort of liver, to invalid

at Cheltenham a stranger among your own

kindred. If you can get these things, and like

this sort of prospect, of course I have no more to

say ; but if you have no probability of attaining to

them, then I say come to Canada. True, you are

a gentleman, and you are poor : you have little or

no ready money to begin with, and no permanent

income whatsoever to go on or conclude with.

Never mind, come to Canada. Why ? because in

Canada a gentleman can put his hand to things

*
.
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which he would be afraid of losing caste were

he seen to touch in the mother country. There

was an interesting custom of Old Spain, by which

if an hidalgo had fallen into decay, he might go to

the authorities of his native city, or the Herald's

College, I forget which, and th^re deposit his

sword and other tokens of his nobility. He
might then go into trade, or do any thing for an

honourable livelihood without oETending his order,

and if successful in realizing an adequate fortune,

he might return, claim his sword, and resume his

rank. Now, you will not even have any thing

like this, I mean of course, figuratively speaking,

to do in Canada. Only be sober, economical, in-

dustrious, and by Divine, grace religious,—^in a

word, behave as a gentleman and a Christian, and

no matter what you do, you will not and cannot

be looked down upon. You may be driving a

team, you may be upon a vessel on the lakes, you

.

may be working on a farm, you may be teaching &

school, or chopping card-wood in the bush, and

living in a shanty one year, and a few years after

you may be a member of the provincial parlia-

ment At least that unfortunately is not so likely

to be the case at present, because if you are a

gentlemen you will most probably be a Conserva-

tive ; and Radicalism, truth to tell, has rather the

best of it just now ; but still nil desperandum, let

us hope for better days. At any rate, you may
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live and do well. You cannot starve^ you will

always get the bite and the sup,—you cannot

permanently lose caste while you conduct yourself

well; and if Providence smile on your labours

you have always the prospect of rising to be any

thing. I have known of a gentleman whose

brother was a member of parliament in England,

at work in a gravel pit, shovelling gravel into a

cart ; and the general of the district, with a dash-

ing staff at his heels, to ride into the pit, with

"Ah, D., how d'ye do?" (Mr. D.'s coat oflF, red

flannel shirt on, sleeves rolled up to the elbows

perhaps), "hard at work as usual; come along,

just going to have lunch up at the inn ; come and

make one of us.*' So you see there is nothing to

fear, as I say, in the score of losing caste.

Just to show how a man of spirit may get at

least a livelihood if he emigrate, even after having

beei broken by misfortune at home, I may

mention a case with which I am tolerably wexl

acquainted, by way of one example amongst many,

I do not mean to say that the individual I refer to

has at all done what the world calls ^^ great

things'* yet, but he has paid his way and kept

himself respectable, and got a good situation, and

that of itself is no small thing in the&e hard

times. Besides, as he ;s still quite a young man,

he has abundant prospect before him yet.

The gentleman whom I refer to was a member
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of one of our great universities at home, and had

very fair not to say high expectations, when in an

evil hour he was overtaken by one of those blight-

ing calamities, the result of a momentary indiscre-

tion that will occasionally destroy the fairest

promise like a crashing thunder and hail storm,

upon the ripening grain of harvest. It is not

necessary to enter into the nature of his offence,

suffice it to say that it was one which was so

gravely looked upon, as to compromise as he

feared all his prospects in England. Whether he

took too dark a view of the matter, I cannot say

;

but at any rate he came to America, and though

he could not come provided with the exact testi-

monials which he could have wished, he had

letters with him which abundantly proved that he

had at least done nothing which could compromise

his honour as a gentleman, or his honesty as a

man.

In the States he was unfortunate enough to

lose his trunk containing most of his wearing

apparel and a considerable sum of money; but

was happy enough to retain his letters, which he

carried about his person, and what pecuniary

means he had bestowed in a similar manner. As

his views were doubtless modified by the loss of

his cash, he determined in the first instance on an

independent excursion to Texas, more, I believe,

with a view of seeing the country than of settling

down there.
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In the route which he chose, he had to cross

seven considerable rivers, and to be chiefly depen-

dant on his gun for his support, as the country

through which he was to pass was entirely unin-

habited.

On the borders of one of the southern States,

he made the following preparations :—He provided

himself with an Indian horse and a long grass rope,

or larriette as it is called, wherewith to picquet the

animal on camping out. He had, moreover, a

good knife, two calabashes, with a quantity of rice

and coffee, a kettle and blanket, and his gun and

ammunition. Thus accoutred, he started off on

his wild expedition. At night he would camp on

the open prairie, tether his steed, cook some

coflfee, and part of whatever he had shot during

the day, take his supper, commend himself to

Providence, roll himself in his blanket, and go to

rest like Jacob, with the heavens for his roof, the

clouds for his curtains, and the horizon for the

limits of his bed-chamber. On waking in the

morning, he would find the ''wild cows" and

deer frequently grazing within easy distance of

him—would prepare his breakfast of the same

materials as his supper, mount his horse and

journey on. When he came to a river he would

fearlessly plunge in and swim himself and his

horse across ; but after two successful attempts he

was so nearly carried down, or at least getting all

•II
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his powder spoilt in the third, that after that he

preferred taking a little more time and looking for

a ford. Thus he arrived in safety once more at

he abodes of man, but seeing nothing in Texas to

his liking, or having gratified his curiosity, or find-

ing his little cash failing, he made another march

for the older settled States of the Union, and was

fortunate enough to come upon a planter, one of

the first persons whom he accosted, who on look-

ing at his letters, gladly made him tutor to his

children at a salary of 300 dollars a-year, and all

extras found him. Here he remained very com-

fortably six months, but wishing to push on to

Canada, after having recruited his purse, and per-

haps dreadin{5 the climate of the southern States,

he proposed taking his leave, greatly to the con-

cern of his kind friend and patron, who had

become warmly attached to him, and quite treated

him as a son. In fact he offered to double his

salary and give him 600 dollars a-year if he would

remain.

He, however, had decided to depart, and started

for Canada, where he safely arrived after meeting

with several adventures, in one of which he killed

a bear with a knife, as I have before reh,ted, and

in another he was fired at when with a company

of traders and others on the prairies by a party of

ambushed Indians, and wounded by slugs in the leg.

On reaching Canada and finding his funds once
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more getting low, he began to cast about what to

do, when stopping to rest himself he heard some

people talking about the want of a schoolmaster

in a neighbouring township. " Schoolmaster !"

thoug] t he, " that would just suit me ;" accord-

ingly he made up to the men, found out who the

trustees were, they being the clergyman and one

or two magistrates. To these then he went, and

presenting his letters, and communicating, in con-

fidence, to the clerical gentleman in question the

circumstances connected with his leaving England,

he was duly elected.

There happened to be a small house or shanty

for the schoolmaster, in which he was installed

forthwith, and there he was lying by, quietly pay-

ing his way, earning golden opinions from all

classes, by his talents, his assiduity, and probity,

and ready of course to take advantage of any

favourable opening which might occur of bettering

himself on some future occasion. He has since

been promoted to a situation of high respectability

and some emolument, which I only do not indicate

more clearly, lest I should bring the gentleman's

name forward more distinctly than is congenial to

his feelings.

Here was a case where a young man under very

adverse circumstances, by keeping sobriety and

rectitude, was not to be driven to the wall. Per-

haps there was a little of the love of travel and

i I

1
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adventure intermingled with his first starts but

this was, to say the least, very excusable ; as he

wanted to see as much of the country as he could

before settling down. On the other hand, to show

how by pursuing a different course, a young man

originally well provided with all appliances and

means for making an advantageous settlement,

has shipwrecked himself it may be for life, I

shall mention a narrative of a totally opposite

character, abstaining of course from all such refer-

ences to names and localities as might identify the

individual whose history is after all more or less

only that of a number of others who come out and

act improvidently.

This young man's father was well off, but

thought that his son might do better in Canada

than he could at home, and accordingly sent him

out provided with 800/. in cash or letters of credit,

and a promise of three or four hundred more after

he had got settled. Instead, however, of taking a

farm or purchasing land, or doins something to

husband his resources, he staid very comfortably

at an hotel at one of the larger cities, spending his

precious time and cash in billiard-pkying, dinner-

giving, drinking expensive wines, riding, tan-

demizing, sleigh-driving, &c. This was all ^ery

entertaining so long as the money lasted, but at

length '' a change came over the spirit of the

dream.'' He found that his 800/. had, as might
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have been expected, ** made to themselves wings '*

and flown away. Hereupon he wrote a pathetic

letter to his father, giving a deplorable description

of the state of things (!) in Canada, and of how
much it must take a man in outlay before he

could look to be settled. Hereupon the old gen-

tleman kindly sent him 400/. more, with a caution.

Armed with this he took a trip through the pro-

vinces, fell in with a girl who struck his fancy, and

married her on a brief courtship. Instead now of

at least bestiring himself to do something for a

livelihood, the infatuated young man actually

brought up his wife and her whole family to the

same hotel as that where he had been playing his

games all along, and kept them there in the same

extravagant manner at his expense, till the extra

400/. was among the things that had been. Once

more he appeals to his father, tells him of his

marriage, and implores further succour. The old

gentleman, now seriously irate, after some demur

sent him 300/. more, with a decided assurance

that he had now received the last farthing that he

ever was to expect from him. Of this his respect-

able father-in-law Ijorrowed 200/., with which he

purchased to himself and the rest of his family a

comfortable farm at a distance, on which he has

since lived, never, it is to feared, intending to

repay one farthing. There being only 100/. left,

the poor youth thought it v. as really time to do

VOL. II. I
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something, but, devoid of energy, devoid moreoyer

of capital, and the time which he might have

employed in acquiring an useful knowledge of the

country and its resources frittered away in Sybaritic

luxury without land or the means of purchasing

any, his solitary hundred pounds, which, in the

hands of some men, would have been the nucleus

of a fortune, was soon frittered away, and he is

now or waS) when I last heard of him, living as a

squatter on the borders of one of the lakes, which

happily supplies him pretty liberally with fish,

with three or four poor children running about

like wild colts, and no ostensible means of living,

just " loafing about," as it is called— rubbing along

recklessly in any way that he can.

Yet such,, and it is to be feared that they are

too< many, come to Canada thusi, spend their

money, and live as he does, or return, if their

£riends will receive them, to a condition of abject

dependence, with all their recourses gone, and

bring back an evil report o£ the land that might

have offered them the means of living, if not in

expensive elegance, at least in quiet plenty.

A gentleman in England, with whom I was

acquainted, had come to a firm determination not

to hear of Canada as a place of residence and

settlement for any of his younger sons (though

one of them, from his love of agricultural pursuits,

would probably have been just the man for the

f
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country), because he had got hold of some story

of two young men, brothers, who had been sent

out with a thousand pounds by their father, and

who came home in a twelvemonth penniless,—of

course laying all their destitution to the charge of

the country, when it was most probably owing to

their own weakness or extravagance, or both.

They succeeded, however, in giving the impression

to their friends that Canada was a shocking

country to come to.

The probability is that they would equally have

failed any where else. Of course, I am far from

saying but that people occasionally are unfortu-

nate in Canada, in consequence of a succession of

adverse circumstances over which they have no

control. But this is only saying that a residence

there by no means confers exemption from the

common lot, which so frequently, alas, pours

disappointment and trial into our cup. But

speaking upon the broad view of the matter^

I think that the country presents, humanly speak-

ing, fewer chances of failure than most others, if

measures were properly taken from the com-

mencement to ensure success. Those who have

signally failed may almost invariably trace the

mishap to some mismanagement of their own.

There are, also, in Canada, as in most other

places, a set of discontented grumblers and

growlers whom nothing will please, and who

I 2
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would, probably, carry the same disposition into

any station, however high and replete with the

agrimens of life. These either remain, dissatisfied

with everything they meet, abusing alternately the

climate, the people, the soil, the mode of living, or

anything else that comes uppermost, or otherwise

they go home setting everybody against the country

with whom they come in contact, and who is

foolish enough to be guided by them.

But how entirely do such complainers forget

the numberless solid benefits with which a settler

finds himself surrounded. True he gives up

something, so must we all frequently, with a view

to prospective benefit. He gives up some of the

society which he may have been accustomed to,

with many of the sweet scenes of the mother-

country, to which a fond heart, enamoured of

home, will naturally oftentimes recur with :

feeling of chastened regret; but what does

gain in return ? He may secure, in the first

place, to himself and his children's children, a

property to any amount in fee simple, for a less

sum than he would pay in rent for the mere

occupation of any thing like the same quantity at

home. He gains a settlement in a country on the

whole healthy, whete a little ready money goes

three or four times as far as it could in England*

He enjoys, moreover, the comfort of knowing that

there are openings in every branch of life for his
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children if they are only diligent and tolerably

educated. So that, instead of looking on the

young olive plants round his table, as he often

must at home, if a poor man, with something like

a feeling of dread, he mny be sure that, while there

is always enough for them to eat whilst they are

young, there are always openings enough for them

in the professions if he be a gentleman—whilst,

if he be a poor man or in any case if addicted to

farming, they are a positive fortune to him. Then

taxes are far lighter than in the old country,

and land is subject to neither poor's rate nor

tithe. The farmer can prepare his own malt,

brew his own beer, make his own soap, candles,

and sugar—in fact, provide himself with any

ordinary article of domestic economy without

ever being troubled with a visit from the tax-

gatherer. He requires no game certificate for

shooting, pays no window-tax, and can drive, as

he frequently, indeed, does, a couple of horses in

his buggy,—^fit either for plough, waggon, or

carriage.

I have recently been conversing with a gentle-

man on a farm of 140 acres, with an excellent

house, and an ample supply of stock, whose whole

annual taxation—land-tax included, is under two

pounds sterling. This same gentleman's taxes at

home amounted to a hundred and fifty pounds

a-year.

•jt;.
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Surely, these are points of no small advantage

;

and, possessing them, wherefore should men

growl?

One very common cause of loss in Canada, as

any where else, is tern people's entrusting their

property, or the managonent of it, to others. I

was sadly hitten in this way myself, not long after

I came out. After making a considerable purchase

in land, I had still a sum of money left, which I

wished to keep ready for other purposes. I was

advised to put this into bank stock, as offering one

of the surest investments in the country, and

paying about seven per cent. With this view I

placed the money in the hands of the solicitor to

the said bank, whose name stood excessively high,

taking the receipt, pro tempore, of one of the

partners, and requesting Lum, on the earliest

opportunity, to secure me the desired stock, i

have since ascertained that he could, if he choM,

have got the investment desired at half an hour's

notice; but he put me off with various excuses,

saying that stock could not always be got, but that

while I left the money in his hands, he would

allow me six per cent for it. I did not want to do

this, but as I resided at a distance, I could not

well help myself. Happily, I had withdrawn a

good deal from his hands for another investment,

when, just as I was about to draw on him for the

remainder, crash went the firm one morning, for
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tihe sum of 40,000/. ; a nwnber of poor folks, like

myflolf, whose money had been held in trust, and,

doubtless, wildly speculated with, if not actuary

gambled away, having been the suflferers by their

suddenly bolting after this fashion.

It is said that the firm had secured themselves

by settling [their property upon fathers-in-laiw,

&C., and when a friend last made enquiry, there

seemed to be no assets, yet one of these bankrupts,

I imderstand, is driving his carriage and giving

his dinner parties, just the same as if nothing had

happened. The other partner, I thought at one

time, was making an attempt to behave like a man
of honour, and he did, in fact, honour a small draft

upon him after the crash. But since then, alas,

I can hear no more, at least for the present, of tihe

balance which I can ill afford to spare. He si^s

he will pay me, and I can only say that I most

sincerely hope he wilL

The bank itself was, I understand, a loser of

17)000/. by these gentlemen; so that I could not

at any rate blame myself with having acted very

hastify or rashly in trusting them, as their names

stood so high.

I knew of a gentleman, a professional man of a

very good Irish family, who brought out 'JOQOl.

with him, and ought to have been quite in a

position of comparative affluence. Not being a

business man hiu^sel^ he thought that he would
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quietly follow his profession (the medical), and in

an evil hour entrusted his capital to two young

men of, I believe, good connections, but no

management, in order to the working of a farm

which he had purchased. They might have been

honest as far as the letter of the term goes, and

most probably would have disdained to have been

called otherwise; but such reckless squandering

of another's property as they rushed into when

armed with these funds, spoke little, I fear, for

any high' elevation of principle. At one time, I

understand, that amongst other extravagancies,

they had nineteen horses kept on the farm, and

they would go to work in some such way as this.

They would get a cord of wood chopped, put it

on a sledge, and as they said, not being proud,

would drive it four>in-hand into Toronto, and sell

it for may be three or four dollars.

All very well (barring the leaders) if they had

driven quietly out again. But after having disposed

of their wonderful mercantile transaction, off

my gentlemen would scamper to the ''North

American,'' where cigars, port wine (if not some-

thing more expensive), and billiards, were the

order of the day, during the remainder of it.

It may well be imagined, therefore, that by the

time this entertainment, with that for four horses,

came to be paid for, little would be left out of

the three dollars or so, or rather, that a consider-
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able per contra would be added. It was not^

therefore, to be wondered at that, after a year or

two of this sort of work, and much more of a

similar kind, the poor old gentleman found all his

bright hopes disappointed, and himself left penni-

less, save from the hard-won earnings of a profes-

sion, which with his original fortune was, in Canada,

amply sufficient to have kept him independent of

altogether. In fact, to persons who bring out any

means with them, my first and chief advice would

be threefold, in similar guise to that of the philo-

sopher of old, and it would run in these words,

" Take care of your money !" "Take care of your

money !
!" "Take care of your money ! ! I" You

will meet with all manner of plausible offers for

investment, besides would-be borrowers, as you

you may be sure, by the hundred ; but take my
advice. Keep fast with your cash, and look

cautiously about you. How you may best do

both I will endeavour to show you in another

chapter. But meantime let me assure you, that

almost the invariable cry is, if 'you talk to a

gentleman settler, even of those who may be said

to have been moderately successful, and who are

now, at least, making a bond fide living off their

properties, " Oh, if I had known as much as I do

now about what to do with my money, I would

not have parted with it so hastily.^' I can only

say for myself, that if I had carefully followed the

i3
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adyice which I am giving to my readers^ I should

have been much better off than I am at this

moment. Specially be not in too great a hurry to

make purchases. You can buy at any moment.

But as for selling, ifyou are saddled with a property

you do not like, that is another guess sort of an

affair. And if you do get a sale for it, you may

be years before you realize your cash again.

Meantime other and far superior investments may

slip by, even if you are not involved in any

greater difficulty.

A clever medical man will^ I think, hardly fail

to do well in Canada. There are so many new

settlements continually going forward, that firesh

tunings are everpirhere presented ; and, indeed,

in the older towns, there is often room for im-

proved investment. If you have sons, you may

combine farming profitably with your profession

;

«(t least, I am acquainted with those who are doing

so; but get in or near a town if you can. A
country practitioner's life is one frequently of

hard riding and considerable harassment, whilst

mudi time is taken up in proportion to the money

earned. Country practitioners complain, more-

over, of a great difficulty in getting paid, and of

having somef iraes to wait from four or five years

for their money. You can take your fees out,

however, very much in kind, bylvhioh you will

oome to a readier settlement. Thus one patient
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will bring you so much beef, which mf y be worth

2^d, a pound, for cash somewhat less; another

half a porker, worth much the same price ; a third

so many loads of cord-wood, and so on. Hay
and oats too you can get in like manner for your

OBtde ; the former reckoned at 8 dollars a ton, the

latter at Is. a bushel ; and so yon may rub 4m.

I should think that a gentleman-like and clever

practitioner would settAe in few ntuations at all

worth going to where he might not soon xealiie

his 300 to 500/. a-year, I mean, of course, after a

time. A special familiarity with the treatment of

oolliquative diarrhoea, le^er, and ague (for some

districts) ; and in surgoy, with the management

of cases of wounds from the axe, or injuries from

falling timber, would be found amongst the most

useful accomplishments of a doctor^

As regards lawyers, I hardly know what to say.

Clever men, I am sure, might do weU and get on,

they haying, moreover, the advantage of a ehanoe

of access to the highest offices of State. A good

pleader, I should think, would soon work himself

into employment, there being a general complaint

of a want of extraordinary forensic ability on the

part of the bar. A lawyer emigrating, however^

cannot practise unless he can obtain a special act

of parliament to enable him, or keep his law terms

five years if not from an English college, and
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three if he have an English university degree.

The uneducated in Canada, as elsewhere, are too

apt at present very much to estimate the value of a

speech by its lengthiness ; not so, however, with

the 8teady*going Deutschers. A young American

orator having occasion to state some case con-

nected with damages done to a sheep, opened it

somewhat thus

:

*' May it please your worship and this honour-

able court,—In this glorious land of immortal

freedom, where the majestic emblem of our

country, the bird of Jove, dips one mighty tip of

his wide-extending pinions in the tremendous

waves of the Atlantic ocean, whilst the other "

Dutch Magistrate,—'^Vat has dat got to do

mit de gase }'*

Pleader.'^'* 1 beg pardon of this honourable

court, as I was saying, whilst the other laves

itself in the boundless surges of the vast Pacific,

and strikes his giant talons "

Magistrate.—^''Dush he shtrike dem into de

sheep?'*

Pleader,—^*' No, certainly, a hem—I beg I may

not be interrupted—as I had just observed, ''

Magistrate,—'^Vat is de damiches glaimed?'*

**They are 9*. 6d, your worship—but as I was

abou^ ,to observe,—'*

<'Dat is quite enough, he shall pay 9^. 6d, mid

,
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coits, 80 dat is settle. We shall have no more

gase to day. De Goart yill adjourn to Bill

Oilkerson's to drink 1"

A sad nip in the hud here to the first flourishing

sprouts of genius.

It is customary in Canada to unite the profes-

sions of harrister, solicitor, attorney, and convey-

ancer all in one. Men of considerable standing,

moreoyer, do not think it at all derogatory to keep

a constant advertisement in the columns of the

newspapers as to their whereabouts and profes-

sion. Medical men also unite all branches of

their profession, and do the same.

/.
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V

CHAPTER IX.

Merdumts and store-keepers—Their probabilities of suooess'—Can

a store-keeper do with a fiarm ?—He might purchase town lots

with advantage—Artisans, mechanics, weavers, &c. can scaroelj

fail of doing well—An apology to the ladies, governesses, house-

keepers, &c.—Canada the paradise of the labouring classes

—

May be made one for the poorer gentry—What you may do

with 6000Z., with a farm or without—Rent of cleared land-

Best mode of collecting it—Agricultural improvement—Experi-

ment with wheat crops.

Merchants and store-keepers (or shop-keepers

as they are called at home), I cannot pretend to

advise to any great extent. I can only say that I

see many rise rapidly. Qreat fortunes can scarcely

be expected to be made in a new country, where

cash is often scarce at the best, and where money

pairments are at times very difficult to be

obtained. I certainly think that a store-keeper

should endeavour, in a new settlement, to be able

to carry on for a year or two, or even three, if

possible, without expecting much from his busi-

SSW
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ness. Could he keep his head above water for

that time, so as to be able to afford to sell on

long credits, I should think that his success would

be almost certain ; but if he obtained part of his

goods on credit from a wholesale house, he might

be swamped by the necessity of paying for these

before sufficient return came in from his retail

trade.

A person starting in business in Canada, with-

out some previous apprenticeship in the comitry,

would, I should think, be very liable to be taken

in. That persons, however, do start in new

settlements with very small means, rise with the

places and do well, is however unquestionable.

I doubt much, generally speaking, whether a

store-keeper would find it to his advantage to

have a farm also, unless he had sons capable of

working it. In such a case I have known both

concerns carried on with success; but where a

man had only his own exertions to depend upon,

he could scarcely divide himself sufficiently to

attend to both concerns, and might fritter away

his capital, moreover, in the attempt to keep, as it

is vulgarly called, " too many irons in the fire.''

If his business increased, however, and he want^
investments, he might advantageously purchase

town lots and build upon them. The house-rents

which he would obtain would probably yield him

from 10 to 30 per cent, for bis money.
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House rent is generally pretty high, especially

in the larger cities. Indeed, in Toronto, in the

principal business streets, a ground rent of 100/*

a year is frequently obtainable from a plot of not

more perhaps than 50 to 60 feet frontage with

150 of depth. As regards mechanics, artisans,

and indeed labourers of all kinds, they cannot

well go wrong if only sober and industrious, more

especially if they do not fall into the error com-

mitted by too many at first, of an over greediness,

if journeymen, on the score of wages. Emigrants

of the working class ought to be aware, that from,

the modifications introduced by the nature of the

country, the climate, &c., there are very few but

have something to learn when they come out,

which makes their labour of proportionately less

value at first. Tet I have known an Irish emi-

grant stand the whole day idly chucking stones

into a river, and living anyhow in a miserabl<^

shanty beside it, because he would not take work

offered him at 28. a day and perhaps rations found

him. In fact, it unfortunately too often happens

here as elsewhere, that those who were in the

poorest circumstances at home, on getting a little

up in the world in a colony, become idle, insolent,

ungrateful, and rebellious. So truly saith the

Scripture, '^When Jeshurun waxed fat he kicked.'^

A well-disposed operative who comes out, need

not be afraid if he find no immediate call in his

'
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own business or handicraft, whatsoever that may

be, as he can always find somethuig to turn his

hand to until he gets suited, especially if he can

i-ead and write. It has been remarked, I think,

by the late talented author of '' The Backwoods-

man," that handloom weavers, for instance, make

excellent choppers, as they generally are able to

cut either right or left-handed. He attributes

this to their habit of throwing the shuttle.

Men and women servants will find little diffi-

culty in the towns in obtaining engagements.

The wages of the former will be from 25/. to SO/,

currency a year, and of the latter from 9/. to 12/.,

including of course their board. The services of

very young persons may of course be had for

much less.

It just occurs to me to speak a few words to

intending lady emigrants, such as governesses for

instance. Indeed, I ought to apologize to that

interesting, but often much tried class of society,

for bringing them in amongst mechanics, labour-

ers, and house servants. Yet many, I fear, will

smile sadly and think, that judging by the treat-

ment which they too often experience in the

families of the little great at home, my putting

them with servants, is not so much classing them

out of place. Well, then, ladies all, having made

my bow and my apology, allow me to say to all of

you fair spinsters, who may wish to derive a liveli-
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hood from yoor taileiits and 'education, that a

young lady well recommended, may find many a

happy home in "Canada ; und that, moreovei;, aa

jhr as my observation has gone, you will not be

made to occupy the miserahly subordinate poai-

tion, which those who are your superiors In

nothing but the length of their pockets, your

inferiors most probably in birth, education, and

every other good quality, are too fond of forcing

you into in England. Tou will almost always dine,

ifyou choose, with the femily, be in the drawing-

room vkhen parties are given, &c.; in a word, be

treated just like one of themselves. The salary

of a governess may range from 30^. to 100/ a year.

Widows or naiden ladies wishing to take charge

of a household, will often find opportunities.

Perhaps they might receive 20/. to 50/. a year.

And my iiair -friends will allow me to in&rm them,

tiwt should they in-line matrimonially, the cheap-

ness of living is frequently a means of bringing

sighing swains to their feet, who must have lugu-

briously kept aloof in a land, where it is more

necessary to consider the amount of the per

annum. A lady of genuine accomptishment would

probably find no difficulty in filling a boarding

school with pupils. Cities of only third and

fourth rate xank, contain frequently as many as

hal£*a-dozen, even where those conducting them

have themselves possessed very inferior adiiraii-
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tages of preparatioii. At a pretty good sohooL

the charge for board including all extras, would

vary from 30/. to 50/. a year. Young ladies who,

from distressed circumstances, may have been

driven to seek a livelihood by their needles, can

also find work perhaps on better terms than

in England, where I know their situation is often

truly distressing.

In Canada, young persons who go out to work,

will receive a quarter of a dollar a day ; and often,

especially in the farming districts, be quite asso-

ciated with the family at meals, &c. In the few

cases however where those who have known better

days, and been gentlewomen bom, have had to

resort to such a means of Hving in this country,

truth, I fear, compels me to say, that the " uppish

sort" of people in the towns do not always treat

them with the respect which their previous station

and their misfortunes might claim for them. This

however is only saying, that unrenewed human

nature is the same everywhere.

I need not say much, however, about young

penions being unduly kept down, because the tenf-

deades are more often the other way ; servants, in

newly settled districts particularly, pretending to

claim a right to dine with the family. This how-

ever need never be permitted. I heard of a girl

in a place where servants were difficult to be pro-

cused, insisting upon this privilege, which the

»

ft
I
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master of the house, by way of a joke, conceded

;

but paid her so much mock polite attention

—

asking her to take wine, helping her first, &c.,

that the poor silly thing was glad enough to retreat

to the kitchen overwhelmed with confusion, this

one however, at any rate, showed some modesty

of feeling, and a disposition capable of being

worked upon, since had she been one of the

bolder sort, she would most probablyhave brazened

it out. Ladies must not be disappointed on first

coming to Canada, if they have to change several

times before they can get suited. I have known

of girls leaving on the most frivolous pretences,

and of one lady, indeed, who had three in one

day. A girl who insisted on dining with the

family in a bush district, was amazingly put out

on one occasion by her finding herself the only

person at dinner when she had set it down at

1 o'clock, her mistress assuring her, that she

always made it a rule to dine after her servants.

The foolish young woman did not know what to

make of this, and was, I believe, also shamed into

giving up her point. In most districts, however,

you can now get your choice; and if servants

demand unreasonable conditions, the best way is

to have nothing to do with them. Many respect-

able families in the country, greatly on account

of this sort of assumption, keep no servants at all,

but do all their work within themselves. Washer-

*
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women going out will earn from three (York) shil-

lings to half-a-dollar a day. Charwomen the same.

Canada^ take it all in all, is certainly the para-

dise of labouring men ; but I think that I may

moreover add, what has perhaps been less set

before the British public, that in some respects,

it may be made that moreover of poor gentlemen.

And when I speak of such, I am not now referring

to penniless bachelors. I have shown them al-

ready how they may rub along. But I mean,

that I do not think that it has been ever fully set

before, what 1 may call the minor gentry of the

three kingdoms, how very much and safely they

might improve their circumstances by coming to

Canada. I hear that many of the Irish gentry are

going to the States. They will probably come by

and bye creeping across the lines to us, wiser but

poorer, after having lost most of their cash, to

brother Jonathan. I will suppose that you are a

gentleman worth 6000/., and that you have a

small family, and are living in some of the country

towns of England on the interest of this sum in

the 3 per cents., which will be 180/. a year.

Now, here you are set down. You can never get

richer, without endangering your substance by

speculative risks. You have a rising family,

moreover; and before you pass from the world

you wish to see them in some hopeful way. We
will say that you have no turn for farming,—^that

^

I
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you hare been brought up without a profession,

and haye just quietly lived upon your little patri»

nony,—^the extent of your out-door occupation

amoun^ng perhaps to a little weeding or trimming

in your garden. I do not say, of course, that this

sort of life has been best for either body or soul,

since one of more active utility is likelier to benefit

both ; but we wUl say that has been your life, and

so far an innocent one. But you wish to better

your circumstances. Your family begins to pinch

you, so you come to Canada. Now, what wiH

you do when you get there ? In the first place,

after having sold ||b your stock in the bank, you

cannot better trantler it to the country of your

adaption, than by placing it in charge of the

Canada Company. Their office is at the " C!anada

Mouse/' St. Helenas Place, Bishopsgate. On
youv paying in your money here, they wiU of

course give you a receipt for it, and a lettop of

credit on their office in Toronto. They ailow

4^ per cei^. for any^ monies left in their hands for

a> longer period than ninety days. I only wiafe I

had kept my ready cash with them, ast then I

should not h«v& lost it. Though you may also

transfer your money through' tile banks, by which

f&o: will resize perhaps 1 or I*^ per cent; more

Ml' tftie exchange; I knew a gentleman, it^iose

brother mistrusting lite bank», brought 'J50k with

hinr in him trunk in sovereigi»» He had h«weviMr

I
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the pteasure of seeing it thrown or washed over

board in a violent gale of wind, and landed him-

sell^ in New York with hia patrimony^ poor fellow!

veduced tO' fl,, which he happened to hove in his

pocket. 80 much for being oyer cautiouftl

Whatever loose money you diooae to bring

with youy you had better bring in the form of

sovereigns, for every one of which you wiU be

allowed about 24«. 6d, currency in Canada. £very

English shilling is worth I5d.y0r, as it is called,

» 'quarter of a dollar here» But as regards the

solid mass of your capital,, let us see what you will

do witii it when you are arrived. For every 100/.

steriing which you deposit with the company,

you will receive in Canada 120/., or it may be

somewhat more. I thmk I am safe in saying,

•tilat you may at all times calculate on increasii^ ^

your means at least 20 per cent, to begin with by

the mere fact of coming out. But then the legal

interest of the province is 6 per eent., and from

bank-stock ynou may often realize 7* The Electric

fd^raph Company, as I have stated already,

was paying 8. There are aba building societies,

which aeem to be a safe investment, and to realize

very high per eentageSk

IXstrict Debentures are said also to afford a

•wry sale investment.^ They consist of acknow-

bdgments for monies boriwwed by the sevonl

CouDcii» for local impi!Ovemeitta». They realize
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6 per cent., and the capital lent is either borrowed

for a specified time, or is returnable to the lender

at a twelvemonth's notice. They cannot fail of

being safe, as the lender has the security of all the

real and personal property in the district. These

are worth the attention of people at home even if

they do not think fit to emigrate. They tend to

improve the province, and would yield a far

larger income than any securities that would be so

safe could ofier at home, or in the United States,

(the districts here possessing much of the cha-

racter of separate States in the Union. To a

person resident in the country, they labour only

under this drawback—^that they do not increase

in value with the increasing wealth of the country

as other property has a tendency to do. They

are marketable, however, like the public securities

of the political divisions of the neighbouring

republic.

But say you keep your money quietly in the

bank, by purchasing stock, which is perhaps one

of the safest investments, as the Canadian banks

are so carefully conducted on the principle of

what are called double securities, that they have

stood all the tremendous commercial crises of

the mother country. You will ^perhaps realize 6

per cent on your stock, besides a halfyearly bonus.

At least you will from the banks of Upper Canada

or Montreal, which I think is the safest of all.
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That of British America depends on houses in

England, and perhaps for that reason only pays 4

per cent. This is, however, the best one to have

an order from if you wish to travel much, as they

have branch connexions in all the other provinces,

and I think in the States.

But say that by way of a permanency, you pur-

chase stock in the bank of Upper Canada. The

old stock is not to be got every day, but the

new, which is of somewhat less value for the pre^

sent, having suffered by the same parties through

whom I lost part of my humble pittance, and

been for the moment depreciated by them to the

amount of 12 per cent I doubt not, however,

but what it will soon recover itself. Some people

will tell you that you will not certainly receive 7

per cent, from your bank stock. But were it not

80, you have many other legitimate ways of getting

a good rate of interest; for, as I have already ob-

served, the legal terms of the province are now 6

per cent., and they are attempting to do away

with the usury laws,* money being felt to be of

* The Usury Lvwi had frequently excited duoussion in the

connial, and a committee was at length appointed to enquiie

wheiiier it wonid he adTlsahle or otherwise that these shoold he

repealed in this colony. The report of this committee was nnani-

mondy adopted, and a copy of it was submitted to his excellency

the Goremor-GeneraL Hie grounds on which the council recom*

mended the repeal of thflie laws an as follows:

—

VOL. II. K

t
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greater maikctoble vthie than thoiia kws admit of

your reoemng. But say yo«i get only 6 per cent.

(and you need neyer get lest) what is your neir

eonditton ? You kare a dear and heavily taxed

country ivhere you had 180/. a year; youcoHM

to a cheap and lightly taaced one, where I am eev^

tain that cash, properly managed, goes three times

as for aa in the BM4;her country (iwleed 1 den^

know how il is* but this I am sura of, that though

I kept no horse latterly inr En|^and^ a dollar m
Canada staya with nw longer tiwn a sovereign need

to doat kome)^;^^ indeed a m&u never* will know

how to take care of his BK>n8y in Canada till he

kama to value a dollar aa: ke would a sovereign at

home. The fact of your eosaaiig out, if you hane

6000^ pounds, makes yoa immediately worth at

:

Yflti Because there h yfrtusliy no dbtlnctibii between len^Blig

BM»ef aiMk lendug or fldlkv M7 otfaflreoHwodUy^

2nd. Because the principaL of restricting^bf Unr the- profit to be

taken by the lender of money for its use is opposed to the best

bilcrtstsof tile oDVitiyi inasaiuebas ifr epposes the tssdenejc-of

capital, as of every otheE marketable ooounodi<7,,to.findilanatonl

level, thereby discouraging the industry and enterprise of the

people of this colony.

Sid. Bacabse Urn pxinciplBi o£ eempaHtiiWfc amongBk cqifti^ts

mattld unquestionably tend to keep the market rate of

asoderate and) steady.

4<iik BacMise Urany Lawis bam not the effset whidi was

by the legidature ai proteetiag the humble borrower against

aagfr be termed the eusdima of tibe liish, &e>. Aoi—JhNn «A)»>
•Indal P(gier.

1
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)«$Mi t^OOl,, as you gak at least 2002. on CTery

lOQOk, and it aaay be 2252. or more, and yoni

income, on the lowest computation, is 4522. car-

loicy. And if yon don^t, with common manage^

nent, find yourself a little naboh with that income

in hard cash, say that your friendly pioneer, as I

Isin would prove to you^ has marked out a fidae

path for you. But if, instead of doing nothing

you choose ta buy » fiurm of—say 200 acres ; if

there be a good house and offices on it, with, it may

bie> 60 or 7(^ acres cleared, and it be situated within

a reasonable distance of a city, commanding there-

farey of course, miUs and markets, you may, I

think, by looking out for sherrifis^ sales, &c., get

uch a place for 10002. ; of course, however, if you

take afancy to a particular place* which the owner

ifl in no hurry to quit, or if the situation be pre-

eminent, you may have to. pay 2000/L or 30002.

;

but say you get a plaoe> and you may get a very

IpDod one for 10002., or even^ less. And I advise

you, if pos8ible> however tempting the allurement

of credit may be, to pay cash for it right down,

^id get out of all debt at once. Well, suppose

youi know nothing of fiurming, but having taken

care thati the place which you buy has not been

exhausted, by over wheat cropping, just follow the

example of your neighbours, who will almost

invariably be ready to give you every friendly

k2
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hint, and you cannot go far wrong, if you exercise,

of course, at the same time, a certain amount of

discretion ; but be not over^suspicious in anything

but lending money. Say, moreover, that you

employ your extra 200/. in furnishing and stocking,

purchasing a waggon and various implements of

agriculture
;
you must be a very bad manager by

the time you know anything of the country, if you

cannot at least get your fiurm to pay its own ex-

penses ; finding your household in all necessaries

for the table, besides paying your servants, if you

are economical in hired labour, and have—say one

or two house servants, and a man for out-door

work.

Suppose, then, that your farm only just pays its

expenses, and finds you in what I have stated, you

have then a valuable improving property, on

which, if you wish to clear more, every stick you

cut will sell in the neighbouring town as cord-

wood, so as more than to pay for the reclaiming

of fresh land ; and, in addition to all this, you

have still a reserve income of 360/. per annum.

And if you cannot contrive to keep your horses,

your phaeton, or light waggon, and sleigh upon

this, see your friends now and and then, and com-

fortably educate your children, you must have to

learn small lessons of economy from your former

screwing in 180/. If you do not choose to farm

n
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is.

it younelf, or are afraid to try at first, you can

easily let your land, either entirely or " on tharei.''

referring to yourself, of course, the dwelling-

house, offices, garden, and as much pasture for

your horses and cows as you think fit. I may

mention, if you are fond of gardening, that almost

any ordinary garden produce that is grown in

England will answer in Canada.

If you let your place altogether, the average

rent which you will receive will be about, if paid

in cash, you finding nothing, which is, perhaps,

the most satisfactory way—at the rate of from

7«. 6d, to 2 dollara an acre for the cleared

land, except near the great cities, where it will

amount to 3 dollars. If you take payment in

kind, you will receive as rental one-third of the

crop, if you find nothing; if you supply seed

and implements, you will receive exactly half the

produce.

A dergyman, a friend of mine, who has a glebe

of 60 acres, finds it a very good way of avoiding

all dispute and uncomfortable feeling, to take his

hay, com, &c., of the tenant all the year round at

afiiir average rate. Thus the occupier is never

annoyed, at whatever time the rector sends for

what may be due, whether the prices be high or'

low. For instance, say that oats are at one time

as high as a quarter of a dollar, i, e. Is, 3d, cur^

A
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t&Mjt and at another down to lOd, a busbeL He
ofibri to take them mil the year round at the late

of If. currency, which the tenant ia verjr weU

pleased with. It is no matter then what time ol

the year he desires them to be delivered. So

with hay, which is sometimes 10 or 12 dollars, and

sometime!) 6 or 8 doP??", a ton; he takes the

average at 8 or 9 dollars, and the arrangement n
satisfacttory to both parties.

In making an agreement as to payment of rent

in kind, it is necessary, of course, to have a dia*

tinof; understanding in writing, properiy attested,

as to whether you are to have your produce carted

to the bam, the grain portion thrashed or vuf

dirashed, &c. ; likewise as to whether you or the

tenant pays tiie land tax. I believe it is generally

paid by the proprietor.

It is usual, when wild land is cleared, to begin

with a wheat crop for three, four, or five sucoessi^

sfttsons, rnitil the great strength is taken out of

the knd. The usual English four years' lotation

is then generally adopted, widisome modification,

however, as regards the raising of the most mar-

ketable kinds of crops, as every species of Isrm

produce does not meet with so ready a sale ^m it

does in England.

The farming in Canada used to be of the most

miserable description, the settlers trusting entirely
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to the riohiMH of tbe loil ; cfopping the noM
tpoH with wheat for fifUen or twentf yean in

MooeMian, abborring all notioBa of faUows ; wad

II the aaiMfia heap about tht barn beoame wa

inconvenience from iti size, simply dragging the

bam itself away by means of oxen, and leaving

the invaluable material to decompose upon the spot.

I heard of a person who purchased a farm, where

he found 900 loads of manure near the site of the

bam. This system is altering every day. There

is some magnificent farming now in Canada West

especially.

In the districts where lighter soils are prevalenti

agricultural chemistry is now studied to a great

extent, and with proportionate success. It ia

said to have been recently discovered that even

wheat may now be kept in the ground like mf)adow

crop for three successive seasons at least, by giving

the field repeated mowings in the early part of the

year, and of course long before the ear forms.

By manuring in the fall., a fresh crop will start

from the old roots for three seasons or so, without

fresh ploughing and sowing. If this experiment

were tried, however, I should recommend its being

done on a very limited scale, till its safety was

well tested. Fall wheat is found to be a much

more paying crop than spring wheat, and the bread

made from it is also not liable to turn sour. It
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has, moreover, this advantage, that if from an

open winter^ or any untoward circumstances, it

shows signs of failure, you can always plough up

the field, and put in spring wheat as a dernier

reasort.
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CHAPTER X.

Can one fonn a landed estate in Canada ?—^Probable cost and

retom of a property consisting of ten cleared forms—Another

estimate for wild land—Clearing land by way of rental—^Adtan-

tages in Canada to persons of oondderable income colonising a

township—Never psy the passage of your tenantry without

security if yon bring [any out—^Yoa may sometimes give land

away with advantage. i

Speaking at present to those whom I should

call persons of large capital (for Canada) that is to

say, people possessed of 5000/. and upwards ; and

I suspect that very few indeed come out any thing

like so well provided, perhaps I ought to say some-

thing as to the possihilty of their forming an

estate. That is to say, I mean a regular landed

property as in Great Britain, in which one's income

is chiefly derivable from the rent of the farms oil

it. Now that you may certainly do so, there can

be no question, but at the same time I decidedly

think that you can do far better with your means.

The late Admiral Vansittart, who brought 45,000/.

k3

'.>a
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with him to the country,—on enormous sum here

for a private individual, certainly did so; and

Eastwood, as it is called, is a pretty property, but

then he had so much money that he could afford

to waste some upon a hobby. I came out in my
small way with a somewhat similar idea of forming

an estate myself; and did purchase about two

square miles of first rate land, which I thought

of making into about twelve farms, to be leased

in the usual way to tenants. But I have since

offered the whole of it for sale, as purchasers may

present themselves. The &ct is, that Canada is

•carcely in a sufficiently advanced state for a

gentleman's sitting down upon his landed pro-

perty as he might at home. Moreover, there is

not the same ''home feeling'' as that which

attaches so strongly to particukr localities as

in England. The couiitry is too young for it,

and the genius of the people is against it. Per^

haps it would be better were there more of

the feeling of attachment to particular spots,

it being one nearly aUied to those the sacred

domestic charities which must adorn and dignify

the social hearth. Howbeit, as most people need

all their means when they come to Canada, of

course the mode which most readily tends to their

honest improvement, must naturally be the one

most affected by the emigrant. And as a geneittl

rule, I say that to invest money in an estate by
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ipay of deimng a vental, is l>y no means the most

«xpeditioiB way of improTUig your capital, or the

mode of proeuring the beat setam lor it by wiy

of intevest. One farm yon nu^ have to live upon^

as I have already shoam^ and if yoa do not choose

to cultivate it yourself, you may rent it, er work it

'^on shares,'' as yoaJbave then at least your house,

&c., rent £ree. But say you bring 5000/. niAk

you, and dioose to invest it in land. Yon buy,

we wtU suppose, ten farms with this sum, and if

you look out you might easily buy them (though

jcarody ad^ining ones, as ihey will make you

pay for them as they did the Admiral, when they

find out your design). But by looking about,

yon may buy ten fitrms near rising cities, and

furnished with halutelile houses and offices in

aerviceable repair, of about 100 acres each, with

€0 or 70 cleared. Indeed, you may often get

them for less ; but I am iqpeaking of what I knew

you can cb with ease and a little bargaining. We
will suppose then, and this is a most important

point, that you have taken due care to ascertain

whether the titles are g^od, the properties other-

wiae free of incnmberance, and the lands in good

heart. Out of your 1000 acres of property, you

haive, we will say, 650 cleared. Now the rent of

this being two dolkra an acre, your income from

your investment, supporang you to keep all your

ftsnoM let, and to have no trouble with your
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tenants on the score of payment^ (a very donbtfol

ease^) will be just 1300 dollars^ or about 3251. a-

year; and it is certainly to be admitted that your

property has a tendency to improve in value.

Thus you get about 6 per cent for your money, or

a litde more ; but as a drawback, your capital is

all tied up, and you are subject to all such

hindrances as those I have already referred to. In

fiict, whatever you do with your money, I should

decidedly recommend you never to tie up the

whole in any single investment whatsoever. Per*

haps the way of purchasing cleared farms may be

the best, if you are decidedly bent upon a landed

investment; but you may wish to make your

capital go further in point of securing extent' of

territory ; and in order to this, you will have to

buy wild land. Ifyou purchase of the government,

the usual upset price is 8«. an acre, save for mill

privileges and town lots, (though I have known a

mill privilege with a valuable pine grove near it,

and a hard-wood (beech and maple) country, go

for the common rate of wild land, or nearly so,

and would have bought it myself had not a friend

wanted it). If you buy of the Canada company,

you will pay from 7'* 6e?. to S5t, an acre, accord-

ing to situation. But say you buy of the govern-

ment, for scrip from its nature will not avail you

with the company. You will get your land then

for about 6«. to 7'* &n acre, scrip now ranging
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from 32 to 33 for 40^ ue, from 7 to 8 below par.

Now, as you can pay (and must for the govem-

ment gives no credit), in cash, that is in scrip, and

there are many who wish to settle, who cannot

secure government land from want of means to

purchase scrip, you may bestow your purchase

thus : By giving four or five years credit, you

will readily obtain lOs. an acre, for what has cost

you 68; thus '' progressing at once two-thirds on

the road to doubling your capitaL You will get

one-fourth of the money paid down, (or if you do

not, you will make ofcourse proportionably higher

terms,) and the rest will remain at 6 per cent,

secured on the property itself, and payable by

three or four yearly instalments. You give a

deed when the last payment is completed. Thus

then, say you buy 1000 acres of wild land with

this view, this in scrip at 6s, an acre, (but I sus-

pect that you will have to pay rather more now),

will cost 6000«., or 300/. currency—about 250/.

sterling. For this you receive one quarter down

on the advanced rate of 10^., or 2 dollars an acre,

with 6 per cent, on the remainder. Your whole

purchase thus becomes immediately worth 10,000^.

or 500/., of which you receive immediately one*

quarter, viz. 125/., and interest on 375/., 22/. lOf.

diminishing every year at the rate of one-fourth,

as the debt is being paid off, whilst at the same

time you are turning your cash for the making
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new pwohaseB ad libitum. Meanwhile, in addi-

tion to your reoeiving back immediately within

m, of half your original outlay, you are obtaining

more than 7 per eent. upon that outlay, or neaily
*

t8 per cent, on the ontBtandii^ part of it. For

that outstanding balance is l75iL, I mean ai

regards what you actually paid, and this is bring*

11^ you in 221, lOt., by way of a thoroughly

ecnred income. Of course, if those who take up

<^ land ^eannot or will not pay the balance, they

nre liable to forfeit what they hare pud, with all

^ improrements. You may often do better

even than I have said.

I lately sold 200 acres at 14t. an acre, for

which I had given 6s,, a year and a quarter pre*

«7iously; and of the purchase money I received

1002. down>—the rest payable in six months.

This, however, was a very beautiful lot of land,

and w^ watered, which is a most important point

to attend to in making e purchase. I coidd pre-

viously have sold it over and over again, but

declined throwing it into the market until ray

ttffEdrs became embarrassed,partly owing to reasons

which I have mentioned further back. Against

the greater price, however, which you may some-

times obtain by holding on, are to be set the

drawbacks of your not being always able to sell

your wild land atonce ; and ii^^.wise the expense

Y)ftiie land-tax of 14, «n acre, udiich was specially

!
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pot on to deter speculators from holding Inge

tracts of land in an unproductive state, irhilst they

theraselres resided at a distance, and left them te

improre in Tidue by the exertions of their neigh*

boors who were b<mA fide settlers. You may like*

wise frequenlly dispose of your wild land by

ezdiangbg it for cleared farms or city property in

the more settled parts of the country at a fair

reciprocal valuation. The reason of the facility

for doing so, arises from the coHtinuid internal

emigration to the more western parts of the pro-

Tince, which is going on in Canada as well as in

the States, though ndt to a similar extent

A farmer in the older settled parts of the

country perhaps finds his famfly mcreasing, tall

sons getting up about his hand, for whom he

wants a larger provision than the original patri-

mony of may be 100 acres can afford. In a

word he begins to have more of the nMterial in

bone and sinew than he has elbow-room for. 80

that say his farm is worth 4/. an acre, he wiU

gladly exchange this 100 acres for 800 of your

wild land at IO9. an acre. And as you paid 68.

for it, you are thus also a considerable gainer by

the transaction. I exchanged part of my wild

land for a cleared fterm with buildings upon it,

where the fiirm was valued to me at 3L per acre

(cleared and uncleared), and my wild land at I5t.

This also was a very fine lot, so I fear that I had
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rather the worst of the bargain. You may some-

times also give people a ten years' occupancy of

your wild land, on condition of their clearing so

much annually, say seven acres a-year to each

hundred, they of course making what profit they

can of the produce. Chief-Justice Robinson did so

in East Gwillumbury, I believe with success—and

I had some thoughts of trying the same plan with

some of my wild land, and am ready to do so with

any of the portions remaining unsold or unex*

changed. Thus, you may gradually carve an

estate out of the wilderness without any expense

beyond that of the original purchase, or you may
lease your land on the same terms as those of the

Canada Company, which you can easily ascer-

tain from any of their published advertisements.

Whatever you do you should not allow your

land to lie unimproved. Business men say that

the less time you keep any land in your hand the

better ; and so it is of course on the principle of a

quick turning over of your capital.

I know a gentleman, a member of the Upper

House of Assembly, who has made within these

few years well on to 1000/. off one town lot in one

of the cities, by purchasing, selling, and repur-

chasing. I believe that he bought it the first time

for 25/., and has since, after several intermediate

sales, repurchased it for 250/. and sold it again for

500/. He could not have made anything like so
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much of it by keeping it on hand all the time.

The chief-justice, when he let his land be occupied

for the clearing in the way which I have stated^

would not be responsible for payment for any im-

provement which the tenant might choose to make

in the way of farm-buildings. They put on what-

ever they chose, however humble, and when they

left, everything remained the property of the

landlord. Of course, had he done otherwise,

they might have gone to extravagant expense

in houses and offices, and then charged them on

him.

It will be observed, that allowing the expense

of clearing and fencing land to be 3/. I0s» per

acre, the tenant was paying him a rent if he cleared

seven acres for every 100, beginning from 24/. lOr*

per annum in improvements. People are some-

what unwilling I think to go on land on these

terms, as each is naturally anxious to occupy land

of his own. Yet, for an emigrant labourer of the

farming class, who wished to be somewhat inde-

pendent, I cannot think but what the arrangement

is a very good one if he cannot get a free grants

and has little or no money. The seven acres

per hundred which he has to dear by way of rental,

will occupy him but little of his year; in fact, for

his own benefit, he would, I think, do more at any

rate so as to have his engagement sooner off his

hands, and more land to obtain crops from.
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DMingthcnft «f Idi tliu Im «oukl be adding to

hSm mmfM by ^dwig ehoret^' abovt tihe ooantry,

kk WRtftnig atlNT Jurmenj tamatinm he would

k»re idwftys a&Nd hmne-Hio«uh oniliy for fent»

tad thus be gndnaUy «ofSiitiiiiUtiiig the means of

purohaaing a |daoe of hii own. One of the lieat

nodea of inTeetmoit in land is by the purchase of

town lots in a rising settlement*

I lunneilimuiy gi^n instances as to Aeirincrease

in valne, and oonsidering that theiemust be many

quiet persons, such as the clergy and others, who
would wish to make investmenl^s without exposing

themwAvass tollie «ontiniial CKcitements incidental

to baying end selling, perhaps the possession of

one or two good lanns and a few town lots where-

mm they settle, may present one of the quietest

modes of siting down upon a property. Yow
mes^s will not inoc^e so rapidly as if yon kept

bergdinhig baclnntrds and forwiords, but Mail tiiey

will be idmiost inifnriably increasing. Doitblieas

there are places in Canada, as olsewhttre, where

land has been by "various means forced up for a

time to what may be called a '* fancy price,^ from

which it has siitce • receded ; but unquestionayy

Ibe toMbncy of Hhe land on the whole is to in-

crease in Talueyand that largely. Ifyou buytown

lots, you can put on them a haUtable^siBed log-

iiouse about 36 feet by 30, from 90/. to 2Bl

end a finone, onecif similar size, from^lO/.<to€M.

mnaiimi MM
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TheM will eamly rent in many places from K t»

15^ itirjmr, payable in advance ; and if ycm f « llM

lot for Miip, it may cost you in a new settlncieHt

like that at Owen's Sound, from 8/. 15*. to 15t;

tiie upset nominal prices being 5^ to 20/. respec-

tively, according to situation. Park lots or small

farm lots of from 12 to 60 acres, are genenlly

reserved around the town surveys of new settle-

ments, in districts belonging to the croWta. These

«re sold by auction like the rest, and average of

course a lower price than the town portions, and a

higher than the wild land in the 200 acre lots

(lircagh the country. You may get them, pcr<^

kaps, at the sale of « new Mirvey for from lOf. to

1/. an acre ; they will generally be found a good

kivestment, as they are apt to rise rapidly in

iratae. On these, however, isome settlement

duty has to be done. You cannot nseeive yoo^

deeds before you dear half the road in front of

tiiem, and lilEewise chop some portion of the lots

tliemselves.

I have now endeavoured, to the best of my
sknlity, mid with what accuracy I may be matter

flf,to let people with conniderable cajntal know

what they can expect to do in Canada. And I

have only to say to persons possessed of a larger

amomit l^ian the sums on which I have based my
calculations ; to gentlemen possessed, we will say

of firom 10002. to 15001, a-year, that though I do
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not abiolutely advife them to come out, yet by

doing in a nmilar way, they may live really en

prince in Canada. That a lay churchman, pos-

sessed of anything like such means, may if he

choose, be extremely happy, and do an incalculable

amount of good, there can be, I think, not the

shadow of a doubt. Nay, where funds are so

laige as that, he may certainly bring his own

clergyman with him, and find the bishop happy

enough to facilitate his arrangements. And though

I am far from advising persons of moderate means

from bringing any one soever out with them—not
even a servant, unless a nurse be absolutely neces-

sary ; yet I am by no means certain but that a

gentleman who had ample means of colonizing, we
will say a township or a large part of one, on any

of the principles which I have been endeavouring

to exhibit, might, in such a case, place some of

his tenantry from home upon it with mutual

advantage. But this advice I would give very

guardedly indeed, and in any case it would be

best to come out one's self first and know some-

thing of the country before the experiment were

tried of bringing out any tenantry : and even were

this done, though the ofier of land might be held

forth as an inducement for them to come out and

settle upon it, and you could not go far wrong if

you did induce them to do so on their own resources.

I should by no means advise you doing anything

Li^,.-,... ., .. .,.—^.i— MM
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like paying the passage of a number of persons, or

indeed of any who you were not convinced were

actuated by high religious principle. Mere common

worldly principle will too often be found to be at

fault here, it will be too severely tested.

If you brought persons out under ever so

stringent written agreements as to their doing, we

will say for instance, a certain amount of clearings

for you on condition of your paying their passage

money and outfit, there will be plenty of evil-

disposed designing persons found who will be too

ready to tell them that they are *' white slaves,"—

that this is a land of freedom where " Jack is as

good as his master," &c.—the ideas which such

persons entertain of freedom, consisting in their

being at liberty to insult their betters as they may

£nd opportunity, take every unjust advantage,

show every possible amount of ingratitude, and

violate every engagement however sacred.

The poison once instilled you will Ifind it work,

either till the people whom you have served become

unbearable, and you are obliged to have done with

them at whatever cost to yourself, or until they

make themselves scarce, break their engagement

with you and go off to shift for themselves, which,

if they choose to do, the vastness of the country^

and the contiguity to the States, and the conse-

quent difficulty of apprehending and punishing
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cyffenders on the score of breaches of contract^

gives them unfortanately but too much oppor-

tunity of doing. But, of eourse> if you merely

put people on land on any of the terms which I

have mentioned, without having incurfed any pre-

vious expense for them> your only business will

be to see that they falfil the conditions of thenr

agreement, and that you retain the power of ejee&-

ing them in the event of their neglecting to do &a.

I have heard it asserted, that i£ a person was to

take up irom Government a whole township, con-

sisting, we wilt say, of 6%000 acres, and settliB' it

partly fit)m England, and partly from intomal

immigration (not to have raw hands altogether),

it would be worth his while to give away ev^py

(Hsher lot, or at^ least every third, aa a free grant,

because of the increase of value in the remainder,

as a township so settled would fill up with extras-

ordinary rapidity, and a proprietor could then

largely command his own arrangement^ m the

way of choice of site iet himself, patting l^ose

near him whom h» miglit wish t» se^ settled

round him, &c. Such a tract would probdbly

contain mill and other jHivyegee likewise, on dl

of whieh considerable profit might be expected.

Where land was either granted or exchanged,

special privileges might also be reserved to 1^
origiheJ proprietor. Thua^ w^en 1 exchanged

\ -
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some wild land for a cleared farm, there was some
magnificent white oak (which is valuable here for

barrel staves and building purposes,) upon the

former lot. This I specially reserved to my own
use in the deed of exchange.
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CHAPTER XI.

Advice to persons with 2000/. down to 500/.—Misstatements of

Mr. Birkbeck and his critic, William Cobbett—Price of a farm

10 miles from a dty—Stocking and settling on 500/. and

upwards—Going on wild land—Concesuons and lots—How to

choose your land—Beware of pine land—Raising a house by

means of a ** bee "—Clear the wood well from round the house

—No ploughing required for the first crop—Ornamental clear-

ings—Common objection to them answered—First year's opera-

tions in the bush—Best way of keeping cattle from strayinj^

Risk of being lost in the bush—Disappearance of a woman

—Another recovered—Signs to attend to if lost—^The Author's

visit to his own property— Hardy backwoodsmen— Night

bivouac—Group for Salvator—^How to warm a shanty.

Thus far, as regards men of large capital. I

come now to speak to those of less means, who

bring with them, we will say, from 500/. to 2000/.

And this latter sum even may b^ made a very

pretty provision in Canada for a large family, if

care and judgment be exhibited in the first out-

lay. So far as saying that a person might com-

fortably settle on that sum, Mr. Birkbeck's letters
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a woman

from the States, that made so much noise many

years ago, were correct.

His error lay, perhaps, in his details—^in his

leading people, with such means to grasp at the

occupancy of too large an extent of land, thus

inducing them to sink all their capital at once, and

directing them to a part of the country without a

sufficient market, and where fever and ague are

said to be fearfully rife* Cobbett's critique on

him, on the other hand, amidst some really sound

remarks, which none knew better how to inter-

sperse with effect, contains statements, as I ven-

ture to think, even more calculated to delude the

emigrant than Mr. Birkbeck's own. Thus his

magniloquent estimate for the settlement of his

own family on '* Bolting House prairie,'' however

fairly he may seem to set it out upon paper,

where he woiild make one believe that no less a

sum than 5000/. to 6000/. is necessary, in order

to sit down in anything like decent comfort, I

venture to characterize as nothing more nor less

than just so much arrant humbug.

My own opinion is, that his chief object was to

shew, by a side-winded sort of demonstration,

how great a man he, William Cobbet, was. What-

ever his estimate of his own '^ fittings and fix-

ings '' may run to, every person at all acquainted

with the reality of things in Canada, will bear

testimony, I am sure, that 5000/. or 6000/. is a

VOL. II. L
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ery large sum in this comparatively cheap coun-

try ; and how it may be bestowed, I have already

endeavoured to shew, certainly not in the manner

which Cobbett would propose.

If you want a good large farm, say of 200 acres,

with but moderate means of purchasing, you will

have to go, of course, proportionably further back

from the cities> where you will materially reduce

the cost of your proposed property. You should

not go further away, however,, from a town than

that your teams can go and return the same day

;

lior night stoppages^ make sad work with profits,

not to speak of the temptations to dangerous con-^

viviality, &c. incidental to them, besides neglect

involved of matters at home. As a general rule,

lor every dollar you make fifty miles from a city,

you can make four close to a town.

Ten or twelve years ago, when Toronto was less

advanced, the majority of the farmers in all direc-

tions around were heavily in debt, mortgaged up

to the eyes, and almost compelled to part with

their farms. Of late years, from the increase of

ptfiees, and the readier circulation of cash in the

neighbourhood of so rising a city, and the conse-

qtMfit advantages attendant on a command of cash

capital, they are now not only clear of debt, but

indepcndrnttt

Roads anBy of course, a most important itfsm

wber6 qoestioni of distance are concerned *, b«t
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lay you go back ten miles—and you need not go

back so far to get a good farm frequently at a

Tery moderate price. At this distance you may
certainly obtain one of 200 acres, about half

cleared, with suitable house and offices, by watch-

ing your opportunity, for, say, 500/. to 'J^Ot,

Say that you come out, go upon it, and stock it^

all for 1000/. currency, and this you may certainly

do. Then, if you haTe 2000/. sterling to begin,

it becomes 2,400/., we will say, by the exchange;

thus you have 1,400/. currency to invest by way

of permanent income, at 6 or 7 per cent., in addi-

tion to your farm. And if, with such a property

as I have described, and 84/. or more of regular

income in addition, you do not find yourself in

extremely comfortable circumstances, yea, able to

lay something by frdm your income towards other

inTcstments, you must be a very bad manager, or

have a very extravagant wife and daughters, thafli

all 1 can say.

But now, suppose you bring a much smaDcv

capital with you ; you have, we will say, not moie

fhan 500/. In that case, per!)taps, you had better

not look to more than a farm of 100 acres. Tour

500/. becomes 600/. by exchange. Well, say

your farm costs you 400/., your stocking and

setting down 100 more, and this will then be m

large aUowance^ perhaps we had better say 7^

(I am ttill supposing you to go on a cleared Usm
l2
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near a town). Tou are on your farm^ and have it

stocked, and your house furnished for, say, 475/.

You have then 125/. remaining for contingencies

to invest at 6 per cent. And, believe me, even

the 7/« or 8/. a-year which this will produce, you

will find come in very conveniently indeed, in

addition to what you can make offyour farm. Ifyou

bring any sum much less than this last-assumed

amount, unless you make up your mind to go on

wild land, or land with a very small amount of

clearings upon it, determined to rough it entirely,

I decidedly say, keep all your money in the bank,

or with the Canada Company, at least for a time,

though you only get 4 per cent., and rent a farm

till you find an opportunity of making an eligible

purchase.

But, say you determine to go on wild land, I

un far from advising this, especially if you have

never been accustomed to hard manual labour.

Yet, as the lowness of the price is certainly an

inducement, if you will have it so, I will tell you

how to go to work. You first, of course, secure

your lot of, say, 200 acres ; indeed, I believe that

you must generally take this amount, if you pur*

diase of Government.

The townships are divided into parallel strips

iji land called concessions. Each concession is

generally three-quarters of a mile in depth, with a

road allowance between it and its neighbour..
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These are again sub-divided into lots of about

half a mile in frontage, and extending the depth

of the concession, and will be found to contain

about 200 acres. The concessions are numbered,

and so are the lots. The Crown agent will point

out to you on the map those which are unsold,

when you can tell at a glance their distance from

a settlement, and their general position. You
take down the number of several; say you

put down lot 8, concession Y, township of Derby

;

lot 1, concession I, Holland, and so on, suppos-

ing these not to be taken up. You had then

better go over the land before settling for it with

the agent. If a novice in the country, you will

be too confused at first amongst the vast masses

of the forest to form anything like a sound judg-

ment in all respects, and even to find the spot, if

at all back in the bush ; but at the nearest settle-

ment you may always secure the services of a

guide at from a dollar to a dollar and a half a-day,

sometimes a young man of considerable respect-

ability.

At Owen's Sound, for instance, the individual

whom you would be sure to hear of as a guide is

a gentleman's son, whose father has filled the

office of sheriff of one of the other districts.

Accompanied, then, by your guide, you start

forth to make a day of it in the wilderness, or

even to camp out, should you find occasion;
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though it is generally possible to readi the abode

of some previous settler, where you will be sure to

have shelter for the night, and to have cheerfully

extended to you the hospitality of the wilderness

;

and very superior people you will often come upon

in these forest fastnesses. Of course for your

direction you must depend on your guide, who

will discover by the *' blaze " (cuts made with an

axe in the bark of the trees, to mark a surveyor'!

line where no path exists), and by the numbered

posts at the angles of each lot, the piece of land

you are in search of. When you are upon it, see

that it is chiefly cov^ed with hardwood, such as

beech and maple, and beware of pine, unless you

want it for a saw-mill ; otherwise pine land is

always very severe land to clear, the stumps an

interminable time in rotting out, desperately hard

to grub up, and the land sometimes miserably

poor when you have done all. It is but fair to

say, however, that excellent wheat crops are some-

times produced on pine land, when judiciously

cultivated and thoroughly subdued. Hardwood

land, on the other hand, is easier to clear, is sure

to contain good soil, and the stumps may be got

out, if you like to go to the expense, with a

machine in five or six years, or will so far rot in

eight or nine that, with a little lever work and

grubbing, a yoke of oxen attached to them by a

chain will haul them out without difficulty.

;. ),
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The '* stump extractor'' it now coming int9

luch general use in Canada, that the unsightly

appearance of the country? and the hindrances to

the plough from the continuance of the stumps

and root« in the ground? are daily diminishing

under its powerful influence. A man will come

with his apparatus, and for a few dollars, perhaps?

clear you a whole field. This operation is also

important, as, besides the general drawback which

they present to your labours, the stumps are

reckoned to deduct one-fourth from the available

superficial area of the cleared land. This instrup>

BEient is also of importance? through its bringing

forest-covered Canada more on a par? as regards

agriculture? with the plains of Australia or the

prairies of the States. It will likewise be readiJf

perceived that every field thus cleared affords an

increase to your means of removing all obstacles

£rom the remainder.

You must attend to have a stream or creek? as

it is called, either on your lot or within an easy

reach of it. Look out also if it contain much

rock, as it will then give you trouble. A few

fftones, however? are no objection? and a beaver

meadow, and even a cedar swale? if not much

jesceeding a tithe of the whole? rather an advantage

IMS the meadow, when the natural grass is burnt

jpff {which makes somewhat unnutritious hay),

Resents you with a £ne dearing free of .CQflt>
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generally with a-small lake.or atream in the centre,

and which you have only to feiice to have a pretty

place at once. Cedar swamps also, when cleared

and drained, are highly productive ; and in older

settlements the timber in them is becoming valu-

able for rail fences.. Land of this sort is selling

in Waterloo, for this purpose, at 70 dollars an

acre. Having ascai tained these points, and espe<*

cially the facilities for a chopped bush-road, besides

the distance from church and school, mill and

market, and whether any intervening heavy swamps

will require much expense in laying logs across

them to render them passable^ you return to the

agent, having left your family, we will suppose, at

the nearest tavern (or farm-house, if you can so

arrange it), and secure the spot you have fixed on.

The 200 acres, at the rate of scrip which I have

before named, will cost you, we will; say, 65/. to

70/. On paying for your land, you will receive a

receipt, which will be quite sufficient to prove

your right to the property, till your title-deeds are

sent you from the Grown Office, which may be

'for some months; but in land which you have

paid for, you have.no settlement duty to do before

you obtain them (as on free grants), except, as I

have shown you, in the case of park and town lots.

You return then to your land; and the first thing

you do is to get up a ^^bee" to clear a space for a

dwelling and knock up a shanty. The neighbo^n

i
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will most cheerfully assemble for the purpose, only

expecting you to find them in provisions for the

day, and, I am sorry to say, looking forward in

general to the consumption of some three gallons

of whisky. Save and excepting that, all is agree-

able and admirable. The work speeds merrily on

;

the axe goes crashing into the living trees ; a hole

is speedily made in the forest ; trees (or logs, as

they are called) are cut the proper length ; the

comers are squared and fitted; the '^ raising''

goes on ; the " comer men" do their duty bravely

;

the roof is completed with lighter logs and bark

;

a rough door is knocked together, a space cut for

a window, and by nightfall you are possessed of a

local habitation ; when the party generally adjourn

to the nearest convenient abode, to finish the

evening, it might be well and harmlessly enougI>

so far, were tea and coffee the only beverages on>

the occasion.

When installed in your new domicile, the first

thing to attend to is to clear the remaining wood

immediately from around your house, as when

once a gap has been made in the forest, other

trees are very apt to fall of their own accord, or

be blown down by the first gale of wind, to the

imminent peril of yourself and your habitation.

I know a family of Irish settlers, where a tree

thus fell in the night, which had been incautiously

left near the shanty, and in its ruinous descent

l3

1

:
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crushed in a part of the dwelling, killing one

daughter on the spot in her bed, and breaking the

leg of another.

When you are fairly installed in yournew dwell-

ing, of course you will go on to make iipprove-

ments as fast as you can. I need not, however,

enter into the mysteries of " under-brushing,'*

girdling, logging, rail-splitting, and fencing; be-

cause one week's initiation, with a little assistance

from your neighbours, will do more to teacli you

how to manage all these necessary operations

than I could do, perhaps, if I were to write for a

twelvemonth. With a little care at first, you will

«oon learn to hit true with the axe, and to gain

the full advantage of the power and force of the

weapon, without toiling yourself to death.

Some people, of course, let out the job of clear-

ing and fencing their land entirely. They will

get this done for from 3/. to 41, an acre, or,

including putting in the crops and price of seed,

for about lOs, an acre additional, when the land

has not got to be ploughed. If ploughed, the cost

will be about iOs, more per acre.

The whole operation (if let out) of chopping,

logging, burning, fencing, ploughing, and sowing,

may be completed, according to soil, timber, and

locality, for from 41. to 51. an acre.

If you come out with a number of sons able to

work, and only requiring to be shown the way.
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perhaps your best plan will be to engage the ser-

vices of an experienced chopper as your assistant

on your farm, which you can procure for from 8

to 10 dollars a month and his board. With his

directions, you will have all you need for the lead-

ing your own family forces into the field with

e£fect. [Even if you let the work out, the first crop

of wheat will frequently pay the whole expense of

the labour, and sometimes even of the firs.t cost of

the land.

Care must be taken not to be too late in puttiiig

in your wheat crop, which is generally grown fMi

the maiden crop. The spring wheat should be

sown as early as the weather will admit, which is

generally in April lOr early in May for Canada

West. The fall wheat should not be later than

from the 1st to the 20th of 6^[)tember, according

to location.

For your eomfort, I may tell you that jat the

&rst, on some soils, you will rrequircno ploughing.

The ground, first scratched with a harrow, and the

seed thrown loosely on it, at the rate of a bushel

and a half to an acre, and .then hurvowed agaiiv,

will produce you as good a crop as if you went to

ever so much expense about the matter. Soo^e

merely drag a branch of a tree over ; but this is a

rough way, and likely to result jn^less produce.

A word, however, as to ornamental clearings.

I think it a great pity that, whilst Acknowledging

V
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the necessity of cutting away the wood for at least

a tree's length immediately around the house,

settlers should almost invariably carve away at the

face of the forest as if they were digging in a

quarry, leaving a great bare space about them

utterly devoid of the most distant approach to the

ornamental. Gentlemen of fortune might easily

sDtudy such an arrangement from the first. That

is at least clear. But I cannot see why even the

small settler might not display some little taste in

this respect, without throwing away his labour or

too much separating his clearings.

I know the common objection made to. this by

theuneducated evenamongst otherwise experienced

settlers. The answer is, when you urge the doing

so upon them, that the wood which you so leave

will blow down or fall of its own accord. So it

may, I answer, here and there ; but leave it in

sufficient masses, and it is safe enough to stand.

I know a gentleman near Guelph who has done so

with some of his timber, having moreover under-

brushed it (that is, removed the underwood), and

thus made quite a little park about his residence,

which renders it the ornament of the neighbour-

hood.

The way to clear thus with advantage would be

to take a sheet of paper, mark out the proportions

of your farm, and try with a pencil the effect of

leaving such and such masses, of course likewise
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with a proper view to economy in the arrangement

of your clearings ; and I will be bound to say that,

with the exercise of a very little taste, you will

make a pretty thing of it. And if Providence

smile on you, and you get on in the world so as

to have a better house after a few years, try to get

hold of some pretty model, over which you may

easily train some of the flowering parasitical plants

of the country, of which there are numbers ; and

thus you may soon have a park and a cottage

omie at a very cheap rate.

Certain I am that people too much in general

undervalue timber as a material in building their

first residence. How very easy it would be to

give quite a character of elegant rusticity to a

common log cottage—to have, in fact, a place such

as a nobleman might be proud to see in his park,

and that out of the very same materials from

whence we see produced the present bold unsightly

constructions that everywhere disfigure the face of

the country, only to be replaced by the no less

staring ** frame " or red brick horror, in an entirely

naked clearing, without a shadow of elegance or

design about it.

The question of a more careful clearing of the

timber near the towns becomes, moreover, not one

of mere decorations, but of actual importance in an

economical point of view ; since in the older

settled neighbourhoods, a serious defici<ency is
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Kkely to taike pilace ere many years are gone by,

in timber^ as an article of fuel, &c. ; when, had

the cutting of it been conducted with a proper

ngard to the future, a supply from the second

growths, of a character at once useful and omar

mental, might readily have been kept up. As

legards the merely decorative part of the matter,

I acknowledge it to be a hobby of my own, which

you ;8re welcome therefore to take cum ffrano

waUs; and I know that some who consider themt-

selves vastly practical men, will smile at it as an

impracticable sort of conceit ; but certain I am
nevertheless, that within proper limits, attention

to the subject might be not only practically

bestowed, but produce results important to the

welfare of the country.

For the first year, of course, you will have to

provision your shanty, unless you are on your

land early enough to put in some spring wheat for

sale in the fall, besides a few potatoes for home

use. Some flour and pork will not, however,

cost you much;—perhaps an outlay of 30/. in

these articles will be sufficient for the support of

your family, if consisting of five persons : many

have to do with much less. Any cattle you may

have will easily pick up a living in the bush ; but

you had better not get many at first, both becauie

they are apt to stray in a most tiresome manner,

when you will have to worry the life out of your*
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self hunting them up, besides incurring the risk

—

a very serious one to a new comer—of being loot

yourself in seeking them. A bell attached to tbe

neck of one or two, and a good lump of rook salt

within their reach near the house, in addition to

*' slopping tYiem," or gi^ng them a little meal or

bran mash, or a few roots at milking time, are

generally amongst the best means of securiDg

their regular and respectful attendance.

To diminish the risk of losing yourself, one of

the first things that you should do is to learn to

go by a blaze—to ascertain the general direction

of the creeks (streams) in your part of the

country, and the diurnal motion of the sun with

regard to the position of your dweUing. I was

nearly lost once by being misdirected through a

swamp; but by keeping the sun on my left

shoulder, I, through mercy, got out again, after

considerable fatigue and some little anxiety. I

had entered upon an unbroken forest, where there

was nothing but 100 miles of wilderness between

me and Goderich, whither my steps were unin-

tentionally tending. A young woman, recently

married, was lost last summer in the township of

Egremont^ in the WelUngton district, under yerj

distressing drcumstances. She went into the

biuh only a few stones' throw from her house, te

look for her cow, and has never since been hesad

of. This is the more extraordinary as a hundred
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experienced backwoodsmen went from day to day

to assist her distracted husband in the search for

her ; yet, though they took to the forest at the

spot where some boys had seen her enter it, and

beat it upon an ananged plan, assisted by dogs,

keeping within immediate hail of each other, and

searching so closely that one would have thought

that not a squirrel or chipmunk (an animal of

the squirrel tribe) could have escaped them ; yet

they never discovered a vestige of her. Another

young woman, similarly lost, was providentially

recovered after several days. She had gone to

look for cattle, and followed the direction of a

cow bell till she lost herself. She came up to a

cow, howevor, which was not her own, and milked

it for sustenance. Had she remained by it, she

would have been at least sure of some support

;

but coming upon some stray oxen, she determined

on remaining by them, as thinking that they

would probably lead her soonest out of the bush.

They did not however, as it happened ; whereas

the cow found its vray home several days before

she was discovered. Meanwhile she contrived to

subsist upon berries, &c.—cow cabbage, as it is

called, makes excellent food, and grows largely in

the wilderness : people should learn to know it.

At night she partly sheltered herself under fallcii

trees, and managed to slumber a little. About the

fourth or fifth day, a dog which she had with her
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left her; and on its return home, people gave her

up for lost : it must have been a useless cur, or it

would have guided them to her. She was at

length found, humanly speaking, by accident, by

two young men who happened to be traversing a

generally unfrequented part of the forest, at a

distance of seven or eight miles from where the

search for her was going on, so far had she wan-

dered. They thought they saw something of

unusual appearance near a log, and were at first

a little alarmed; but making boldly up to it, they

discovered her in a state of semi-exhaustion, just

barely able to speak. A rude litter was soon pre-

paredforherby the roughhanded,buttenderhearted

sons of the wilderness, on which they managed,

in a few hours, to convey her in safety to her

distracted family. She said that she had repeat*

edly thought to give up, and lie down and die,

when the thought of her infant nerved her to

fresh exertion.

Those acquainted with the forest are often able

to tell the direction in which they are going, after

having missed their way, by looking at the moss

upon the trees—which will be found invariably

on the north side—the tree seeming to clothe itself

with this covering towards the position of the

compass on which it is most exposed. The general

bend of the trees is also from the north ; but it
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Mqoires an expenenoed eye to make use of these

ligns. A person itnaccustomed to the forest

right almost as well be in the trackless deserts of

Afabia, for any chanee that he has of finding his

way ;—and, indeed, better, for there he oould, at

least, see as far as the horizon; whereas in the

wilderness he can see nothing beyond the few trees

immediately around him, and, it may be, an inch

or two of sky.

I went over my land after having com-

pleted my purchase (as it was bought off the

private field-notes of one of the surveyors, I

had comparatively less occasion to go over it

beforehand). But having made my purchase, I

set out to take a survey of it, accompanied by six

or seven hardy fellows, who went with me partly

from sheer good will, partly from curiosity, as

l^iey had heard so high a character of that sur-

vey, and partly with a view to their obtaining, it

may be, some land afterwards for themselves.

As my purchase was made in detached 200 acre

lots, scattered over two concessions of the town-

ship, we had a considerable extent of ground to

cover in order to look over it all. Accordingly,

night overtook us during om* expedition, and we

liad to ^' camp *' in the bush. This, however, we

lihought nothing of, as we were well prepared

for so doing. The only error committed was in
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the neglecting to secure proximity to a stream

before nightfall; after which it becomes well

nigh impossible to travel the woods except by

eompass, or occasional glimpses of the stars.

Luckily, I had insisted on the kettle's being

filled at -a creek as it was getting dusk ; and this

small quantity of water amongst seven people was

our only dependence, being far too little to make

a comfortable cup of tea, as most of it had been

drunk before we halted. We lighted a magnificent

fire, however, in a rotten tree; pulled hemlock

boughs sufficient for a couch; ate a little bread

and a partridge, which one of the party had shot

;

and, after evening devotion, lay down with our

fieet to the fire. Considering the fatigues of the

day—for it is very hard work to a beginner

travelling the bush ; the number of fallen trees,

tangled underwood, &c., making a few miles of

tiiis sort of work far severer than a day's grouse

scooting over a Highland moor—I thought I was

remarkably free from thirst. Sucking the under-

done leg of a partridge helped me amazingly^

and I lay down pretty comfortably.

The novelty and excitement of the scene, hoW'

ever, kept me in a great measure from sleeping

;

but sense of insecurity there was none. It was a

lovely summer's night,—the air extremely soft,

and the sky clear, though dark. No evil, humanly
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speaking, could come nigh us; for even had a

rambling bear thought proper to pay us a visit, we

had plenty of dogs to give us warning, and plenty

of fire-arms lying ready to our hands. And when

the upright part of the tree where our fire was^

and which might have been some seven feet in

height, and hollow withal, caught the flames and

blazed like a pharos, bringing out into strong

relief the manly forms of the hardy backwoodsmen

whp lay, for the most part, buried in sleep around

me, I thought that we might well have sat (or

lain rather) to Salvator for a group of forest

banditti; or done duty very respectably, "barring**

the bows and arrows, for Robin Hood and a party

of his merry men. I wonder on what principles

it can be accounted for that one never catches

cold or rheumatism if sleeping on the boughs of

the hemlock. We camped on that occasion with

nothing over our heads but the natural forest

canopy ; but had it happened to rain, my hardy

coadjutors would soon have knocked up a shanty,

covered the roof and weather sides with bark,

and lighted a fire, not ifisicle to smother us

with smoke, but in the open air exactly in

front of the unenclosed side of the little dwelling,

thus throwing all the heat in without any incon-

venience. I like, also, sleeping in a canvas tent

very much, there is something amazingly snug
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about it, especially with a good fire opposite the

entrance.

Now, haying set you a-going on a farm, and

done all that I otherwise can do for you in

Canada, it is time, I think, to offer a chapter on

the best mode of coming out.
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CHAPTER XII.

Directions for coming out—Choice of shipping port and Tesiel

—

PreTentives against sea-sicltness—Cost of a cabin passage—See

emigration agent—Intermediate and steerage passage—Don't

find your own provisions if you can help it—What to take with

you—Beware of most "outfitting" establishments—Bring furs

by all means if you have any—The author's mistake in this

respect—A few books and a little music no harm—Reviews and

magazines to be got cheap (as reprints) in Canada^—Book Clubs

— Bring cheap religious and loyal prints for distribution or sale

—Workmen may bring such tools as they have.

The first thing, of course, to be considered

is as regards the chice of a ship and shipping

port. If you are near London, sail from London.

Some people will tell you to go to Liverpool. Of
course you will please yourself, but I think that^

especially if you have a family to transport, you

will decidedly save by putting yourself, your

larger fraction^ youngsters, bag, baggage, and

all, snugly on board in the Docks, than by

dragging the whole off to a distant port^ and
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increasing perhaps the expense of lodging, merely

because said port happens to be on the western

side of the country. The difference of the Eng-

lish Channel is comparatively tri6ing in a voyage

of 3000 miles, and, for my own part, I candidly

say, I liHe the sail. But then, I am thankful to

add, I am none of the sea-sick sort, a most

important consideration. By the way, as regards

sea-sickness, a vast deal, under ordinary circum-

stances, depends on keeping up a good heart.

Try not to be afraid of it, and eat and drink as

much as you can in moderation, and that is half

the battle.

I remember once going to Scotland in a steamer,

accompanied by a young friend, who somewhat

looked up to me in nautical and other matters. He
bad always suffered from sea-sickness, and on this

occasion I was called in to decide on his regimen

on every occasion, like Sancho Panza's physician

at the isle of Barataria, only that I adopted a

totally different mode of treatment from that

exhibited towards the above paragon of esquires.

It was, (mind I was not a temperance man then^)

''May I take a little bread and cheese and

porter?'' "Certainly, if you wish it." Bread

and cheese, &c., ordered and "assimilated'' forth-

with. " May I smoke a cigar ?" " By all means,

if you feel inclined." Cigar fumiferated "incon-

tment." "May I venture down to dinner?*^
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"Of course, unless you mean to go without;"

dinner dispatched accordingly. And thus, to the

astonishment of my hopeful patient, he for once

entirely escaped sickness, whereas, on other occa-

sions he had reduced himself by fasting, departed

from his ordinary mode of living, got into low

spirits, and soon became really unwell. Certain

it is, however, that no absolute remedy can be

prescribed against the distressing inconvenience,

from which, however, some persons, not sailors,

are constitutionally free. I remember on one

occasion, in a steamer, during an uncomfortable

gale of wind, the only passenger besides myself

who sat down to dinner with the commander, was

a youngster who had never seen blue water before,

Some recommend wearing opium bags at the

stomach. I think, however, that keeping as

much as possible on deck, remaining in a recum-

bent position if you begin to feel giddy, avoiding

looking at the yeasty waves, and eating and

drinking as much as you reasonably can, are

amongst the best safeguards. You will find a

stock of good thick cake gingerbread, gingerbread

nuts, and oranges and apples, a very good thing

at sea. You can sometimes swallow a nut, or

suck an orange, or take a bite at an apple, when

you would turn in disgust from anything else.

Ginger tea, too, acts very kindly on a distressed

stomach. But I am rather anticipating, as I am
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doctering you for sea-sickness before I have fairly

got you afloat.

If you are in Scotland, Greenock is a very good

port to sail from. In Ireland, Londonderry,

Cork, Belfast, &c., have all emigrant agents

attached to them.

The vessels in which you will take your passage

may be named under three divisions ; those which

take only cabin passengers; those which take

intermediate and steerage ones in addition; and

those which are regularly fitted for emigrants for

the humblest class. Of course, if you are pos-

sessed of tolerable means, you will prefer coming

in a ship which carries only cabin passengers.

Tou will pay 20/. to Montreal, including every-

thing. But if you eschew strong drink, you will

come out in ships where you may get your cabin

passage for 12/. But, whatever the sort of vessel

you fix upon, before you finally commit yourself

to her, you had better wait on the Government

emigration agent, whose name you will find in

the Directory, and who is, I believe, always a

lieutenant in the navy, and ask him the character

of the ship and her captain. I have heard it said

that some of the Government emigration agents

are very careless ; I can only say, that when I

applied at Lieutenant Lean's office in Upper

Thames Street, I did not find it so there, for

VOL. II. If
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they were very ciyil, and the information they

gave me turned out perfectly correct. I hope^

therefore, that these gentlemen have been belied.

Well, say you have suited yourself with a ship.

Choose then, if you can, a lower berth as far

forward as possible, if you are a cabin passenger,

or aft if a steerage one ; because you will thus be

nearest to the centre of motion of the vessel, and

80 feel least of the pitclung. The only thing to

be attended to in taking the lower berth is, if

possible, to avoid having a very sea^sick or

awkward companion in the berth above you^ or

you may come in occasionally for a share of more

benefits than you bargained for^, If you have a

&mily, however, perhaps you had better engage,

if possible, the whole of the after cabin, where, if

you have more pitching, you will have more

privacy, besides the advantage of the air and look

out from the after ports^ Take care to have your

luggage so divided that all that you do not want

on the voyage may be comfortably lowered into

the after hold out of the way, and cumber yourself

in any case with as little as possible. Writing

and drawing materials; a few books, especially

those of comprehensive information, you should,

of course, keep at hand. People used to be

advised to take medicines with them, but as every

vessel, at least of the class you would sail in, is

now obliged by law to have a competent medicine
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chest, and book of directions, you need scarcely

trouble about any. Should you require a mild

aperient shortly after sailing, take one by all

means, as it rnay help to stave off or carry away sea-

sickness ; but by no means make an apothecary's

shop of your interior if you can help it. If you

are possessed of pretty good means, you will, of

course, take a cabin passage as I have said, but if

every pound be a matter of serious object, then^

by all means, take an intermediate one. I knew

« very respectable family, in which there were

several agreeable young ladies, who even took the

next thing to a steerage passage—a portion being

parted off for their special accommodation. They

thus came out for about 61. each, finding them-

selves in provisions, which cost them, one with

another, 3/. additional. In fact, 10/. each brought

them to their destination.

The ship, in all cases, is compelled to provide

for emigrants fresh water, fuel and cooking accom-

modation. My decided advice to you, however is,

imles£ you are so miserably poor that you cannot

raise the passage-money, to let the ship find you

in everything if possible. I question even whether

you will save much by finding yourself ; and if

perhaps you are sea-sick, or in a gale of wind too

helpless and too utterly prostrated to take care of

your provisions, you may get a large portion of

m2
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them stolen or destroyed. Besides^ you are liable

to the continual vexation of waiting for your turn

at the fireplace. If you do bring provisions, you

should have them in harness-casks with lids and

padlocks, or you are never sure of their being safe.

The emigrant agent will give you accurate direc-

tions as to quantity. A canister of rusks, by-the-

bye, is no bad thing at sea ; and very good things

they are to give to a youngster to chump on occa-

sion. You might if you choose, take with you,

according to your numbers, a few fathoms of line

and hooks for the chance of a little fishing if be-

calmed on the banks of Newfoundland, because

line and hooks can scarcely be a loss any

where, but even these are hardly necessary, as you

may run over the banks with a stiff breeze. I

have known a writer of considerable experience

recommend people to bring out a seine for lake

fishing. Begging the gentleman's pardon for

differing with him, I say bring no such thing

—keep all the cash you possibly can in your own

pocket, as that will be by far your best friend in

Canada as in most other places. If you want a

net after you have come out, you can soon buy

some twine and learn to make* one.

Specially beware of advertising outfitting

houses for emigrants—at least for Canada—for

Australia, &c., I am not quaHfied to say, though I

am inclined to suspect that the same advice would
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hold good in that case lilkewise. All pretty-look-

ing tents, camp-beds, sets of fishing tackle, and

articles of hardware of fanciful invention, are just

so many traps to catch your stray sovereigns^

which you will find far ampler use for when you

come out. Take my advice, then, and keep them

in your pocket—^beware of amiable warehousemen,

fascinating clerks, and elegant young gentlemen

armed with white neckcloths and entrenched

behind counters— listen not to their seductive

blandishments or you will rue it.

You cannot know what you will want for the

country till you come to the country, and ten to

one you get it cheaper and better out there than

you would at home— cheaper, that is if not in

actual cost—and sometimes even in that, but cer-

tainly in point of suitableness. Specially eschew

bringing all kinds of agricultural implements what-

soever.* Most probably they would not suit the

country after you brought them.

To bachelors chiefly I say, have one good suit

or so of clothes if you like, a comfortable pilot

coat or two, linen enough to keep you clean for

six or seven weeks, a fair supply of boots and

shoes, and especially slippers (for they are dear in

Canada), and you are well enough set up. I

would not recommend you to bring furniture of

* Fifteen years ago the case was entirely different. My present

advice is founded on the improved state of manu&ctures in Canada.
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anf kind—^you can get it very good when you

come out, whatever your means, and if they bd

comparatively small, chairs at half a ^ IW each,

and tables at 2 or 3 dollars will answer your pur-

pose admirably if you even require them. If you

have any furs, however, bring them by all means.

I made a great mistake in this respect. I had

some rare and beautiful ones, and left them for

sale in England, thinking it was carrying coals to

Newcastle to bring them to a fur country, judge

then my surprise when I found that even the best

dressed buffalo robes for the sleighs all go home

to England and are reimported. There is, how-

ever, now a fur-dressing establishment at Kingston.

Of course it must be evident that no directions

can well be given equally applicable to all classes

as to what to bring or not to bring, but as a

general rule I should say if you are a bachelor

bring as much cash as you can, and as little of

everything else as possible. If you are a farmer

with a family, and have some first rate stock on

hand, and intend to go immediately on land, you

will find it no loss to bring a Cleveland bay stal-

lion and brood mares. They will always pay you

to breed from. A good Durham bull and cows

will also prove highly advantageous : no cattle

fetch so high a price either in Canada or the

States. The Ayrshire breed are valued, but do

•J
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not fetch anything like so much as the DurhamS)

neither do the Hereford and Devons, though they

have their supporters. Southdown and Leicester

sheep are worth bringing. Pigs of the Berkshire

and Chinese breeds, with any other good kinds^

such as the Yorkshire and Leicester, can be no

I0SS4 Unless, however, all these animab are highly

bred, you had better leave them at home ; as there

is an abundance of the mixed blood in the country

ahready. If you have not any of this stock by you

on giving up farming in England, it will be a ques-

tion whether you would be wise in purchasing

them expressly to bring or not. This you must

decide on for yourself z in any case you should

have them insured against sea risks.

In the case of a gentleman's family where an

establishment has to be broken up, you had better

bring of course a good supply of clothing, parti-

cularly warm clothing for the winter—no bulky

furniture, unless the ladies may have a favourite

pianoforte. But curtains, carpets, plate, glass and

crockery, and especially bed and table linen, and

blanketing, &c. may be brought, not only without

detriment, hut even with positive advantage ; some

of the latter commodities especially, being for the

most part dearer out here and not so good. Boots

and shoes cut out but not sewn, would be usefuL

The English leather is best, but they fasten them
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with pegs here, as thread rots ; you can pay a man

to peg them when you have come out. Books

you certainly might bring, but it depends on your

circumstances as to whether you would retain an

expensive library if you had one. If you could

realize a tolerable sum for them, you had better

part with the bulk of them. If you are musical,

a little good music is always desirable, especially

sacred music well set, for I do not at all admire

the style of printing of a great deal that is imported

from the States; but as for magazines, reviews,

&c. in the leading cities, you can join a book club,

where you will get the reviews and magazines on

payment of a moderate subscription. American

reprints of Blackwood and Fraser may be had

for 228. 6d. currency per annum ; the Quarterly

and Colonial ditto in like manner for 3 dollars.

It is really wonderful how cheaply they manage to

reprint valuable English works in the States : I

myself purchased Mrs. Somerville's " Connexion

of the Physical Sciences,^' bound in cloth, gilt

lettered, and hot-pressed, with the diagrams well

executed, altogether a very creditable-looking

volume, new for 40 cents, equal to 20d, English

!

But if lyou wish to do good, by all means bring

out, either for gratuitous distribution or for sale at

a cheap rate, a lot of religious and loyal prints-

coloured Scriptural subjects with texts attached.
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home scenery of school and village churches, port-

raits of her Majesty, Prince Albert, and the royal

children, Wellington and Nelson, views of Windsor

Castle, the Houses of Parliament, our cathedrals,

our wooden walls, and such like, are greatly wanted

to be largely disseminated in Canada to supplant,

as far as possible, the influx of tawdry sheets

pourtraying *' The Signing the Declaration of In-

dependence,'' portraits ofWashington and General

Taylor, the Capitol, the Mexican battles, &c., all

well enough, perhaps, for our friends to the south

of the St. Lawrence, but anything but calculated

to instil sentiments of either religion or loyalty

into the minds of the rising youth and backwood

population of Canada. As a society has recently

been organized at home for the publication of such

prints as I refer to, you can find no difficulty in

suitably providing yourself at a moderate rate.

Ordinary school-books are for the most part easily

procurable in Canada, so are books for Sunday-

schools at the Church Society's depository in

Toronto, which really presents for sale an excellent

collection of works on divinity, history, &c., most

of them cheap reprints. Mr. Rowsell, in Toronto,

has also a very good circulating library, to which

the subscription is moderate.

If you are a mechanic and have your tools, you

may of course bring them, but buy nothing new.

M 3
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The very axe used for chopping in Canada is

entirely different in shape to any that you have

been used to see in England ; other tools, howerer,

such as saws, planes, adzes, and so on, are exactly

similar. Eldge tools generally can be got better

in Canada, from a particular portion of the States

than they can in England.
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CHAPTER XIIL

Best to take passage for Montreal—You will waste much loose

cash in the States—A word to those who might think of settling

in the Union—^The author "repudiates '* them—English specie

depredated in the States—Highly rated in Canada— If you hare

a fiunily bargain for a lower rate of passage—Have an agreement

in writing—Push rapidly for some fixed point of destination on

landing—Men without a famUy had better not go on farms at

first—Emigrant sheds for the poorer class—Visited by clergy

imd medical officen—Advice on seeking firee grants-^Yon may

plaoe your money in a savings' bank—Meantime you can take

work till you feel your footing—Little still known of Canada in

England—People have no idea of the extent of its manufactures

—Examples in point—Gooderham's mills—Manu&ctories at

Gananoque.

I STRONGLY recommend you to take your pas-

sage direct for Montreal ; of course you can come

by New York or Boston if you like^ and will then

have the advantage of seeing something of the

States and the scenery of the Hudson. Some

prefer this route for Canada West, as thinking it
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the more direct one, but when you put into the

other scale the advantage which you enjoy of see-

ing the scenery of the St. Lawrence all the way

up, that is if the occasional fogs at its mouth will

let you, and that you have neither trouble, expense,

nor risk in change of vessels, &c. (which I con-

sider a very great point), have moreover no

difficulty with the customs or the currency, and

ample conveyance without tiresome land carriage,

saving the little distance to Lachine for proceeding

ing to any of the more western points, direct by

steam at a very cheap rate, I think that you will

be very foolish if you go putting yourself to extra

trouble and scattering your loose cash in a travel

up the Hudson.

As regards the question of settling in the United

States in preference to the, Canadas, I think it to

be one which ought scarcely to trouble a loyal

churchman for a moment. I have such a nervous

horror of the bare idea of forswearing my allegi-

ance, that I think it scarcely worth while to say a

word to those who might let the having to do so

enter at all into their calculations. True, I

believe, you may now hold property in the States

without resigning your fealty to the British Crown.

Tet with all my strong sense of the kindness

shown me in various parts of the Union, give me

I say the cross-emblazoned flag of my glorious
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country for my banner,—and the mild sway ofmy
gracious liege lady Her Most Excellent Majesty

Queen Victoria for my government, or I cannot

be content; and I think he who prefers the

"stars," richly deserves to have the "stripes'*

into the bargain. Even on the low ground of

pecuniary consideration, be it remembered that

Canada is a more lightly taxed country than the

Union, were it only for this simple reason, that

you have double government taxes to pay in the

States ; as each separate portion of the Union has

its entire machinery of government within itself to

be supported,—and then Congress comes upon you

in addition for the general monetary demands of

the Republic.

If you come through the States, you will find

your English specie depreciated: It, English

will be only valued at lOd,; and a sovereign

allowed for at less than its Canadian value. I

have shown you already that in Canada your 1«.

is worth I5d,f and your sovereign 248, 6d.y and

sometimes over 25s, currency. Come, then,

direct to Montreal ; and if you engage your pas-

sage thither, do not be deceived by any attempt to

force you to land at Quebec or elsewhere, as I

have known tried. Any master of a vessel is

liable to a heavy fine, recoverable on a summary

conviction before the nearest magistrate, who
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offers to put a passenger ashore at any other

place than that to which the vessel is advertised or

bound for. You have a legal right, moreover, to

retain your berth and keep your luggage on board

the vessel for forty-eight hours after your arrivaL

If you have a f i^nily, and have made a bargain as

to your passage-money at a proportionably lower

rate than the ordinary sum an advertised, by all

means have an agreement to that effect in writing,

properly attested, to avoid all disputes afterwards.

On landing, unless you have plenty oi money, and

choose to go lionizing, in which case I hand you

over to the guide-books> you had better Ir se as

little time as possible in proceeding to your ulti-

mate destination, or the nearest place to the

location you may have in view, as time is money

in the literal sense of the word in such a case as

this. If you have a family with you, a very few

weeks loitered away in a city v/ill sweep a great

deal of hard cash that would have helped you

materially after getting settled. In a private

boarding-house, however, you may live economi-

cally, and be maturing your plans, and getting

some insight into the country. As I strenuously

advise you, if possible, to have nothing to do with

making purchases till you have been out a year at

least, your readiest way will be to take a farm in

some likely locality, by which means you will at
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once commence doing something, and possess at

least a temporary habitation, which you can victual

and stock at a moderate rate, and so commence at

once living economically, thus saving of course a

great deal from the first, by not keeping your

family at so much a head per diem at a boarding-

house or hotel for any lengthy period. Again, if

you are a bachelor with little or no means, and no

decided intention of farming, or even if you have,

and do not contemplate goiiig on land at least at

first, go in that case at once to the offices and

stores, and get into something as fast as ever you

can. You need not tie yourself up for any

lengthy period, and you will be alvtiVS in tho way

of hearing of something else if you do not like

your first engagement. If you are provided with,

introductions to the clergy or others, so much the

better, as if they cannot command a situation for

you, they can often give you hints that may lead

to your much more readily obtaining one, than 1/

you were left to your own unaided efforts. If

you are of the poorest class of emigrants, the

emigrant sheds are open for your reception, and a

very little inquiry will direct you to the emigrant

agent, to whom you can apply on the subject of

aU matters connected with your coming out. At

the sheds you will here receive the visits of the

clergy, and, if you are sick, of the medical officers.
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Any of these gentlemen, particularly those of the

former class, will always be ready to help yov with

their advice and information. But let me intreat

you, whatever you do, to tell the plain truth as to

your circumstances, as far as you think it neces-

sary to disclose them. Depend upon it, honesty

is the best policy, as well for this world as for that

which is to come. I grieve to say that too many

emigrants have died in those sheds with a lie in

their right hand. One old man in particular, had

pleaded intense poverty, in order to get the

government allowance for destitute emigrants,*^

when, after his death, 345/. sterling were found on

his person!—quite a little fortune in Canada.

If you wish to obtain a free grant of land, sup-

posing any to be given out at the time of your

arrival, you will of course apply with the least

possible delay to the agent, whose name you will

see in the advertisements, who will put you on the

right track, both for making application for it,

and for going up to occupy it.

If you can go upon land thus—^well. Take it

of course if you can get it, as your manual labour

will be always improving it, and rendering it more

saleable, should you at any time w^sh to part with

it. But if you cannot get a free grant, and have a

little money with you, as I have repeatedly said,

be not in too great a hurry to purchase. If you
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have deposited your means with the Canada Com-
pany in London, and brought a letter of credit

upon them in Toronto, they will allow you to

deposit your cash in their savings' bank till such

time as you want the whole, or any part of it, and

during the time it is there they will allow you 6

per cent.

Your best plan is to accept work cheerfully, and

for moderate wages, say 2s, per day, and rations,

(unless you belong to some of the higher sort of

handicrafts, when you may reasonably claim more,)

until you obtain some insight into the nature ofthe

country. You can then better decide as to what

to do, and where to fix for a permanency.

To show you what clever folks we have already,

and that you may see that we "knowwhat'so'clock"

as well as our neighbours, I may quote the follow*

ing account of a curious piece of clock-work. An
ingenious Canadian mechanic of Quebec, named

Rousseau, has manufactured a very curious piece

of machinery, which is now being exhibited in

that city. It is thus described in the newspapers

:

** It is a clock with five dials, four of which will

show the time outside, and one in the interior.

—

These dials are four feet in diameter, except the

inside one, which is two feet. It will strike the

hours, half hours, and quarters, and before striking

will play tunes. It will of itself ring the Angelta
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at the prescribed hourS) as the church bells. It

wUl also strike correctly the day of the month, and

will ring an alarm bell when required, in case of

fire in the city or suburbs. The mechanism is six

feet long, by three and a half broad, and five and a

half high. It weighs 7^0 pounds, and the weights'

850. It contains nine bells, weighing together 86

pounds* It will go forty days without being

wound up."

In a new country like Canada, it may be

said that every day opens up fresh opportunities

and means of living to the sober and the indus-

trious, whatever their trade, business, or avo^^-

tion. In England, where they know for the most

part as little about Canada as they do about the

mountains in the moon, (and perhaps less in the

case of the fortunate persons who may have

enjoyed the pleasure of a peep through Lord

Rosse's telescope,) notwithstanding all the books

that have been written on the subject ;
people are

apt to fancy that, though there may be a little

ferming going on, arts, sciences, and manu-

factures are things absolutely unknown. I wish

such persons could, for an hour or two, pay a visits

we will say, only to the steam-mills of my worthy

friend Mr. Qooderham, of Toronto,—and, I am
happy to say, a right sound churchman. They

would therefind a business carried on to the amount

of one hundred thousand pounds a-year.
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This gentleman came out in 1832 or 183S,

comparatively a poor man—so poor that, when he

first started his mill as a wind-mill, t^nd the sails

were blown away one stormy night, he knew not

where to turn to replace them. Providence^

however, has since smiled upon his labours, and

he has now a steam-engine going which does the

vhole work oi an extensive establishment—pack-

ing flour, &c., into barrels, and, I believe, doing

everything but hooping and heading up the casks.

He has attached to this establishment from 150

to 200 stall-fed beasts, to whose feeding reservoirs

the engine, by a simple contrivance, is continually

pouring in a regulated supply of the best of food

of various kinds. These animals are kept in their

stalls for four months each at an average, except

the finest of the milch kine, which are retained

longer. The others are fattened up and sold off

for beef, yielding thus, doubtless, a large and

steady return.

Mr. G's son has similar mills about 33 miles up

the country—for the rental of which alone he pays

300/. a-year ; and a multitude of similar instances

might be added.

Lest I should be suspected of writing at all

partially, I quote from one of the papers a notice

of the solitary village of Gananoque, which may

give people some little idea of what is doing in

Canada.
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*' Few villages in Western Canada are so little

known as the manufacturing village of Gananoque.

Situated 18 miles below Kingston on the St.

Lawrence, at the mouth of a navigable creek, with

water power inexhaustible, it bids fair, at no

distant date, to become the Lowell of British

North America. It is now a town of some small

importance. A week ago, the writer paid a short

visit to this place, and much as he thought himself

acquainted with the growth of Gananoque, he was

greatly surprised at the extent and variety of the

manufactures actually carried on.

'^ In the first place, there are the extensive and

well-known ' McDonalds' flouring mills,' a grist

mill for custom work, an oatmeal mill, several

large saw mills, and many other matters con-

nected with the business of the Messrs. M'Donald.

Carried on by other parties, are a nail factory,

with fulling and carding mills (by Smith and

Davis), a pail manufactory, a rake and broom

factory (by Mr. Brough), a boot and shoe last

factory, a shingle mill, a stave factory, a ship

block factof)'^, and probably others which the

writer had no opportunity to see. The times

being wretched, all these victories are not in full

work ; but all are doing a little, and waiting for

better days. Independent of these which are

carried on by water power, the two largest cheese
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factories in the whole province are located at

Gananoque. The farm of 800 acres belonging to

the Hon. John Macdonald (farmed by two Scots-

men), is remarkably well stocked with the best

kine in Canada, as the next provincial show will

tell: and the equally large farm of Mr. J. L.

M'Donald (farmed in conjunction with M.
Havens), is quite as large, and equally well

stocked. These dairy farms are a credit to Leeds,

and prove the value of the land in the eastern

section of Western Canada, when properly occu-

pied and tilled. The very large quantity of

cheese made here is mostly exported to Liverpool,

where it enters into full competition with the

finest quality of American cheese.'^

Again, look at Toronto itself. The following

passages are well worth consideration, of which I

make a casual selection from the columns of the

" Provincial Advertiser.'*

"' When we reflect that the first European settler

planted his footstep on the beach of our spacious

harbour fifty-two years since, and compare the state

of the colony then with its present condition, we are

led to stretch the mind forward to the same given

time in futurity, and imagine what will be the

result ! We see her peopled with a population of

100,000 inhabitants; a large share of whom are

intelligent and industrious manufacturers and
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tradesmen, and her educational institutions which

are now being based upon a wholesome and

substantial foundation, will then become second

to none on this continent. It is not too much to

expect that in fifty years hence the population

of Toronto will be five times as great as it is at

present. Let us, for the sake of argument, com-

pare the advantages that the emigrants now have

to what they had fifty years ago. Then the

settler in the Home District had to get into an

open boat and row by hand, around to the

Niagara Frontier, to the " Grimsby Mills,'' as they

were then termed, and there purchase a few bags

of very inferior flour at an enon lous high price

;

and after he had returned, which would occupy

a space of a fortnight^ especially at that season

when the lake was rough, he would then have

to shoulder his bag and carry it from twenty to

thirty miles on his back through a dense forest^

and with only an Indian foot path, and a few

blazed trees to direct his course to his log shanty.

^The Home and Simcoe districts are capable

of maintaining an agricultural population of more

than 1,000,000 of souls; and we look forward

with pleasing anticipations to the day when tlie

vast tracts of unoccupied lands in the northern

and middle townships will be owned by an in-

dustrious and enterprising class of settlers, and
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when the present system of cultiyating the soil

will give way to a more enlightened and profit-

able mode. Vast improvements are being intro-

duced in husbandry in Western Canada^ and we

have the greatest confidence that, independent of

any benefit received from emigration, that the

present agricultural population is capable of

doubling the productions of the soil in periods of

from three to four years, from which source alone

Toronto will be able to maintain her position^

and her population will be warranted in extend-

ing improvements in the same increased ratio as

have been done for the past seven years.

''The Toronto harbour is the best on Lake

Ontario, and its importance in a commercial point

of view cannot well be over estimated. The city

itself is a little upwards of two miles long, and one

broad, and the streets are broad and laid out in

right angles. Probably no city in America is

more beautifully intersected with straight and

broad streets than this. The principal business

streets are King, Younge, and Clueen Streets.

King Street extends east in almost a straight

Une for forty miles, and leads direct to Kingston.

Younge Street extends in a perfectly straight line to

the Holland Landing, or village of Beverly, being

a distance of thirty-five miles. Queen Street

extends west to Hamilton. The most important
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business street is the former. It may be safely

said, that a more magnificent street than King

Street is not to be met with in any of the cities in

British America. It is very rare that a respect-

able mercantile house can be had, at even a fair

rental; and although the rents would seem ex-

orbitantly high, it is seldom that any stores are

seen unoccupied.

*' In most towns and cities periods of considerable

depression of business often occurs ; but as a proof

that Toronto does not suffe; very materially from

fluctuations of this kind, it is only necessary to

state that, at no period sales of freehold property

are made to any considerable extent at ruinous or

jven low prices. In fact, bargains of land, from

forced or voluntary sales, cannot be had without

paying nearly about its full value. Persons who

have invested their mon^^ in lots, even in the

back streets and suburbs, obtain full 10 per cent,

per annum for the amount invested, if the outlay

in making the improvements has been judiciously

expended. Many instances are to be met with,

in which parties have bought up lots of land, and

have not, during a lapse of ten or fifteen years,

laid out a sixpence of expense upon the land,

except paying the taxes, which have increased in

value at the rate of 15 per cent, per annum on the

investment. A freehold which in 1830 cost lOOl,
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could not now be purchased for less than 500/.

In the opinion of the writer, a property that is

worth, in the city of Toronto, at the present time

600/., will be worth eight years hence 1000/. It

is not saying too much in favour of this city, when

we state, that every stranger who visits it is

astonished at the healthy business appearance that

is everywhere to be met with ; and only wonder

how the taste and grandeur of so large and respect-

able a portion of its inhabitants can be sustained

in so new a place. It might not be out of place

to state here, that the prosperity of Toronto at

present mainly depends on the agricultural indus-

try of the surrounding back country, and from

this source alone her present position as the first

city in Western Canada, may without any difficulty

be creditably sustained.

*' It is not sufficient, in our opinion, that Toronto

should be viewed only in the light of an impor-

tant commercial city. It is possible to earn for

her a character of a manufacturing town also, and

with no small degree of delight the conductor of

this paper will from time to time endeavour to

point out feasible plans to bring about this impor-

tant result. Manufacturing operations have only

to a very limited extent been engaged in, but it is

flattering to see that in almost every instance

where an experiment has been properly made, the

VOL. II. N
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parties conducting them have succeeded beyond

their most sanguine expectations. Few, if any,

have failed, and on the contrary, nearly all who
have engaged in manu&cturing such articles as

were formerly imported into the country, have

earned for themselves a great increase of property,

besides a very comfortable and respectable liveli-

hood. It is the purpose of the writer, occasion-

ally to point out instances where branches of

manufacturing operations are carried on with: a

spirit and energy that would appear in keeping

with the modern genius of enterprise, therefore it

would be unnecessary at this time to enumerate

many particular cases to prove the importance oi

devoting more attention to the encouragement of

branches of industry of this kind.

'^ For the sake of illustration we shall mention

cme ease, tiie particulacs of which lately came

wider our notice, and ahaU! thetti point out tw& or

three instances in the United States where whole

towns have been built up in a very riioit space of

time firom manufacturing operations iilone. Good-

herham and Worfs steamrmilla give regular em-

pbyment to upwards of thirty families. Thia <me

establishment shipped last autumn 55,000 bushds

of wheat,, and 25,000 barrels of flour to MtmtieaL

The whole of this vast quantity of flour woi

ground at those millsw A. ism suoh esftaUiiii-
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ments would add greatly to the prosperity of this

city. A new steam-mill has been very recently

pnt in operation near the Market Buildings by

our enterprising townsman^ D. Cleak. A thirty

horse-power engine is employed in this mill^

which is constructed on entirely new principles,

being the invention of the proprietor. The great

merits of this engine claimed by Mr. Cleak are a

a total want of intricacy in its operation— a saving

of 50 per cent, of fuel on what is required by

other steam-engines, and a certain and infallible

proof against fire. The inventor is so sanguine

that the improvements he has made in the steam

boiler and other parts of the engine will equal

his most sanguine expectations, and, in fact,

almost create a revolution in the country, in the

mode of employing power to propel machinery,

that he has secured letters patent for the sole

right of manufacturing them in the provinces;

and we are informed that proper steps have been

taken to secure letters patent for the same pur-

pose in the United States and Great Britain. If

the improvement under consideration should

equal the high expectations that are anticipated

by Mr. Cleal, the powerful agent of steam will

doubtless be extensively employed in Toronto in

manufacturing flour for the British markets, so

that the entire exportation of bread-stuflis of the

N 2
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district will be made in flour instead of wheat.

We mean to be understood, that when these mills

are in operation, instead of shipping wheat from

the port of Toronto, as was the case the past

season, it will be ground into flour and trans-

ported across the Atlantic in that state, thus leav-

ing in the country some thousands of pounds,

besides a saying in costs of shipment.

^'It is no small degree of satisfaction to us to

see or hear of contemplated improvements. A
move of this kind in the right direction has lately

been made in this city by the organization of a

Marine Railway Company. The proposed capital

of this company is 12,000/., and as such an enter-

prise under the control of practical men can

scarcely fail in succeeding, we have great hopes

that it will answer so well that a great increase of

capital will ultimately be required to build the

largest class of steam propellers and vessels for

the trade of the inland lakes, and even West

India trade.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Unaeoomitable preference for Australaman colonies on the part of

the mother country—Absnrdity ofpaying goyemment "touters"

ibr Anstralian emigrants—Frqiosed plan for a government

system of emigration to Canada—^The ships of the navy " in

ordinary " might be fitted for the purpose—Tliree-fold classifi-

cation of emigrants—All must be required to pay something

—

Reduction of expense by this arrangement—Other advantages

likely to accrue—Fixed occupation (as on nulways) must be

provided for the destitute—^The old systems of settling them^ on

free grants ^rill £sdl and must be receded firom—The reason why

—Missionary chaplains should be appointed to emigrants on

railways—Proposed plan for dealing with poachers ; and the

ening through misfortune.

Considering the nearness of British North

America to England, its immense extent of still

unoccupied territory, its vast water power and

territorial resources—all calculated to make it one

of the finest appendages of the British empire,

together with the pressure of population at home

and the extreme cheapness of conveyance over

I cannot help, for my part, feeling utterly sur-
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prised that the Government should be at costly

expense in giving free passages to emigrants to the

ends of the earth, as Australia, &c., when the same

sum that sends out one individual thither would

go far towards sending a dozen to Canada, Nova

Scotia, or New Brunswick, And the most absurd

thing seems to be, that whilst the people are most

anxious to emigrate, and would be inclined to

besiege the Government offices for passages to

Canada, if informed how and where to apply by

means of cheap hand-bills, which might be sent

postage free to the clergyman of every parish lor

distribution, the Home Government are actually

employing a sort of ^^touters" or agents, to

persuade people to emigrate, who are receiving

thirty shillings a pair for every couple whom they

induce to make application, as if they were so

many recruits for the army.

Now, if the mother-country really wants to be

relieved of her surplus population by emigration,

sorely in a season of pressure she ought to seek to

do so at the cheapest possible rate. And I cannot

help thinking that when the British Nx»th

American provinces, which are just at her doors,

flore filled up, it will be time enough to think of

the more distant colonies to which the expense

of conveyance is so very much greater.

Suppose some such plan as this were adopted.
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We have a number of fine ships of the navy lying

in ordinary, which, with others already in com-

mission, might be readily fitted according to class

for the conveyance of from three hmidred to a

thousand or more of emigrants in each. They

might be commissioned pro tefmpore by a com-

mander or lieutenant-commander, and a sufficient

crew drafted on board from other ships, or enough

from those paying off, be encouraged to join, to

man them, if not with their full war complement,

at any rate with a sufficient number of hands for

their safety. They might sail either with or

without any armament (except a gun or two for

signals) as might be deemed most expedient; or,

in case of ships actually in commission at the

time of their being ordered on this service^

the lighter ones might be armed en fiute^ and

the heavy ones have their lower-deck-guns

taken out. That gun-deck might then be fitted

for passengers, and even the expense of much
carpenter's work might be saved, as if the sexes

were properly separated, berths could be screened

off for the unmarried women, hammocks might

be served to all the unmarried, and the married

ooufdes have sleeping places with canvas screens

allotted to each pair between dedca, such as they

have now in the navy.

It may perhaps be argued that a Government
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scheme of emigration could not only be of no

benefit, but be productive of actual injury, as well

to private enterprize as to Canada at large. It

might be said, first, that the trans-shipment of

our population may safely, in the first place, be

left to our merchants, owners, and shipping agents

;

and secondly, that Canada could not absorb or

employ the quantity who would come out. The

former question may admit of being left an open

one ; on the latter, I think there ought not to be

two opinions. Canada certainly does not want a

fever-stricken population ; and nothing tends to

produce such more than the crowding of ill-regu-

lated emigrant vessels. The order and discipline

of a man-of-war is just the thing that is wanted to

rectify this state of things. But, especially if

public works be largely carried on—and Canadian

railways would pay as no Irish ones could be

expected to pay—Canada could amply absorb any

amount that could be sent her. I think I can

understand the feeble tone of the recent despatches

to the Home Government on the subject of

Canadian emigration. Those who probably had

most to do with the preparation of those despatches

dare not speak, for fear of their n French masters.

The French party naturally dread a large emigra-

tion to Canada West, lest they should be gradually

outvoted in the House by its probable results, and
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their Radical servants and supporters dare not

therefore speak, except very feebly indeed, upon

the subject. Canada could soon absorb millions,

and the addition never be felt save in the practical

benefit to the country. As for Earl Grey^s talk-

ing about a surplus going to the States, I venture

to think, with all due deference to that Right

Honourable Peer, that none but a Whig legislator

would have so coolly spoken of throwing the bone

and muscle of our Empire into the arms of a not

always friendly republic.

Admitting, then, that a system of emigration to

any extent may be successfully pursued with

reference to Canada, the next question is, how is

this best to be carried out ? Much, of course, will

be done by private enterprize. Burial societies,

associations of oddfellows, and others, should club

their funds for the purpose, or at least a large por-

tion of such funds, instead of spending all on their

present objects.

Sheets of rules and regulation*'^ with regard to

terms of passage to Toronto or vlamilton, and

settlement of wild lands, with prices and rates of

payment, should be forwarded to every clergyman

and put up in every shipping office throughout

the United Kingdom.

If the navy were employed, a threefold mode

of classification might be adopted as regards emi-

N 3
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grants, tiz., of firat-class, intennediate, and steer-

age passengers, similar to that which already

obtains in private vessels.

I think thai the principle of taking some pay^

meiU, at least for the passage of all three classeSi

an important one to be carried out on every

account—as not only do people always value more

what they pay for, not only would a greater degree

•of general respectability be secured on the part of

the emigrants, not only would many be thereby

prevented from merely going at the public expense

to the States, but a larger proportionate number

eould be assisted for the same outlay on the part

of the Government.

Emigrants could, probably, thus be conveyed to

Quebec at an anrerage expense to the Government

of perhaps not vmore than two shillings a-head

including even what provisions were found them.

It may be said that then ihe poorest could not

come. To which I reply, then do not send them.

For^very otfe that does come, you will be aU the

ftietter able to support the remaining paupers at

home.

If out of the fourteen millions sunk in supplying

the wants of the starving population of Ireland—

a population just as likely, after the momentary

felief, to relapse into their former state of destitu-

tion, had been thus expended in assis ting a large
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portion of them to emigrate, and in employing

them on yarious public works of importance

—

such as canals and railways after they had been

sent out, some really permanent good might,

under the Divine blessing, hare been looked for,

and the hopelessly destitute pauper of the mother

country have been gradually converted into the

thriving producer and customer, and there would

be little talk of annexation if Canadian produce

were protected.

It ought never to be left out of sight for a

moment, however, that every Government plan

of emigration to be at all effective, must include

the notion of providing a fixed occupation for all

emigrants, who have no means of supporting

themselves on their arrival. It will not do even

to give tiiem free grants of wild land, and put

them upon them with an allowance of agricultural

implements and provisions for a twelvemonth.

Most experiments hitherto tried upon that plan,

feasible as it appears at first sight, have failed.

To a person who knows anything of the country,

and of the character of the great majority of the

intended settlers, who are probably destitute Irish,

the reason of the failure is clear. Newly arrived

immigrants, placed together in large numbers on

a new and wild block of land, are nearly as help-

less as the babes in the wood. They are entirely
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unacquainted with the varied resources of the

wilderness, and utterly unable to advise one an-

other. And from the depressing influences of

these causes, combined with the natural indiffer-

ence to the future, which forms so unfortunate a

component part of the character especially of the

lower order of Irish, they will relapse into care-

less indifference, do little or nothing while their

provisions last—perhaps even use as food, or >

scatter and waste, what should be the seed for

future crops, and thus fall into destitution, and,

too often, into crime.

It is a good thing, of course, occasionally to

give out a number of free grants ; but one valu-

able element which is introduced into a district

of country thus settled, consists partly in the self-

relying qualifications possessed by a large propor-

tion of the settlers, in consequence of their being

persons already used to the country, and not sent

out raw from home. The new hands then cluster-

ing near and around them, enjoy the advantage

from the first of the advice and association of a

number of experienced guides, who can both tell

them what to do, stimulate them by their example,

and encourage them by occasional aid in the way

of " bees,^' &c., which the new comers soon learn

to repay in kind : for when a bee is made to assist

a settler, it is always expected (and with justice)
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thfit he either in his own person, or by paying a

substitute, supply as much assistance when called

upon, as he has received. The principles of

combination and reciprocation of labour are thus

brought into active and healthy application. No
settlement can well thrive which does not contain

a sprinkling of experienced hands to inoculate the

others. Where people are not conveyed to a

settlement from the old country en masse, this

salutary leavening will always have a tendency to

be in operation in Canada, in consequence of the

constant inter-colonial or inter-provincial immi-

gration movement to which I have more than

once already referred, and to which public atten-

tion has scarcely, perhaps, heretofore been suffi-

ciently directed.

: As free grants, when distributed, are now very

wisely given to all applicants who bring certificates

as to respectability of character, without reference

to what means they may possess, persons of expe-

rience in the country are thereby induced to sell

out from the more settled parts, and to come upon

the free grants, bringing their means with them.

And it is no loss, but the contrary, however it

may appear at first sight a throwing away of land,

to grant it to such ; for depend upon it, every

person, whatever his means, who feels it worth

his while to go and be an actual settler, on a free
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grant of land, i», if of good character, a valuable

person there ; and the more he bringa with him«

the better he is worth having.

This view of the matter introduces another

consideration, which ought to be attended to in

the settlement of land by the system of free

grants ; and it is this :—that persons who have

enough of their own in provisions, or money, or

both, to keep themselves for a twelvemonth, will

be far more likely, from causes which 1 have

stated above, to bring them into productive order^

than those who have had everything found for

them. It seems a principle in human nature to

undervalue, and therefore not to profit by what

costs us nothing in the attainment. If emigranti

then, be sent out on a large scale, after the mode

on which I have ventured to throw out some

su^estions, those who have no private means

ought to be sent directly to work, ready prepared

for them of some sort or other, and not be left

either to make a series of miserable failures on

free grants, or otherwise spread themselves over

the country a helpless burden, if idle and impro-

iddent, i)n the resources of the older settlers.

The class who bring means with them, or who

pay the whole cost of their passage, would, of

course, be allowed a greater latitude of ohoioe;

but the absolute pauper, I say, should oe imme-

\
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diately set to work. This can only be done^

eidier by the Government taking the matter of

railways into its own hands, or by arranging with

the companies so as that they should be ready

immediately to receive and employ the emigrants

«o sent out. And there is one important point

as regards Canada, which cannot obtain at homc^

and thatis, that even supposing these great public

works to have been completed, and the hands upon

tiiem io be no longer wanted, instead of falling

back—as too often in the mother country—

a

hopeless burden on their parishes, they will, by

that time, have learnt enough of life in the pro-

vince to throw themselves for a livelihood upon

the general labour market, and that with great

benefit to the farmers, who might then be enabled

to employ more hands, and bring more land into

cultivation at remunerating rates of wages, than

they can do at present.

If, as regards all this proposed arrangement,

my own objection be quoted against me, as when

I have said that it was usually a fatal measure on

the part of individuals to bring out emigrants with

a view of availing themselves of their services, I

can only reply, that the Government has means

at its disposal of holding petF^ons so brought out

:to their engagements, which private individuals

have not; and that much will depend on the
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labourers being oflScered by competent over-

lookers, who ought to be men well acquainted

with the country. Missionary chaplains, besides

catechists and schoolmasters, ought likewise to be

appointed to the railways, who might seek out,

encourage, and instruct all those amongst the

labourers who were willing to avail themselves of

their instructions. Of course it must be expected,

that amongst the Irish there would be a consider-

able proportion of members of the Romish com-

munion ; but that, I suppose, is an unavoidable

circumstance, which must ever connect itself with

emigration or anything of a large scale from Ire-

land. In any case, they would probably be better

placed on a railway, where they would be subject

to organization, control, and admixture, than set

down in the mass in some part of the country by

themselves.

It has likewise occurred to me very forcibly,

that an unspeakable amount of good might be

done, and an unspeakable amount of crime, with

all its sad train of consequences in the sufferings

of the offenders, and the bad example in the

country, besides the actual cost of prosecutions,

might be saved, humanly speaking, by a limited

plan of emigration, in part compulsory, especiidly

with reference to offences against the game-laws.

I am not going to argue for a moment about their
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expediency or inexpediency as part and parcel of

the law of the land. But this one thing I am sure

of, that many a young man, otherwise respectable,

who would look with horror on the bare notion of

stealing a duck or a fowl from a farm-yard, cannot

be got to see that he is inyolving himself in any

crime if he ventures to knock down a hare or a

pheasant if it happen to cross his path. He begins,

perhaps, by some such act, is taken, convicted,

and sent to prison. Upon this he too often loses

all heart and self-respect. He feels himself a

marked man. He becomes reckless, transgresses

again, under aggravated circumstances, is again

committed for a longer period, and goes out once

more—too often, it is to be feared, a hardened and

desperate man—to offend, perhaps, a third time,

in a way which may bring him to the gallows, or

consign him at least for life to the tender] do-

mesticities of Norfolk Island. Now it strikes me

that it would be very easy, where a young man

was otherwise of good character, to dismiss him

for the first offence with a simple reprimand ; for

the second, to make his emigration to Canada

compulsory in the outset, with the understanding,

that if he returned before from five to seven years

were expired, he would be liable to be sent to a

penal settlement ; but that, in all other respects,

he should be free in Canada, and after that time
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entirely lo, even to return, if he chose. To save

his character, he should be sent out without his

circumstances bong known to any but the proper

officers; and, depend on it, that, so fieur from his

wishing to come back after he had been out for a

time, in nineteen cases out of twenty, the same

individual who might have been the embryo des-

perado and murderer, is turned into a thriving

and useful subject. He cannot poach in Canada

according to the English acceptation of the term

;

and I have heard of cases where those who had

been notorious poachers at home, turned out

stea^ farmers, and scarcely cared to take up the

gun, simply because there was no one to hinder

them from doing so. Besides the benefit to the

individual, look at the saving to the county rates

from such an arrangement. Of course very great

discretion would have,to be exercised in its appli-

cation; and to prevent parties from committing

offences in order to 'get a free passage out, the

laws against wilful, incorrigible, and intentional

offenders, might be made even more stringent

than they are now.

With such precautions might not a similar

leniency be sometimes extended towards other not

wilful offenders, but offenders in some degree

through destitution and distress, and whom per-

haps a first, and comparatively slight offence (oo-

Wmm
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sererely visited, might have driven into deeper

abysses of crime.

I hope that, for making these suggestions, my
friends in Canada will not accuse me of wishing

to turn it into a penal colony, and to inundate the

country with felons. My object is simply to point

out one door, by the opening of which in a mer-

ciful spirit of discretion, many, not ,sunk in sin,

might be reclaimed to the paths of virtue.

After some such manner, perhaps the problem

jnight also be solved, as to what to do with sin-

oercHy penitent offenders, who, afterliieir term of

punishment is expired, appears desirous of walking

in the paths of honesty and virtue.

1 1
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CONCLUSION.

Snmmarjr of wants and prospects of Canada, political, commercial,

and ecclesiastical—^With proper legislation and church extension

a glorious result with the Divine blessing may be anticipated

—

A Idndly wish for the reader on bidding him farewell.

And now, dear reader, that I be not burdensome

to you, I think it is time to bring these stray sheets

to a termination. If anything that has been set

before you in these pages leads you to cast in your

lot with us here in the West, I can only express

a hope that you will find I have told you the

honest truth about the country, where I am sure

you have my best wishes that you may succeed to

your heart's content. Whatever the drawbacks

which may attach to it as a place of settlement

—

and such as existed I have in nowise sought to

conceal—I think it is not to be denied that Canada

is a majestic country, at least equal as a place of

residence to the States^ and, in some respects, I
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venture to think very greatly superior. With its

majestic lakes, its noble rivers^ its variety of cli-

mate, its immensity of extent, its nearness to the

mother country, and its soil of inexhaustible ferti-

lity, not to speak of its scarcely yet explored

mineral treasures, it is impossible to assign any

limit to the future development of the country, or

to the advance, either in a moral or commercial

point of view, of its inhabitants. We want closer

British connexion ; that may be secured by more

of a protective policy adopted towards us by the

mother country—^by the admission of colonial

representatives to the home Parliament ; by our

having all the provinces united under a vice-regal

government at Quebec^ and by linking the two

countries together by a chain of steamers and

railways. But, as a link far nobler and more

enduring, we want church-extension, to bind us

in closer ties of spiritual brotherhood with our

parent church at home ; and, in connexion with

church-extension, a system of education based on

the most liberal of all principles, namely, religious

ones. For what saith the Scripture ? " If the Son

make you free, ye shall be free indeed.''

Church-extension and religious education will,

under God^s blessing, tend more than a thousand

measures merely political, to foster loyalty—^loyalty

will produce good order ; the two in combination
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will beget confidence in ns at home ; confidence

wiU beget ci^pita} ; capital will procare and pay

labour ; labom^ and capital will enrich the proTinc^

and the Dirine blessing, if sought in humility, and

fiuth, and prayer, will sanctify eyery effort, ma&e

light every difficulty, and gild every success. If,

gentle reader, you should ever visit these scenes

of the West, perhaps by the borders of some of

our majestic inland waters, it may etometimei

occur to you to meet ** the pioneer of the wilder-

ness/' who bids you for the present a cordial iare^

welL But should it be so ordered that we never

meet in time, then Qod grant that we may befdii

be permitted to '^ see eye to eye '^ upon a lovelier

and a happier, because a holiershore.



POSTSCRIPT.

SiNCB the preceding sheets were sent to England, a

Kttle aocidiental dcdajr in publishing, (partly owing to a

jonmey up^ the Rhine on family business of importanoey

undertaken by the obliging F.R.S., who has kindly

volunteered to correct tiie press,) affords the Author an

opportunity of saying a few ''more kist words'* on

recent events of importance;

The Church is to be congratulated on the addition

of another episcopal see to the Canadas. The diocese

ol Quebec is to be divided into two; and Montreal

made the see of a distinct diocese.^ The new Bishop

dboi is said to be the Rev. Dr. Mackie, " official" or

•ommissary to the present Lord Bishop of MontreaL

The-mode of this gentleman's selection is interesting;

The nomination of the new bishop' having rested chiefly

with H^ Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, ouv

Mvexad tuid eminent Metropolitan, with characteristio

wisdom), ie£»i3red the appointment to Br. Mountain,
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who again offered to be gnided by the votes of his

clergy. The result was the almost unanimous election

of his own official, Dr. Mackie. The present Bishop

of Montreal, who, under that title, has hitherto admin-

istered the diocese of Quebec having been consecrated

for that purpose, on the superannuation of the late

lamented Bishop Stewart, will henceforth, therefore,

be Bishop of Quebec, and Metropolitan, probably, over

all the British North American provinces.

The Cathedral of Toronto has been burnt down in

a great fire, which threatened destruction at one time

to nearly half the city, but which, by the blessing of

Providence on the exertions of the firemen, the military,

and others employed in putting it out, was limited to

the block in which it originated, which was all con-

sumed, with, singularly enough, the exception of the

rectory house. The origin of the fire is not known.

Loss of property is always to be deplored, but as far

as the cathedral itself is concerned, the event is any-

thing but a calamitous one. The edifice as it stood,

presented one of the worst possible specimens of eccle-

siastical taste, or rather want of taste. Had a cupola

been only substituted for the ungraceful and stunted

spire, it would have made a very respectable exchange

or town hall, but a church it should never have

been. The good folks of Toronto, and indeed of

Canada generally, have now an admirable oppor^

tnnity of adorning their wonderfully improving city
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Aud province, by planting a gem of eooleeiaatioal

architeoture, either on the site of the late building, or

eren on some spot still more suitable.
'

As regards the restoration of the cathedral, howerer,

I am sorry to say that a spirit of what at least appears

u> me unjustifiable economy, has been at work ; only

, as I would fain hope, to be checked in the yery first

commencement of its exhibition.

It seems that the frontage of the present enclosure

is capable of being let off to great advantage, in the

shape of so many "building lots," for stores and ware-

. houses, and that the result would be a very favourable

" one, both as a building fund, and for the endowment of

tho proposed new edifice. Now if the church people

of Toronto were wretchedly poor, they might be to be

pitied. Some excuse might be offered, and even then

but a so-so one, for the proposed desecration. Their

poverty might wring from their wills a reluctant con-

sent. But the very reverse is the fact. The church

people of Toronto, besides at least equalling in number

the Romanists and all other sectaries put together, are

there, as everywhere else, the very61ite of the city;

> and were they only to work heart and hand as they

might, an edifice worthy the name of a cathedral might

speedily rear its honoured head, and no one a whit the

poorer. Pity, indeed, if such an effort be not made,

and if the spirit of secularity be suffered to intrude

npon the threshold of the House of the Lord, and lay

Vol. II. o

i*
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mihallowcMl fingers on the nouldering lemainf 9t

Hhoee, concerning wbom we charitably hope that they

sleep in Jesus. That the grayee of the dead in Ohriit

.thonld boTansadEedfto ho tamed, it may be into wine-

taellan,
—

^methinks it were not well. The rightway of

ffoing to work woald appear reiy simple. The inra-

lanoe of the consumed edifice not onlycoTers a dd>t

upon it, bat leaves a balance of some fiire thoosaad

fionnds in hand, towards another building. The con-

gregation are, of course, sadly inconvenienced, and io

accommodate them, four services haive of necesiily

io be crowded into the Chnrdi of the Holy Trinity.

^Another sanctuary is wanted :as eoon as possible; bnt

m cathedral cannot and should not be (hastily ran op.

What arrangement easier than, or bo easy, as to build

^ith the funds in hand, a plain parish church on flie

«ite of the late one, and to seek a gradually aconmulat-

n^ fund for a regular cathedral, to be built with the

Aeliberation which the importance of the subject

ve^uises.

The lake "shore front, somewhere out near the

Bishop^s residence, would, if a portion could be pre-

'0Ored, 'form an admirable site ; and there need be no

tinclosare, for the church in Toronto already possesses

« cemetery, unrivalled in point of site for sequestered

beaatyand solemnity, and very superior, in the Author!s

Immble judgment, to that of the far-famed Anbam,

near Boston, in the United States. The new edifice

^'
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would tlmf, moreorer, at onee poMMa tlie MirMit^fB

of lying east aod west, a position, whioh from ike

natare of the looalitj, cuold not be oocopied by the

fnouott

It wonld then stand likewuie, just almost oppotHe to

the channel bj whioii the newly-arrived emigrant enters

the noble bay, to welcome him as it were with a torrent

of hallowed and affeoting association. The highly de-

eoiatiye Gothic should be aroided. The early Englidi

in its simple majesty wonld be most adapted to the

elimate, and accord (ax best with the locality. If the

enerable head of the church in Upper Canada incline

'to a similar -view of the subject, with his rigorous c<m-

'•titution, even at his present advanced age, he may yet

live to plant the crosier in an episcopal seat which the

hand of sanctified taste shall have made the pride and

glory of this fair metropolis of the West. But the

question is, How many carriage drives, and how many

dinner parties will the fcwhionables of Toronto give np>

that they may the more readily put their hands to the

good work 1 I can only say, good public, the first pro-

ceeds of this book, if any, shall be the humble subscrip-

tion of the " Pioneer of the Wilderness," that is, if the

high contracting parties will allow us a regular-built

cathedral, and not make the outer court of the sanctuary

a receptacle of merchandise.

But my readers will, ere these sheets appear, have

been made aware, that other fires have been, aks 1 lighted

2
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in Canada than those which consumed the Church ofSt.

James, Toronto.

The Parliament Houses at Montreal, with the office of

the archives and its invaluable contents, are now, alas,

a heap ofcharred desolation. And who lighted the fire-

brand that consumed the Hall of Council ) Who ap-

plied the funereal torch that let loose the red-hot de-

struction which swept its devouring waves over throne

and curule chair where sat the once-honoured represen-

tatives of the Queenly Majesty of Britain ? Who, bat

the boasting, yet enslaved politicians who insulted the

free loyalists of Canada, by attempting to chain them

to the car of Gallic treason 1 True it was a fierce and

terrible e^it that tiring of the Parliament Houses ; an

act which all sober-minded Christian men cannot cease

to lament and condemn. " But oppression," says the

Scripture, " drives a wise man mad."

The bill for the payment of losses sustained by those

who, in 1837, had been in open arms against her Ma-

jesty's Sovereignty, was the torch that fired the Houses

of Assembly.*

* That acute commentator on public eventSi " Punch in Canada,'^

already referred to in a former part of this work, in one of hii

numbers has most graphically illustrated this view of the matter.

The portrait of the man who holds the torch bears a striking re-

semblance, to say the least, to that of the French despotic seigneur

and slave-owner of the Canadian radical leaders and their sup-

porters. Indeed, from the domination exercised by this man, one

yrovld be apt to think that slavery was not entirely abolished in
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It will have been observed that during all the fonner

part of this work I never once made mention of Lord

Elgin. The fact was, I feared to say anything that

might tend however remotely to give the British public

a wrong impression with regard to his proceedings (to

which I had not then discovered the key), lest I might

do anything towards hampering what I believed to be

his policy. He came to Canada with a sort of moderate

Tory reputation, and my impression consequently waS)

that whilst he was willing to give what was nominally

termed " Responsible Government/' but which was in

reality mere subserviency to a French irresponsible de*

magogue, free play, he was no less determined to

maintain British interests inviolate when the time for

action should have come. In other words, that he was

only waiting till the ministry should have concocted

some measure sufficiently outrageous to warrant him in

sending the bill home and appealing to the country.

The Rebel-pajring measure gave the desired oppor*

tuuity. When he not only neglected this, but com-

mitted himself entirely to the unprincipled party that

the Canadas, whatever it may be in the rest of the British depen*

dencies* Bttt one must take care what he says in these days of

" libenr' misrule. What will onr English friends think when I

tell them that an honourable upper servant of the above French-

man actually ordered au English gentleman into the custody of the

sergeaat*at>arms, because he told him in the lobby of the House,

in mere common conversation, in answer, too, to a question of his

own, that the country considered him a humbug!

!
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had proposed the meaauxe;: then it vnm thai aU lojal

heairta sank within them. The kej to his policy wa«

thm made manifest. It was the same as that of all hi»

Whig conneotions, since <^e time that Whiggeiy firat

was—m>t die noble and commanding principle ^'fiai

jvstitiaruatccalum/' but the poor, paltry, contemptible

doetrine, look out for nomber one, and let chance take

eare of the rest. It is rumoured that Lord Elgin haa

been promised a British Peerage could he keep Canada

quiet for a certain length of time. And it was aa

though it had been said to him,

—

" Treat the Toriea

any how. Their loyal principles will enable them to

bear any amount of kicking. They will never rebeL

But give the troublesome, agitating, Bebel-Badical party

everything, they being in possession of the loaves and

fiiriies, will of course be content, and so Canada will be

kept quiet, and the Whigs claim the credit oi it. If

that be obtained at the expense of outraging all loyal

hearts, pooh 1 never mind ! we have got what we want.

We have taken care of number one, and thus shaU th»

honours of an English coronet descend on the brow»

o{"the£ruce\"

* The folly and aastnnption of a pretension to descent from

King Robert Brace on the part of Lord Elgin, as claimed by him-

self and for him by his supporters, has been ably exposed by

'*The Church" newspaper of May 17, in an editorial, founded on

a communication sent by an individual whom the Author has some

reason to know, and who has something like a right to call him-

self a lineal descendant of the illustrious monarch and warrior
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Thus it gradually beoune bat too- evident tbftt tkc

QovemoE oared uoihiog for the colony, or indeed for that

Britiah constitution, so long as he could but retain hia

poeUion by truckling to the men, one of whom, ia ih»

insolence of imaginary power, had declared " that it wai

high time to do away with the farce qf petUioning (I)

altogether !" In fact any petition not favourable to

Franco-Radical views,, no matter how respectably oe

numerously signed, had for a long time been treated

nath the utmost contumely by these splendid specimen!

of a responsible government. But before that, recent

lamentable erents had proved how the matter really

stood, it was at least finally hoped by the loyalists

above referred to. The simple fact is, King Robert left no moit

dtaoendaiits. The itmoM of his line ceased' with lus son> who died

yonngb His two daug^tsra were married,, dieone to Stewart, Earl

of Bttchan. the ancestor of the Stuart Une, from whom Her present
^

Majesty is Queen of Scotland and Countess of Carrick. The other

espoused William, Earl of Sutherland, on whose eldest son, who

also died in early youth, the crown was once entailed. From the

next child the Duke's immediate family and the present represen-

tatives of the Sutherlands of Berriedale are descended. Lord'

Elgin's pretensions, therefbre, founded on the mere name, are thus

proved null and void. The thing wa» hardly wortii noticing in &

wiHrki like tins, were it not for the war-cry attempted by some of

the Radical newspapers of " Bally round Uie Bruce !" an expres-

sion which haS: now become a bye-word of those who burn the

unfortunate Governor in efBgy. The Scottish clubs have all ex-

pelled him but one, and there the most laughable means were

employed to secure a balance of votes in his favour.
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throughout the country that the unhappy and infatu-

ated Governor-General would hare paused before that

at the back of an unprincipled faction he should have

put the seal to a measure calculated to sicken every

fiiithful heart in Canada,—^to sadden the weak and to -

infuriate the fiery.

But hope gave way to despairing indignation, when

'

on the fatal 25th of April it became known that the

weak misguided nobleman to whom the interests of*

Great Britain in the Colony were confided, had been

'

literally bullied by a clique only formidable from their

'

prostrate sycophancy to a French pardoned rebel, into

giving his consent to the measure that canonized rebel* •

lion.

When the fatal signature was annexed, a murmur

"not loud but deep," and deepening in volume as it;

rolled, flew from the gallery and reached the street like

wildfire. Then rose the hoarse fierce shout*of indigna-

tion,—the cry for vengeance from the bosom of infuri-

ated multitudes, and a rush as though " St. George for

England" had stooped from the skies and charged on his

fiery war steed in the very van of the tumult against

the hydra-headed monsters of rebellion. True, the eu"

slaved clique in power called the Loyalists rebels. But

good men and true know right well that whatever the

nominal temporary position tluy might occupy, the real

nursery of rebellion was with its rewarders. The first

burst of popular fury was experienced by the unhappy

S«ftri**#«*S*
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Ooveraor himself. The well-known saying of Napoleon

Bonaparte, that there was bat one step between the

sublime and the ridiculcns, was never more fnlly proved

than it was on this sad occasion. The retirement of

Lord Elgin, who endeavoured to effect a hasty retreat

by a back door, was the signal for a general onslanght

on the carriage. Missiles of the most unsavoury descrip-*

tion harassed the rear, defiled the garments and bespat"

tered the equipage of the retreating Knight of the

Thistle; and on his arrival at Monklands, we have it

on undoubted authority that much water had to be put

in requisition.

His going forth was (as I am informed), on his own

part in fear and in trembling, but on that of the popu**

lace, attended even up to that moment with kindly

aspiration and hope. His return was full of a nation*^

contempt. But even yet, the lowest deep in that abyss

-

of public scorn was not attained by the unhappy noble*

man. This was not reached till some days after, when

at the beck of the now trembling but still insolent knot

of philo-rebel potentates who had urged him on the

previous occasion he came to the temporary House of

Assembly to receive a pro form& address. The multi-

tude let him go thither in security, but waited quietly

without for his return.

After a short interval, by the almost miraculously

intuitive information possessed by crowds, it became

known that ving consummated another act in the

3
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diama of political infamy then playing, he had made

a clandestine retreat (dignified step for a Governor-

General) through a back door, and was hastily driving

through the side lanes of the city, to escape the ezpres>

sion of pnblic opinion, especially of that portion of it

which came in a palpably ansayonxy form, and which

gave him the most solid cause to repent of his conneo-

tion with advisers who had procured him such axt

ovation. The carriage was driven too fast for it to be

overtaken on foot, and then commenced, perhaps, the

most sadly ludicrous exhibition that the annals of public

ridicule could record : for the people immediately rushed

id all the cab-stands, impressed the queer jingling

French-looking " conveniences'' fortiiwith, and immedi-

ately set forth full cry in chase of the Governor. Hence

I fear he has nearly as possible arrived at the lowest

point of the scale of the descending series of degrada-

tion. Rptten eggs m^ht bo dignified ; dead cats might

be magnified by an extremely talented rebel-loving

apologist; but, a cab-chase of a GoyemoivG^neral—

•

never!

This state of things, however though deeply to be

ctoplored in the degrading aspect under which it pre-

sented .the once esteemed and honoured representative,

of royalty, was only a light infantry skirmish as com-

pared with the heavy salvo of artillery—the stem fierce

outbreak of indignation against sympathy with traitors

that manifested itself in the ever-to be denbroid destruo-

tion by fire of the Parliament Houses.
\
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Ai an immeiise meeting held in the Champ de Mars

to take into consideration the existing state of afl&Lra,

—the betrajral of the interests of the sovereign and th6<

oompromise of the integrity of the empire by the

Representive, a suddon cry,—at first from an nnknowa.

quarter arose of
—

^''To the Hoosei—to the Housel"

As from the first low wail that proclaims the descoil:

of the tempesty till it makes its deadly swoop in th*

mad rush of the tornado, the cry gathered strength and

fury till the multitude broke ground, and flew as tmm

man upon the devoted building.

A heavy crash of paviug^tones in an instant shivraed

the windows. Vainly did the rebel-paying faction ity

to cower now behind the popularity of the Tory meofe-

bers—not fbrgettii^ the sob^antial places of refuge

afforded beneath desks and behind shutters. Vainly

cUd the Tory gentlemen try to soothe the voused feelingii

Words now had lost their power. The Anglo-SaxoBr

blood was up ! One terrible idea of retributive veng»^

ance, however lawless in a literal point of view, h*4

seized the mincb of the multitude. The hottse when.

irea8on had been sanctioned mtui be PURGED BY
FIRK—A startling commentary iq>on Uiose words o£

scripture: " Rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft !*' And

purged by fire it was. Lit by an unknown hand the

flisaies shot up, and poured a suddM glow over the sea

of countenances agitated by one dread expression of

roused emotion.
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The fire swept on in its might. The members, after

a run but gallant effort to save the library, on the part

of Sir Allan MoNab and others, rushed for their lives

from the building. When, suddenly, a shout arose

amongst the multitude,—" The Queen's PICTURE 1"

The words struck like an electric shock. The foremost

of the rioters darted forward at the sound—crushed into

the blazing pile,—and at the risk of their lives, and

amidst enthusiastic cheers for Her Majesty on the part

of the vast crowd assembled, bore the portrait of their

beloved Sovereign, and the mace, the emblem of her

authority, almost entirely uninjured from the flames;

the act gilding with a sort of rainbow glory the popu-

lar tempest as it loured<

' Then followed a spectacle as strange as it was por-

tentious of political ruin to the French ridden party

who had evoked the storm« The fire companies turned

out in brigades amidst the incessant pealing of bells

throughout the agitated oity^ and the engines were hur-

iried to the scene of action, and drawn up. But none

offered to work them. The firemen stood in long ex-

tended files, with folded arms, grimly surveying the

destruction. One or two private houses caught fire,

all eagerly rushed to the rescue, and soon extinguished

the fiames t but rebellion had been sanctioned in th(U

House, and it must bum. So at least judged that vast

multitude of stem excited men. We blame them, add

we lament the devastation ; but who goaded them to
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madness 1 I leave that inquiry to be made by Lord

Stanley and Mr. D'lsraeli. British Canadians hope

that they will follow it up well.

At length the military made their appearance, and

drew up in front of the building. A trembling philo-

rebel magistrate sneaked forth from the Franco-Radical

camp, cowered down behind the troops, and read, of

pretended to read, the Riot Act. He then ordered the

men to fire ! The commanding officer, however, was

of a different opinion, and with a highly laudable

desire to save any needless efiusion of blood, he simply

told his men to charge. The populace, however, took

this with the highest good humour. One would have

thought some one had been teaching them the exercise

:

for they faced about with a precision almost ludicrous

(were not the whole affair too sad for ridicule)—re-'

treated when the troops advanced, halted when they

halted—^in a word, followed their motions exactly—-

gave three cheers for the Queen, three more for their

friends the soldiers, with their brave colonel, and then

gradually as the excitement wore out, and the fire

burnt low, dispersed to their several homes.

A feeble attempt was made by the ministry to fasten

the charge of arson on Messrs. Ferres, Mack, Montgo-

mery, Howard, and Perry, the well-known loyalty of

whose principles naturally exposed them to the enmity

of the friends and rewarders of rebels; but the matter

has ended hitherto in those gentlemen being admitted
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to bftil on tonoB of their own diotfttion. Thoir de-

pitfiiife from tkeir highly honourable incarceration wm
a triumphal procession, preceded by the nnion-jaok,

and enlivened by the cheers of countless thousandsi to

the horrible discomfiture of their caitiff opponents.

Save then, the rebel-paying party, and their few

supporters in the country (for I am thankful to aay

that even the majority of those calling themselyee

Radicals have shown this time that they felt themselyes

at least to be Britons), have been making the most

desperate efforts to prop a falling cause. FaLaehooda

of every degree of magnitude have been put m circular

tion. It was pretended that the Tories act fire to

Toronto I The telegraphs were stopped, to prevent

the news from reaching the interior, till the Directors

considering the interference with their property illegal,

turned out the policemen who held possession of their

office. The mails for England vfir'n similarly detained,

to prevent (wise politicians 1) the account of their misK

deeds from travelling home. Lists for signature to

pretended addresses of confidence have been left at all

the turnpike-gates in the country—at least sudi of

them as were under Government control—nay, even

the very gravestones of the dead have been ransacked

to swell the list of signatures. To these fictitiottS.

addresses of confidence of the Governor—addresses

written in the most barefaced manner, in the temporary

House of Parliament, by Fianco-Badicals, and filled
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wifth pretended tignatuiee »fter the manner desoriWd,

or by other meant equallj dacreepntable. Eren tkm

niine of the babe unborn, or rather the possible nam*-^

sex of coarse wae no consideration—^had been affixed

to these addresses^ with that of the children of a whol»

family.

The Goyemor, instigated of coarse by his adrisers^

made an attempt to arm 500 Frenchmen, to preserve)

as he said, the peace of the city; just as if the ministry

were madly bent on forcing on a collision between the

two races, when the British population was already

goaded nearly to madness, by the neglect, insult, and

tyranny, of the French-ridden majority.

Bat here he waa stopped by the gallant commander

of tho forces, the late Sir Benjamin D'Urban, whose

sodden demise has so recently cast a gloom over hift

admiring circle of firiends. This wise and prudent

officer lost no time in sending his Excellency a polite

message, to the effect that if his French corps were not

disarmed and disbanded forthwith (thoy had been

actually supplied with muskets, &c. from the Govern-

ment depots, to use against the most loyal subjects of

the cro^u, in Canada), he should immediately withdraw

the British troops from the province. It is needless

to say, that the hint (a tolerably broad one), was

taken.

Meantime the ministry, as if recklessly determined,

duriog the remainder of, we hope, their brief tenure of
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office, on trying how far they oould set both God and

man at defiance, have passed their infamous bill to ex-

olade religion from King's College and Unirersity.

The Bishop of Toronto's christian and manly protest

against this iniquitous protest is a document of power-

ful force, and one that will long be remembered. We
lament the sin of these misguided men, but we rejoice

in the assurance that the church must now have a

university of her own. Fear not, therefore, church-

men, to come to Canada, and bring your sons with you.

Divine Providence will order good out of evil fron the

present struggle. Amidst the scenes of destruction

which have accompanied it—scenes which no christian

man can ever too deeply regret, one thing is clear now

—

that loyal men need not fear to come and live in

Canada. ITuit is, if loyalty only have fair play and

commendation at hom£. Late events have opened my

eyes to an amount of fidelity to British institutions and

connections existing in this province which has perfectly

astonished me*. Tories of large property are deli-

* All honour to the Tory press of Canada. The number of

newspapers of loyal principles would surprise a stranger, who,

hearing of the country chiefly through the United States news-

papers, or through the medium of the misdeeds of traitors in high

places, would be disposed to view it as a swdtering hot-bed of

revolutionary principles. So far from it, the press of Canada has

reacted on the States. Thousands of Englishmen in the Republic

have offered their hearts and swords, if need were, on the present
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btntelj offering to flkerifiee ilie whole if thereby th«

country may be kept % British colony, and the charao*

tet- of some of the parties at least precludes the idea of

this being merely an idle boast. A gallant Tory league

(w* must have done with the word " Conserrative," it

macks too strongly of Sir Robert Peel and expediency)

—is being organized throughout the length and breadth

of the province, and all that is wanted is the support

of the Imperial power at home.

From all I can learn, the Whig Oovemment there is-

ocouion to the lojalists of Canada. Again I aay all hononr to the

Tory preta of theae colonies. Debarred on accoant of their loyalty

from the alightcat prospect of political aggrandUement for the

present, the Tory editors have maintained a nobly disinterested

struggle. The articles continually issuing from the colonial loyal*

ist press would, many of them, reflect high credit upon the first

metropolitan newspapers. Where all are so admirable, it would ap-

pear invidious to characterize one above another. But as a matter

of personal gratitude, I cannot refrain from offering my wannest

thanks to "The Church" newspaper, published in Toronto, and

to its amiable and highly-gifted editors the Rev. Messrs. Macgeorge

and Mackenzie, for the kindly favourable notice which they have

been pleased to bestow on more than one extract from the hitherto

unpublished sheets of this work. The opinion of so highly-

principled and influential a paper as "The Church," and one so

widely-extended, moreover, as to throw off some hundreds of

copies for circulation in England alone, is of itself no slight reward

for the author's humble efforts in the cause of religion and loyalty

for the mutual benefit of British North America and the mother

country.
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tittering to its fall» aad piofaablv before these aiie^

tha light, it idll be amongst the things that have been.

At least in the present adranced ataAe o£ the season ai.

home, they may linger oat the session, but I should

think that they could scarcely &ce another unless jadi*

oial blindness have indeed be&llen our British IsradL-

Thdr outrageous mismanagement, not of these magni-

ficent colonies alone, but of all the other dependencies

of the British Crown, must eyentually shake them from

their seats, even [had they no acts of political delin-

^uenoy to answer for in the mother country.

The Tory fact of their being leagued with the free

trade politicians ought to present a permanent bar to

their tenure of office ; and not only to them, but to

that of any party, called by whatsoever name, who pur-

sue a similar suicidal policy. Sir Robert Peel, for

iiistance, may be a highly respectable man in private

life, but I firmly believe that there lives not the indi-

vidual who has inflicted, however unintentionally, more

serious injury on the standing interests of his country,

or injury of a nature more difficult to repair. I^i the

first moment, when in urging on the Romish Emanci-

pation Bill, he wittingly and avowedly sacrificed prin-

ciple to expediency, he showed himself a man unwor-

thy the political confidence of Englishmen. He con-

summated the proof of such worthlessness when he

forsook the party of his own creation, to throw him-

self into the arms of the short-sighted declaimer of

[
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Stookport. The mischief he ha» done can only be

repaired, imder Providence, by a determined recurrenot

to these sound principles which made, under Grod, one

beloyed country a queen amongst nations, and placed

her in a position at once to defy foreign aggression tod

to dictate peace to the world.

The dogmas of the free traders are fallacious enough

at all events ; but to propound them as the law of in-

tercourse for Great Britain and her dependencies, is

flBsply and at once to recommend national suicide^.

Free trade and colonies are a political incompatibility.

Snch policy treats a colony as a foreign power praoti-

€0Up, and if carried out it will soon end in making it

one UieraUy. I know very well that some penny-wisa

politicians in England wish it to be so. Imagining

that foreign states will respond to their impra<^cable

theories ofreciprocity, they waot no colonies. Through

the indulgence of these vain imaginations of theirs^

they hope to make Manchester the commercial Delphi

of the world. So they may, to a great extent, whilst

colonies continue to Great Britain. But fax moro by

their indirect than by their direct agency. It is not by

what a colony purohases, so much as by the prestige of

power which it imparts, that it is chiefly valuable to

the parent state. As the nurseries of our seamen, the

training schools of our commanders, the outposts of our

sovereignty and the safety-valves of our population^

the colonies do our errand and make us great. What
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they ask in retarn is simply protection. These are

some of the points that have been either entirely over-

looked, or wilfully disguised, by the men of the leagne

and their disciples. Cleverness at such matters of fact

as pounds and pence seem almost to unfit men for great

and enlarged views of commercial policy. We are

turning the car of empire into an advertising van for

<< cotton Lords," whilst the reins of the mightiest domi--

uion that the sun ever shone upon are rapidly slipping

from our grasp. To suppose that the world will come

to buy of us, and allow tis to keep it» gold, when the

power of self-protection in the senate and on the wave

has departed, wrll be to expect an outrageous impossi-

bility. The theory is altogether Utopian. The history

of nations strikes a death-blow against it. Rome*

long ago attempted the same thing. (See 6ibbon*s De^ •

dine and Fall of the Soman Umpire.) She became

weak in her extremities—^gorged to plethoric satiety at

her yitals ; and then came the destroyer and the

avenger. With her colonies went her steel-clad legions.

Her breakwater was undermined. Her political might

fled with her physical : and a tempest of Vandal irrup-

tion burst the wide barriers of the North, and swept over

the doomed walls of the Eternal City !

Let the history of the past be onr instructor for the

future. As regards our British North American pos-

sessions, now is the time to decide as to whether they

are to be saved to the British Crown. For once lose

-. .^m'^^4*•»*• f^^'-rmm*'^ ••
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the Canadas, and the others will soon follow their

fette.

In a former part of this work I prophesied an im-

pending crisis. I did not think that it would come so

soon. To the all-important question as to how the

political deliverance of Canada is, under Providence, to

be effected, I answer that the course clearly before us

is simply, and at once, to place the French party in their

proper position. Give them the rights of British sub-

jects ; do not tyrannize over them, but simply enable

the British, by their votes, to secure the maintenance

of British connexion.

So long as the French party continue to hold the

balance of power, there will be always enough of radi-

cal traitors in the British camp to coalesce with them,

and be, as now, their subservient tools for the sake of

the sweets of office. Thus the British party might al-

ways be placed politically at the mercy of the French

Romanists of the lower province, the latter being

backed by a few unprincipled radicals from the upper.

But let an union of the provinces he made. "Lei the

loyalty of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Ed-

ward's Island, and, if need be, Newfoundland, come

into play and be properly organized under a viceroy of

the blood royal. Let communications be facilitated by

railways, an easy mode of transit thus afforded to the

more remote members, and the British port of Halifax

be thus rendered available for the whole of our colonies
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11 thejma ronnd. Fnrthennonlet tlie .prodveeofIbe

majestic united yice-regal empire be encouraged liji»

Uberal proteotire polioj, she sending at the same time

-« reasonaUe number of representati'^s to Hie Impezial

Parliament: and lasftty and chiefly let the church ibe

^protected and extended, and then, -with the 'blessing of

a gracious Proyidence, there will be no talk of sever-

ance, and none «f republican annexation.

Trade and mauufactores will increase. Lcyalty'wMl

flourish hand in hand with religion, and British Ame-

xietk be peaceful, prosperous, and free.
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APPENDIX I.

i«

Richmond Hill, 19th March, 1849.

My Dbab Sib,

In replying to your favour of 3rd instant, and

answering your questions in the order propounded;

first that you will do me the fEbvour of not mentioning

my name in your book, because I feel confident that

it in not in my power to give any new information on

the subjects referred to. As I hope that your book will

have a very extensive circulation, I am not at all am-

bitious to attract public notice; but to pass quietly,

and unobtrusively in the humble sphere in which it has

been my lot to be cast.

lst.&2nd.—I brought only one manservant to Canada,

he soon after got married, and left me. I had expected,

and arranged that some married men and their £Eunilies

would have come out at my expense, in the years *46

and *47, but they were so well provided for by such

munificent contributions from all parts of the world,

that they then declined accepting of my offer. I have

since then had several letters from them, and from

Vol. II. p

!
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others, wishing to come to Canada ; catastrophes that

have occured in the old country pat it now out of my
power to comply with their wishes.

There is a numerous class of honest industrious

people in the Highlands of Scotland, that it would he be-

neficial to themselves, at the same time profitable to those

bearing the expense of their journey to bring out to

this county, always providing that no attempt would

be made to hind them by any further measure than an

acknowledgment of the debt incurred in coming. They

would soon find the advantage of settling comfortably,

receiving the current good wages of the country, to

work on cleared lands, according to their several

capabilities, and when they had become acquainted

with the business, to place them on wild lands to dear

on the usual terms ; but any attempts to bind them to

remain in any situation would tend much to render the

best of them discontented, throw them into the hands

of speculators and land jobbers, whereas they would

soon appreciate the advantage of getting either good

constant wages, or settling on lands on fairand equitable

conditions as would not fail by ordinary industry to

benefit themselves and others.

3rd.—It is my intention to farm all my land with

the assistance of my eldest son, a Highlander that

joined me upwards of three years ago, an Irishman with

a strong industrious family that came to me about the

same time, and another man.
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4t]i.—My first crop of wheat off newly cleared land,

about 70 acres, paid the cost of clearing ; this clearing

was done by contract with different parties: grass seeds

were not properly sown in this new land, which caused

my hay to fail. The clearing of about 50 acres of new

ground not having been got ready in proper time caused

the wheat of last season to be affected with rust, con-

sequently this year will not renumerate. When my
son and I get to be more acquainted with husbandry,

we are in great hopes that the farm will keep my
family in an abundant supply of all the necessaries of

life and pay thft expenses of working it.

5th.—^About 80 acres were cleared when I purchased ;

next summer I hope to have 300 under cultivation.

6th.—>! paid about £1000, current for the farm on

the west of George street, and X500 for the one on the

east. By paying ready-money I got them very much

cheaper than any land near this could be procured by

being paid for by instalments at protracted periods.

In no instance have I met with a steady person who

had been practically acquainted with farming operations

in the old country, whether possessing capital or not,

who has confined his operations to agriculture, that

was, or is dissatisfied with his prospects of this country.

This is not the case with many others ; some who had

respectable capital were not acquainted with rural

a&irs, formed exaggerated ideas of the value of the re-

turns that th«ir farms would yield, or others who besides

p2
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fenning, embarked in millingi or mereantile speco-

lations with the view of making a fortune rapidly : in

these oases many are grievously disappointed, and

blame the country when they ought to look to

their own proceedings for the sources of their difficulties.

All here wish to be very kindly remembered to yon,

I remain,

Your's very truly, &c., &o.

APPENDIX II.

Colonel Lyte*s estate of Lytesoarie, near Woodstock,

originally a grant of 1200 acres, 1 175 now held. Di-

vided into four farms. 300 retained by Colonel Lyte's

son. Of the other three farms, one contains 175 acres,

70 cleared, is let. Tenant pays half the crops, land*

lord finding the whole seed. On this fiurm, 521. per

annum are paid in addition, for the rent of some lime*

kilns occupying one acre.

Out of 700 acres more, two of the f&rma are let, con-

taining 40 and 20 acres respectively; a cash-rent is

paid for the 40-acre farm, of 50 dollars'^a year, the
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landlord finding nothing. The land on this farm is

poor and sandy.

The other farm of 20 acres is let on a life-lease, on

consideration of the tenant* paying a quit rent of 1

dollar, clearing an acre a year, and putting up &rm-

bnildings. (The general term of letting on this plan is

from ten to twenty years.)

The rest of this 700 is woodland, and being very

valuable and near the town, is sold for firewood at the

rate of 21. lOs. per acre, for the whole wood, to chop-

pers taking it for that purpose on those terms. This

will also tend to increase in value.

Mr. Lyte*8 own farm of 300 acres has 120 cleared.

These he has under a four years* course, at the rate of:

30 acres wheat, 30 clover, 30 in spring crop, and 30 in

peas (reaped as crop), or summer-£EkIlowed under buck-

wheat ploughed in for manure, which is one of the

best and cheapest modes that can be adopted in this

country, where labour is so very dear, in drawing out

manure.

Kept: 2 pair of horses (1 pair carriage-horses, 1

pair farm ditto, and 1 yoke of cattle), 1 phaeton, 1

dog-cart, 2 ox (or horse) carts, 2 lumber-waggons, 3

ploughs, 2 pair harrows.

With the exception of harvest time, Mr. Lyte finds

the assistance of one man (accustomed to the country)

sufficient. Man's wages dOl. per annum, and found in

* This estate pays its expenses with a surplus.

p 3
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ererytliiiig. These are the arerage wagee of a good

agricaltnral labourer. He is also generally at order*

for any thing about the house. Fifty acres of thi^

property are laid out in town, in town-plots, and now

worth 800/. an acre; this is from a quarter of a mile to

half a mile from the business part of the town at pre*

sent. Property immediately in the town sells for from

1/. 10«. to Bl. perfoot,

William Greet, Esq,, near Guelph. Farm 200,

100 cleared One mile from Guelph; cost 1,1002.

currency, 400 in improved land: 65 cleared when

purchased: cleared 35 more. Originally cost about

22 dollars an acre. With improvements cost 30.

House on it cost 7502., but might have been built

for 5002.

Work all himself, with occasional hired labour, in

addition to two tenants.

Tenants of two cottages give 18 dollars each, or 50

days each in labour—allowing about 2<. each when

actually working. Mr. Oreet boards them. Thus we

have 100 days work. Orows about 10 acres wheat.

Produce say at 20 bushels per acre, 200 to 300 bushels

at f dollar a bushel fetches .... 351. to 502.

6 acres peas, 30 bushels to acre, 2s.

bushel --- 182.

6 acres oats, 50 bushels an acre, 300

bushels. Is. bushel- - . > - 152.

20 acres hay, 20 tons at 22. ton . - 402.
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Any crop will cost a dollar and half to twodollanan

acre harresting and taking to barn ; 50 to 60 acres are

in pasture and fallow, in which are kept : 18 head of

cattle; 1 bull (aged), worth 302.; 1 thorough-bred cow,

worth 301.; 5 common milch-cows (improved short-

horns, several cross-breed), worth 101. each; 6 head of

fat young stock, from two to five years old, steer and

heifers worth 51. each; yoke of oxen worth 10/. to 15/.;

3 yearling heifers (improved) worth 25 dollars each,

= 75 dollars, or 18/. 15«. the 3*; 20 sheep (improved

south-downs) worth about 6 dollars each (but common

sheep are worth 1 dollar; common wool la, per lb.,

this wool U. lO^d.); out of orchard 20 bushels of

apples from last season ; pair of horses, 35/.

On the &nn a frame bam, 60 feet by 30, worth 60/.

A six-stalled framed stable and coach-house 25/.

A well cost Mr. Greet (62 feet deep)- - - 50/.

Some log cow-houses, worth 20/.

Was o£fered 2,000/. for this farm, nith stock and

crop to value of 200/. as they stood.

Maple sugar is made by them, and shared, Mr. O.

finding the bush kettles and troughs, the person

employed doing the work.

Mr. Q. receives one-half the sugar—^perhaps 50 lbs.

Troughs cost about 2d, each making.

This testimony is peculiarly valuable, because Mr.

Greet, the proprietor of this farm, knew nothing what-

* Manure of stock reckoned to pay for their keep.

t' I
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•oerer of fanning when he came to the country, and

now lires by it.

A gentleman's &am, abont 10 miles distant from Mr.

Ghreet*8 200 acres, 100 cleared, with a riyer running

through it, good frame-house, bam, and offices, yalned

at (without stock and crops) 10002., raises

20 acres full wheat "i Averaging together 25 .

20 „ spring wheat / bushels an acre

20 „ pease, turnips, and potatoes (together)

20 „ hay

20 „ pasture

haying great advantage of bush and feed along the

river. This gentleman keeps about 30 head of cattle,

besides a few sheep. Average sales from this farm

2002. currency. This farm requires a floating capital

of not less than 3002. to work it. Average labour,

exclusive of harvest labour, equal to that of two men;

generally employed, one pair of horses, one ditto of

oxen, one waggon, two ploughs, two harrows.

This gentleman's statement is valuable, inasmuch as

having no family, he does all his work by hired labour.

His farm clears its expenses, with interest on capital.

A person with a family ought to be laying by 502.

a-year off this farm. Average taxation, including a

school-tax, about 32. 10«.

General prices of agricultural implements and farm

stock :—Waggons, from 60 to 85 dollars; a buggy, 80

to 120 dollars; cart, 25 to 35 dollars; horse-cart, 35 to

\
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50 dollars; improved wooden ploughs (same as Scotch

ploughs), 15 to 20 dollars; Canadian ploughs, 8 to 12

dollars; pair of harrows, 8 to 15 dollars; £Euining mill,

20 to 35 dollars; rough on shed (often made up on the

farm) if bought, 5 dollars; market horse-sleigh, 30 to

50 dollars; common one-horse sleigh (or cutter as it is

called), 30 to 50 dollars, according to finish; turnip

cutters, 15 to 25 dollars; straw ditto, about the same;

turnip drill, 10 to 20 dollars; grain drill, 30 to 50 dol-

lars; thrashing machine, from 100 to 200 dollalb; a

good two-horse harness (for waggon), 25 to 30 doUars;

ditto plough harness, 15 to 20 dollars; BU^le horse

harness, for cutter or buggy, 15 to 20 doUatrs; log^g

or plough chaise (for oxen), 11«.; most if not all of these

things can howeyer be frequently bod^^t at sales for

from one-half to one-third of the jAriees named. Span

of 120 to 200 dollars :—^pair of good horses, bred on the

;

farm, can be sold for carriage horses, for from 200 to

350 dollars; ponies, not much used in Canada, one can

be had for from 40 to 50 dollars; yery fast trotting or

running horses are often sold for from 3 to 100 dollars;

good Durham bull, according to age or blood, from 1\

year, from 100 to 300 dollars; milch cow, same breed,

about the same. Ayerage prices of other improved

breeds (Hereford, Devon, or Ajrrshire), may be esti-

mated at about one-half to three-quarters the prices of

the Durhams. Native cows, from 15 to 25 dollars;

Durham calf, from 50 to 100 dollars; Canadian oxen.

J

n
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50 to 100 dollars a yoke, 75 may be a fair average;

improved Leicester rams and ewes, from 20 to 60 dol-

lars each; Southdowns, 15 to 40 dollars; Merino Sax-

ony, 8 to 25 dollars; oonunon sheep of the country,

from 1 to 3 dollars a head; pigs, a boar and breeding-

sow of different good breeds, can be had from 10 to 30

dollars each, according to age, &o.; common pigs accord-

ing t9 weight, 5 to 8 dollars. The gentleness and

meekness of the horses and oxen are remarkable. Do-

mestic poultryare both easily reared and productive.

Turkeys are worth from 2s. to 4«. (currency) each;

geese, from Is. to 2s. (currency); ducks. Is. 3d. to 2s, sk

pair; fowls, 1«. to 1«. 9d. a couple; gallinas, a dollar a

pair; these are much esteemed for eating. Pea fowl, 8

dollars a pair.

A lich loamy soil may be equally adapted for a stock

or wheat farm. Dutton com is best for Canada.

Indian com is very productive—50 to 100 budiels

am acre, firom Bs. York to half a dollar a bnshaL Cost

ol preparing and getting crops to market, 12 dollars an

acre, clear from 15 to 40; but pumpkins can be grown

with it, will clear 5 dollars, straw wortii 3 mor^ this is

28 to 50.

Wheat costs 10 dollars an acre to prepare and getting

to market, say yon raise 17 to 30 bushels, and get | of

a dollar for it.

Potatoes 150 to 300 bushels, these at ^ dollar a bushel

yield from 50 to 100. Deducting seed 10 to 12 bushels

i
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an acre, at \ dollar a bushel; cost per acre 15 dollars;

dear profit, 85 to 80 dollars an acre.

The great error of Canadian farmers is depending too

mnch on their wheat A stock and dairy farm in con-

nexion with wheat pays better.

Of a farm of 200 acres, 100 cleared :—

40 should be permanently under grass.

25 under wheat.

5 roots.

10 Indian com, or 5 com and 5 oats, 30 bushels to

the acre—oats a poor paying crop.

to clover, for cattle, 32 tons to the acre.

10 pease, 30 to the acre. This crop, extensiyely

grown and generally a remunerating crop, the

straw fine fodder for sheep and horses, a great

consideration these long winters.

The com and root crop the £eJ1ow.

Pork fed to a great extent, but if a strict account be

kept of food consumed, it will be found 10 years in 12

a non-paying operatiye of the farm, except in the case

of a dairy.

Water upon the farm an essential requisite in this

hot climate.

[These notes I am favoured with by Mr. Parsons, of

Eramos, a gentleman famous for his (Canadi«i) Stilton

cheese.]
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TORONTO MARKET.

Corrected expresdy for the Patriot.

April 4, 1849.

8. d, 8. d.

Floor, per bbl. 196 lbs 16 3 to 21 3

Wheat (Spring) per bos., 60 lbs .... 3 to 4

Wheat (Fall) do. do 3 6 to 4 6i

Barley, per bushel, 48 lbs. •••• • ••• 1 8 to 1 lOi

Bye, per bushel, 56 lbs. • ••• • »•# 3 to 3 4

Oats, per bushel, 34 lbs. • «•• - ••• 1 to 1 2

Oatmeal, per bbl. 196 lbs. • ••• • ••• 17 6 to 20

Pease, per bushel, 60 lbs. • ••fl •*•• 1 6 to 2

Potatoes, per bushel .... • ••• «t«t 2 6 to 3

Beef, per lb • ••• .... 2 to 4

Beef, per 100 lbs • ••• • ••t 12 6 to 20

Veal, per lb. #••• • ••• 2^ to 4

Pork, per lb. .... .... 2^ to 3|

Pork, per 100 lbs •t • •*• 16 3 to 20

Bacon, per 100 lbs • ••• • «• 25 to 30

Mutton, per lb • ••• • «•. 21 to 4

Mutton, by the carcase • ••• • ••• 2 to 3

Lamb, per quarter •••• •••* 2 6 to 5
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d.

3

6i

4

2

4

4

3|

4

3

Fresh butter per lb.

Firkin butter, per lb.

Cheese, per lb

Lard, per lb

Apples, per barrel

^gg^f per dozen ....

Turkeys, each

Oeese, each

Ducks, per pair ....

Fowls, do.

Straw, per ton

Hay, per ton

Fire Wood, per cord

The markets are unusually well

son of the year.

#••« ••••

•••• ••••

• ••• • I*

8. d.

7

6

3^

3^

.5

5^

. 2 6

. 2

25

. 35

. 10

supplied

s. d.

to t) 9

to 7i

to 5

to

to 10

to 6

to 5

to

to

to 2 6

to 30

to 45

to 12 6

for the sea-

t

EMIGRANT AGENTS.

Canada.—A. C. Buchanan, Quebec ; T. Weatherly,

Montreal; A. B. Hawke, Kingston; D. R. Bradley,

Toronto; and J. H. Palmer, Hamilton, New Bruns-

wick—Moses H. Perley, St. John, and the Deputy

Troasurers throughout the Province. Great Britain

AND Ireland—London, Lieut. Lean, R.N.; Lirerpool,
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Lt. Hodder, R.N.; Plymouth, Li. Garew, R.N.; Lon-

dondony, Lt. Ramsay, R.N.; Dublin, Lt. Henry, R.N.;

Waterford, Com. Ellis, R.N.; Cork, Lt. Friend, R.N.;

Belfast, Lt. Starke, R.N.; Limerick, Mr. Lynch, R.N.;

Oreenock, Lt. Forrest, R.N.; Sligo, Lt. Shuttleworth

and Moriarty.

London:

Printed by Schulze and Co., 13, Poland.8treet.



NEW NOVELS
BY DISTINQUISHED WRITERS.

JUST PUBLISHED BY MR. BENTLEY.

Third Edition, io 8 T0I&, port 8to.

HAROLD;
THE LAST OP THE SAXON KINGS.

AN mSTORICAL ROMANCE.

BY SIB EDWARD BULWER LYTTON, BART.,-

Author of " Bienzi,'' " The Last Days of Pompeii," &c.

"Our great master of historical-romantie portraiture, with
equal eraditioa and creative fimcy, has here presented to us a
living portrait of lianfranc This work is truly an epic in prose."—Edinburgh Review.
" This brilliant Work is worthy of the reputation of one ci the

most popular and successful cultivators of historic fiction. We
have done but imperfect justice to the numberless excellepoiai of

this really great work."

—

Morning Chronicle.
" Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton's masterpiece."—JSBomtfMr.
" Unsurpassed in interest and power by anything finna this

author's pen."

—

Athenmim.
" One of the greatest works yet written by Sir Bulwer Lytton
—aboimding with passages inexpressibly touching in their b«Ma-

tiftil rimplicity."—iSim.
" This romance flows on with the lascination of a minstrers lay

of chivalry and love."

—

Atlas.
"A work of extraordinary interest as well as of extraordinary

ability, written in a style the most picturesque and tiie meat
glowing that can be conceived."

—

Britannia.
" The love story of Harold and Edith is exquisitely and tonA*

ingly told, and is full of passages of beauty and pathot."—'Jforn-

ing Advertiaer.

"k noble produetion of • brilliant intellect"—/errofcf*

Weeldy Neva,



In Three Yolomes, post 8vo. 1^ 11«. 6<^.

M A E D I;

AND A VOYAGE THITHER.

By HERMAN MELVILLE, Esq.,

Author of " Omoo," and ** Traa."

*' There can be no question that Herman Melville is endowed
with very considerable powers of fancy. The escape from the

>South-SM whaler, the long-boat voyage, the description of the

fishes, and the various phenomena of the Southern Ocean,
the boarding of the schooner, all this is instinct with great

delicacy of imagination, and told with high graphic and poetic

Swer. This l^k is a wonderful compound of Ossian and
bbelaia—of More*s Utopia and Harrington's Oceana—of Gul-

liver's Travels and Cook's Voyages, spun with rhetoric from
Macaulay's Essays and sarcasm from Disraeli's perorations.
* Mardi' is AiU of evidence of great imaginative strength and
wonderful graphic power. The &nt volume is exquisite.*'

—

Morning Chronicle.

** For examples of thoughtful writing, and very extensive

reading, much in the manner of Sir Thomas Browne, and with

a dash of old Burton and Sterne, we think the best chapters

in this book are those on subjects apart from its ostensible pur-

pose. In the matter of dreams Mr. Melville's taste is unex-
ceptionable. All men, more or less, may be masters of their

dreams, occupy worlds of their own, and inhabit as many
nations as Mungo Park rested in African cots; but Mr. Melville

shows the best taste when he desires to be served like Bajazet,

- and to have Bacchus for his butlor, Yirgil for his minstrel, and
Philip bidney for his page. Better than all his fiuicies in this

sort, however, is the supper he imagines at Pluto's table, and
ihe tip-top company he places there. We have Emperors and
Czars, Great Moguls and Great Khans. Grand Lamas and
*Gcaud Dukes, Prince Regents and Queen Dowagers. Tamer-
lane hob-a-nobs with Buonaparte, and Antiochus with Solyman
the Magnificent. Pisistratus pledges Pilate, and Semiramis

• eats bona-bons with bloody Maiy and her namesake of Medicis.

The thirty Tyrants quaff three to one with the Council of Ten,

and Sultans, Satraps, Viziers, Hetmans, Soldiers, Landgraves,

Bashaws, Doges, I^uphins, Infimtas, Ihcas, and Caciques,

form the ordiniuy lookezaon at the banquet"

—

ExaminT.
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In Three YolumeB, poet 8to., Second Edition. 11. 11«. M.

THE SEA-LIONS;
Or, THE LOST SEALERS.

By J. FENIMORE COOPER,

Author of " The Rkd Roveb," " Water Witoh," &c.

*' In none of Mr. Cooper's more recent Bea-stories is the inte-

rest better preserved, or a striking episode in naval life told

with greater spirit than in ' The Sea-Lions.' The narrative

from beginning to end is one of fiuBcinating interest."

—

Morning Chronicle.

" Full of the deepest interest."—jlfomtn^ Herald.

" The main invention of ' The Sea-Lions' will come home

at the present moment to all classes of English readers."

—

. Athenceum.
i

" In this romance Cooper displays a remarkable example of

freshness and fertility. Local scenery, a curious class of Ame-

rican life, the nautical objects, adventures, and fields of enter-

prise, are almost as fresh as if Cooper had never written before.'*

—SpecttUor.

*' This new romance by the celebrated Cooper will be heartily

welcomed."— Weekly Dispatch.

"The Sea-Lions will not detract from Mr. Cooper's well-

earned reputation ; in some respects it will even add to it."~ •

Observer.

*' The best sea-story Cooper has ever written."

—

Britannia.

" A most vivid impression of Polar life and adventure. The
work is one of singular power."— WeeMy Chronicle.

3



In Two Yolumei, post 8yo. Price 12. 1«.

EVELYN;
<m,

A JOURNEY FROM STOCKHOLM TO ROME,

" A liyely record of passing occurrences, well calculated to

unnM and inatmot the reader.''

—

Morning fferatd.

«< This ' Korel' kaa tlie charm of great railelgr, and displays

nudi talent."

—

Literary Oaaelte.

"Two very delightful volames, combining, with the most

happy effect, the attractions of a book of travels and a novel."

^/Sun.

** Powerftilly written and full of interest."— TTee^ DitptUeh.

** These rolmnes are written in Miss Bunb^ry's best manner.

Tktj abound in picturesque sketches of the various places

through which she passed on her jc/umey, and give us a lively

idea of the habits and customs of the peasantry of the northern

countries of Europe. Incidents and adventures abound in this

oharming romanee. Miss Bremer herself has not givmi us a

more fidthful picture of Swedish life and manners than we meet

with in these pages."—ifntonnia.

*' Miss Bunbury travelled flrom the frozen north to the sunny

south,—from Stockholm to Bome, and she has given us a very

interesting picture of continental life."

—

WedXy Ohronide.



In poii Syo., with IlloitniiMu. 12ik

MARTIN TOUTROND;
OR, ADVENTURES OF A FRENCHMAN

IN LONDON.

BY JAMES MORIER,

Author of " Adyentores of H%)ji Baba," " Zohnh," &c.

" Martin Toutrond will enlirttn numy a flreaidc ; his adrenturea

contain an abimdant fund of interest and amuMment."

—

Sun.
" Abounds in stories of entertaining matter. The hero, be he

a real or imaginary penon, pla^ hto fart well, and has related

his adventures with much naiveU and wit."

—

Sunday Time*.

"There is much excellent humour and much keen and instruo*

tire irony in this work."

—

John Bull.

" The work before us is a satire, my subtle, delicate, and
refined. The writer, for whatever reason he assumes the incog>

nito, is no tyro. His humour is very original, in some degree

resembling that which so eminently distinguishes ' Vanity Fair/

and in some degree that of ' Sam Slick.' Martin Toutrond's

happy union of shrewdness and simplicity, his unquenchable

vanity and proneness to admire even others, remind us of the

memorable H%yi Baba."—Jfom^ Chtonide.

In Two Vols., post 8vo., II. Is.

PEREGRINE SCRAMBLE;
OR, THIRTY YEARS ADVENTURES OF A

BLUE JACKET.

BY CAPT. SIR HENRY V. HUNTLEY, R.N.

''In several points of view this book has a strong resemblance

to ' Peter Simple.' The varieties, dangers, novelties, and hu-

mours of a nautical life, however, ftnrm a story of themselrea,

and frequently occasion startling incidents."

—

Spectator.

" The adventures of a sailor written by a sailor rendered pecu-

liarly fiMMinating by their evident truthAilness."

—

Sun.
" Full of nautical adventures and fim."

—

Britannia.
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In Two YolnsiM, pott 8to. £1. U.

OWEN GLBNDOWER;
OR, THE PRINCE IN WALES.

BY MISS HARDY.

Pnbliihed ihis Dtqr.

In Three Yoliunefly post 8to. £1. 11«. M,

EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND TWELVE;

OR THE FALL OF NAPOLEON.

"^One of the most popular novela which has appeared for a

long time. It is of absorbing and enthralling interest."

—

Blackwood't Magaaine.

"A splendid historical romance."— WeeHy DispaJtcK.

"A more viyid view of Napoleon's terrible campagn in Russia

may be gained from this work than fh>m any historical sketch

with which we are acquainted."

—

Weekly Chronicle.

"A powerful xkOxeV—Atku,

" Well written and foil of animation and eneigy."

—

Sun.

6



In Throe YoIumM^ p<Mt 8to. 1/. 11«. 6<f.

DUDLEY ORANBOURNB.
A WOMAN'S HISTORY.

A STORY OP THE DAY.

" The Mthor of the present work htm almoet erery requisite

for writing norela well. He hM considerable powen of obeer-

vation, a ready invention in devising a tale, and a lively fancy

in working out its component parts. He is skilful also in

drawing character^ and writes with great fluency."

—

JerrotWii

Weekly Newt.

" The writer is brilliant and amusing. His novel Is fbll of

life. The rou6, the gambler, the unprincipled woman of ftMhion,

the scheming managing man, and his puppet, the weak young
nobleman, all strut their hour upon its pages, and show us
the mechanism which sets 'high life' in motion."— fTeel^y

Chronicle.

In post 8vo. lOt. M.

MADELEINE.
A TALE OF AUVEEGNE.

Founded on Fact.

By JULIA KAVANAGH.
" This is one of those rare books which at once touch the

feelings by a simple and forcible truthfulness to nature, and
which immediately take their position in literature."

—

Atlat.

"A sweet and touching tale."

—

Sunday Timet.

"This story deserves to become as popular as 'Fknl and
Viiginia.' "—Britannia.

*'A sweeUy-told tale."—ifomin^ Herald.

" The name of the writer of this beautiful tale will rank with

Hadame Cottin and St. Pierre."—^tfa«.

7



ii Three Velumei, poii 8to., I^. lU. M.

HELEN OHARTERIS.

Or, LIFE IN A CATHEDRAL TOWN.

A KOVBL.

"HiaMntitny a iiotel of cluuracter, and the pemmi^w Kfe

drawn with a taoceaeion of thoM diarp, dear, criap tonehea

which th« pen of a woman, and of a elerer ynm»a, can alone

produce."

—

Morning Chrontde.

''Its style is brilliant and animated, and it abounds with
capital sketches and caricatures."

—

Sun.

" We do not remember to have perused in any work of fiction

more simple pictures of home, or any more approaching to

reality."

—

Sunday Timet.

In Three Volumes, post 8vo., \l. 11«. 6df.

OLARA FANE;

Or, THE CONTRASTS OF LIFE.

A NOVEL.

By LOUISA STUART COSTELLO.

Author of "Catherine de Medicis," &c.

** 'Clara Fane' is not an ordinary norel ; it has wit, an easy
flowing manner, colloquial skill, and no inconsiderable shue of
humour. The style is easy and lively, and evidences of poetical

feeling and thoughtftil reflection meet the reader continually."—Examiner.

" The author displays a profound acquaintance with the Innate
workings of the human heart, and a power to depict them witii

force and truthfulness."

—

Morning Post.

*' Invention, incident, character, and wit will be found and
admired in * Clara Fane.' "—Britannia.

8



In ThrM Yoli. post 8to., 1/. 11«. M,

A M Y M O N E,

A ROMANCE OF THE DAYS OF
PERICLES.

BY THE AUTHOR OP "AZETH."

"Who could forget reading ' AmymoneV
really a genius."

—

Time*.
This author is

"A very remarkable book; remarkable as the production of
a woman venturing upon ground which would be perilous to

men; remarkable for its eloquence, its learning, ana its auda-
city. If any one compares ' Amymone' with the ' Last Days of
Pompeii,' he will not only be conscious of greater knowledge,
but idso of considerably less effort."

—

Morning Chronicle.

" tlnqnestionably the best classical romance published since

the * ]jut Days of Pompeii/ by Bulwer."

—

Sunday Time*.

"We have rarely read a more eloquent book. The air of
' Eld' is as fresh in many a page as the atmosphere of to-day.

We see acted before us a tragedy by Euripides—we are present at

the Olympic games."

—

Examirji.

" Some scenes of great power in this work will remind the
reader of Moore's ' Epicurean.' "

—

Britannia.

" Miss Lynn flies at high game. Last year she gave us a
gorgeous picture of Egypt, now she unrolls before us the varied

aspects of Grecian life. There is perhaps in the wide domain of

history no epoch which would more severely task the abilities of

a novelist tlun the age of Pericles. The desoriptions have great

power of diction and affluence of rhetoric. Athens, represented

in ' Amymone,' is in its freshness and sustained brilliance. The
story in ' Amymone' is a means of exhibiting the varied aspects

of an Athenian's life. The characters are various, and some of

them such as a Icm daring pencil woold have shrunk from draw-
ing; for instance, Pericles, Alcibiades, Sophocles, Socrates^

FMdias, Anaxagoras, and Aspasia. We have spoken of Miss
Lynn's dexterous use of antiquarian lore, and refbr, as a sped*
men, to the description of tiie lionse of CreUion the Athe&iao,

which will exhibit not only her plastic power, but also that afflu*

ence of diction to which we have alluded. One of the most
striking passages in these volumes is the spirited description of

the Olympic Qames, which makes tiie heart beat as we read
it."

—

Athenasum.



Jfi Three Vols, post 8to., U. 11«. 6d.

THE BEE HUNTER;

OR, OAK OPENINGS.

Sr

J. FENIMORE COOPER,

Author of "The Prairie/' " The Last of the Mohicans," Ac.

"
'The Beehunter ' carries its readers back again to that ground

whereon the author won his early triumphs. The grand Ameri-

can forests, the great prairies, the strange and interesting race of

Red Men, and their antagonism to the Pale Faces, these, with

the scope that they give to romance, have been once more

evoked."

—

Athenamm.

" The various scenes and situations are drawn with Cooper's

usual great dramatic skill."

—

John Bull.

" An excellent romance. It must rank with the vigorous pro-

ductions of Cooper's early genius."

—

Britannia.

" AH who would like to make ' the light of other days' shine

about them, would do well to send for 'The Beehunter,' and sit

down to a treat that will make them as happy as a boy. It is a

tale full of interest, and set in scenes as dewy-fresh and verdant

as the ' thymy plots of paradise.' We are carried into the midst

of American forests, through the prairies, over the great lakes,

up the vast rivers, and down the rapids. The various adventures

are told with such force, that the least imaginative reader must
realize them all."

—

Douglat Jerrold^a Newspaper.

** Full of vitality and rapid interest, it cannot &il to sustain

the reputation which Cooper has so deservedly acquired."

—

Sunday Times.

10



NEW WOBK BY THE HON. ADELA SIDNEY.

In 3 voUl post 8vo., II. 11«. 6d.

SADNESS AND GLADNESS.

BY THE HON. ADELA SIDNEY.

Author of ** Hoiie and its Influence."

" The production of a cultiyated, tasteful, and well-disciplincd

mind."

—

Morning Chronicle.

"This stoiy is rich in interesting situations."

—

John BuU,

" This work will be most admired for the rich ore of genuine,

truthful, and natural feeling which is running through all its

TptiTta."—Sunday Times. <

Also by the same Author, in S vols, post Svo., II. lU. Qd.

THE SBOOin) EDITION,

HOME AND ITS INFLUENCE.

BY THE HON. ADELA SIDNEY.

" This Work is full of promise. In its fresh and healthy tone

it Btands honourably distinguished ; whilst in its construction it

will assume as high a place as that awarded to many more esta-

blished favourites of the public. The characters are so natural

that they appear in some instances to be portraits taken from

real life."

—

Morning Pott.

" We commend Miss Sidney's Work as beiag in spirit and

manner what tales by an English gentlewoman should be. It is

instinct with kindly feeling."—^</(en<eum.

11



In 8 Vola. podt 8to., 1/. 11«. dd.

Thi Skoond Edition oi

THE RIVAL BEAUTIES,
A Novel.

BY MISS PARDOE.

Author of " The Court and Reign of Louis XIV.,"

"The City of the Sultan/' and "Confesaiona of a Pretty Woman.**

« The moat powerful novel which has been produced thiB

aeaacn."

** Miaa Pardee poflseases a power of depicting with force and

distinctneaa whatever ahe conceives. The compodtion throttgh*

out this novel is good."

—

Spectator.

" A delightful novel."

—

Morning Advertiser.

«'The author of 'Coningsby' has not written a better."

—

Ladi/a Newspaper.

" An ably conceived novel."

—

Weekly Chronicle.

" Miss Pardee is quite successful in commanding the attention

of the reader to the end. The interest of the story is well sus-

tained."—^<2a«.

In 8 Vols, post Svo., 1/. 11«. 6d.

THE VICTIM OP THE JESUITS;

OR, PIQUILO ALLIAGA.

From the French.

BY C. COCKS,

Translator of Michelet's " Priests, Women, and Familiea."

12



NEW EDITION
OF THB

STANDARD NOVELS AND ROMANCES.

VEATLT BOUND AMD MMSMUJSaXD,

AT FIVE SMIUINaS EACH V8L0HE.
The STANDARD NOVELS may truly be caOed a FAMILY LIBRARY of

the most entertaining works of fiction in the English laaguaR^ for it may be
asterted of this collection, that while in its variety it contains almoat enolest
entertainment, there will not be found any works wnicb oncht to gtre offence to

the most refined taste The price uf this New Edition will now ploee this vaar

rivalled collection within the reach of all.

A U8T OF THE WORKS CONTAINED IN THM CELEBRATED
COLLECTION.

Vol.

1. THE PILOT—Cooper.

2. CALEB WILLIAMS—Godwin.
8. THE SPY—Cooper.

4. THADDEUS OF WARSAW—Miaa J. Porter.

6. ST. LEON—Godwin.

6. LAST OF THB MOHICANS—Cooper.

7 & 8. THE SCOTTISH CHIEFS—Mias Jane Porfor.

9. FRANKENSTEIN—Mra. Shelley; Ain> Geocrr Ssra,

Voii. I.— Schiller.

10. EDGAR HUNTLY—Brockden Brown; anb CoiroLVSiOH

or Gho«t Sibb.

11. HUNGARIAN BROTHERS—MIbb A. M. Porter.

12. & 13. CANTERBURY TALES—the MLaees Lee.

14. THE PIONEERS—Cooper.

16. SELF-CONTROL—Mre. Brunton.

16. DISCIPLINE—Mrs. Brunton.

17. THE PRAIRIE—Cooper.
18 & 19. THE PASTOR'S FIRE-SIDE—IBa Jaae Porter.

20. LIONEL LINCOLN—Cooper.

21. LAWRIE TODD-Qalt.

22. FLEETWOOD—Godwin.

28. SENSE AND SENSIBILITY—Miaa Augten.

24. CORINNE—Madame de StaSl

25. EMMA—Mies Austen.

26. SIMPLE STORY, AND NATURE AND ART—
Mrs. Inchbald.

27. MANSFIELD PARK—Miss Austen.



THE STANDARD LIBBABY.
Vol.

28. NORTHANOEB ABBEY, AND PEBSUASION—
Miss Austen.

29. THE SMUGGLER—Bwim.
30. PRIDE AND FREJUDICE-Misa Auaten.

31. STORIES OP WATERLOO—MaxweU.
32. THE HUNCHBACK OP NOTRE-DAME—Victor Hngo.
33. THE BORDEREHS-Cooper.
84. EUGENE ARAM—Bulwer.

85. MAXWELL—Theodore Hook.

86. WATER WITCH—Cooper.

87. MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS—Mia. Gore.

88. THE BRAVO—Cooper.

89. THE HEIRESS OP BRUGES-Grattan.
40. RED ROVER—Cooper.

41. VATHEK—Beckford; CASTLE OP OTRANTO—Hoitwe
Walpole; AND BRAVO OP VENICE—M. G. Lewie.

42. THE COUNTRY CURATE—Gleig.

48. THE BETROTHED—Manzoni.
44. HAJJI BABA—Morier.

46. HAJJI BABA IN ENGLAND—Morier.

46. THE PARSON'S DAUGHTER—Th. Hook.

47. PAUL CLIPPORD—Bulwer.
48. THE YOUNGER SON—Capt. Trelawny.

49. THE ALHAMBRA-Washington Irving; THE LAST
OP THE ABENCERRAGES—Ch&teaubriand ; AND
THE INVOLUNTARY PROPHET—Horace Smith.

60. THE HEADSMAN—Cooper.

61 & 62. ANASTASIUS—Hope.
68. DARNLEY—James.

64. ZOHRAB—Morier.

66. HEIDENMAUER—Cooper.

66. DE L'ORME—James.
57. HEADLONG HALL—NIGHTMARE ABBEY, MAID

MARIAN, AND CROTCHET CASTLE—Peacock.

68. TREVELYAN—the Author of'A Marriage in High Life."

69. PHILIP AUGUSTUS—James.
60. ROOKWOOD—Ainsworth.

61. HENRY MASTERTON—James.
62. PETER SIMPLE—Marryat.
63. JACOB PAITHPUL—Marryat.
64. JAPHET IN SEARCH OP A PATHEB—MapTat



THE STANDARD LIBRABT. i

Vol.

65. KING'S OWN—Mftnyat.

66. MR MIDSHIPMAN EASY—MariTftt.

67. NEWTON PORSTER-Marry»i
68. THE PACHA OF MANY TALES—Manyat.
69. RATTLIN THE REEFER.
70. CAPTAIN BLAKE; OR, MY LIFE—MazweU.
71. HELLEN—Mias Edgeworth.

72. THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII—Balwer.
73. THE BIVOUAC—Maxwell.
74. PRECAUTION—Cooper.

75. JACK BRAG—Theodore Hook.

76. RORY O'MORE—Lover.

77. BEN BRACE—Capt. Chamier.

78. THE VICAR OF WREXHILL—Mrs. Trollope.

79. THE BUCCANEER—Mrs. S. C. HaU.

80. TYLNEY HALL—Thomas Hood.

81. THE WIDOW BARNABY—Mrs. Trollope.

82. THE SOLDIER OF LYONS—Mrs. Gore.

83. MARRIAGE—the Author of " The Inheritance" and
"Destiny."

84. THE INHERITANCE.
85. DESTINY.
86. GILBERT GURNEY—Theodore Hook.

87. THE WIDOW AND THE MARQUESS—Theodore Hook.
88. ALL IN THE WRONG; or, BIRTHS, DEATHS, AND

MARRIAGES—Theodore Hook.

89. HOMEWARD BOUND—Cooper.

90. THE PATHFINDERn-Cooper.
91. THE DEERSLAYERr-Cooper.
92. JACQUELINE OP HOLLAND—Grattan.

93. THE MAN-AT-ARMS—James.
94. TWO OLD MEN'S TALES.
95. THE TWO ADMIRALS—Cooper.

96. RICHARD SAVAGE—Whitehead.
97. CECIL—Mrs. Gore.

98. THE PRAIRIE BIRD—the Hon. C. A. Murray.

99. JACK O'LANTERN—Cooper.
100. AYESHA—Morier.

101. MARCHIONESS OF BRINVILLIERS—Albert Smith.

102. BELFORD REGIS—Miss Mitford.

15



Vol.

THE 8TANDABD LIBRABT.

108. MT COUSIN NICHOLAS->IngoldBb7.
104. THE POACIIER-lUnT&t
106. THE OUTLAW-M». 8. 0. H»1L
106. THE PHANTOM SHIP—Manyat,
107. THE DOO PIEND—Manyat.
108. ADYBNTUBES OV MR LBDBUBY—Albert Smith.

109. AONES DE MANSFELDT—Onttao.
110. THE IMPBOYISATOBB—Andenen.
111. ROMANCE AND REALITY—L. E. L.

112. CATHERINE DE MEDICIS—Miaa L. S. Coitello.

118. PERCIVAL KEENE—Marryat.

114. TALES OF A CHAPERONE—Lady Dacre.

116. EXPERIENCES OF A GAOL CHAPLAIN.
116. LEGENDS OF THE RHINE—Grattan.

*«* Any of the above may be had separately.

" This unrivalled collection compriaes, in single compact
volumes, all the best works of fiction in our language, and may
be looked upon as the most complete novelists' encyclopaedia

ever yet presented to the public. The volumes are compact and
elegant in form, accurately and clearly printed, sold at a
moderate price, and no modem library can be considered com-
plete without them."

—

Morning Herald.

" This cheap and elegant Library of Entertainment mutt
ensure a prodigious snccess, for it is wonderfully convenient,

and wonderfully cheap. We have seen no work more attractive

in every way."

—

Literary Gazette.

" We know of no recent work that deserves so hearty an
encouragement from the great body of Ihiglish readers."

—

Athenamm.

" One of the most attractive and successfbl Collections that

this age of cheap publications can boast"

—

Morning Poit.

" Whatever is rich and rare in the works of recent writers

of fiction, has found a 'local habitation' in Tm Staxdabo
Novels, which appear with the advantages of careful revision

and illustrative matter (from the Authors' own pens), and at

leas than a fifth of their original cost."

—

Sunday Times.

" When classical and highly-priced standard works are thus

placed within the reach of humble means, assuredly, before the

lapse of many years, there will not be a house whidi gives the

occupier a right to vote that will not have also its little library."

^Spectator.



NEW WORKS PUBLISHED THIS DAY.

bi 8 tida. t?D. with AmMoiu Pwteatti^ its S«.

MEMOIRS OF

PRINCE RUPERT and thb OAVALIERJS.

BY ELIOT WARBURTON, ESQ.

Author of " The Crescent and the CrMH.**

" This Work comprises the mbetaiMe 'and distilled e«e&ce*
of upwards of 1,000 original letters from King Charles I. and II.,

the Dukes of York, Richmond, and Buckingluun, Lords Hertford,

Kewcastle, Clarendon, Goring, Digby, Langdale, Culpepper, and
Hopton ; from Will. Legge, Ashburnham, Berkeley, and many
other important personages. A more spirited and stirring storr

was never penned, or a more heroic character never breathec^

than that of Prince Rupert."—Jfomtn^ Pott.

" With Prince Rupert and the Cavaliers the world is placed in

possession of what is most valuable in history; atme histonr of

important events and of great men hitherto fidsified by prqudice
or calumniated from interested motives. These volumes are
plain, manly, vigorous, racy English—truthfbl, trustworthy, and
impuiial."

—

Morning Herald.

" This is not merely a life of Rupert, with sketches of the in-

dividual enterprise and dashing afl^rs of the Civil War, we have
in addition a review of the history of James I., witii a narrative of

the civil history of Charles I. and the militair stoiy of the Re-
bellion. The period is always interesting and the ilil)iect inex-

haustible."

—

SpetUcUor.

" We are bound to speak in high terms of the manner inwhich
Mr. Eliot Warburton has accomplished his task. As a contri-

bution to history this book is indeed vainable."—l>(i% Newt.

" We cannot praise too highly Mr. Eliot Warburton's lucid

and spirited narratives of the great events of the Civil War,
especially of the battles of Marston Moor, and Naseby. We
cordially thank him for a highly acceptable contribution to

historical biography."

—

Morning Chronicle.
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NEW WORK
BY THE AUTHOR OP " HOCHELAGA."

In 2 roll. 8vo., II. 8«.

With Portniti of JaquM Quurtier and Qenenl Wolfe.

HISTORY OP

THE CONQUEST OF CANADA.
By the Author of " Hoohelaga."

" Breathes all the marvela of romance. The enterpriaei are

most daring ; the Ticiasitudes most striking. Erery species of

adrentore, attended by danger and even death, spreads oyer the

wide MissisBippi to the St. Lawrence. —Literary OazeUe.

" Eloquently written."—^j>ecto(or.

In 2 vols. 8to., with numerous Engraringi^

FOUR YEARS IN THE PACIFIC.

BY LIEUT. THE HON. FBEDERICK WALPOLE, B.N.

ALEXANDER MAOKAY, ESQ.

In 8 Vols, post Sro. £1 11«. M.

THE WESTERN WORLD;
OB,

TRAVELS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED
STATES IN 1847.

BY ALEXANDER MACKAY, ESQ.
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DR. W. COOKE TAYLOR.

In 8 Yolf. 8ya with Portraiti^ ke., 2/. 2$,

MEMOIRS
OWTBM

HOUSE OF ORLEANS;
Includixo Skrohkb avd AmDODom of thi Mon DnmMvnHXD

CHABAOmS or FbaKOI DUBINO THS SBVJUITMMini AHS

ExoETUirTH CmnruBHS.

BY DR. W. COOKE TAYLOR.

Author of " Bomuitio Biography of the Age of EUabeth/' &o.

In 2 Yob. port 8to., 1{. It,

THE EMIGRANT CHURCHMAN IN

CANADA IN 1848.

EDITED BY
i

THE REV. HENRY CHRISTMAS, M.A.

THE AUTHOR OP THE " GAOL CHAPLAIN."

In post Sto., 10«. 6<f.

SCENES WHERE THE TEMPTER HAS
TRIUMPHED.

By the Author of " The GmI Chaplain," Ac.

..r* »,»—«—



nJLKXnSL ILIOT, S8Q.

In 2 ToU. 8to. with a Tolume of lUuatntioni, II. 8«.

THE LIBERTY OF ROME;
A HXBTOIT.

WITH Air HISTOBIOAL AOOOUITT OF TBI

LIBERTY OF ANCIENT NATIONS.

BY SAMUEL ELIOT, ESQ.

COMPANION FOB THE STEAMBOAT OR RAILROAD.

In 8to. with upwards of 60 lUustntionB.

WAYSIDE PICTURES
nr

FRANCE, BELGIUM, AND HOLLAND.

BY ROBERT BELL, ESQ.

Author of " The Life of Canning/' " History of Russia/' ftc.

In foolscap Svo.

REMINISCENCES of TWELVE MONTHS'
SERVICE IN NEW ZEALAND,

DURING THE LAtX lOaiUBBAHClS IN THAT COLONY.

BY LIEUT. H. P. M'KILLOP, R.N.
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XIW WORK BT TBI UTBOR OV «*MILIIR1D TIRirON.

LI^ONIE VERMONT:
A 8T0IY OP TBI PUtlMT DAY.

Bt «n AcTMi oy " MILDRID VERNON.'*

In 8to., with numerous Engnrings, prioe 17. U, bonnd.

NABRATIVB Of

AN EXPLORING EXPEDITION
TO THI

DEAD SEA AND SOURCE OF THE JORDAN.

UliDiBVAKiir BT Obdib OV TBI OoTmmnrT of trb

UmTKD Statm.

BY W. P. LYNCH, U.S.N.,

CoM]iAin)iB or thb SxFBDmoir.

" Mr. Lynch combines great professional energy with fiervent

religioos feelings. This new account of the voyage on the River

Jordan has the interest of discovery with the peculiar attraction

which this region, ¥rith its various associations, scriptural and

historical, never fiuls to create."

—

Spectator.

"This is the full, authentic and auihorlaad aeeoant of the

Expedition to the River Jordan and the Dead Sea. The narra-

tive is very interesting. The rapids and cataracti^ the atmo*

spheric storms and oppression, the description of the various

Arab Tribes, form altogether a very animated panorama."

—

Literary Oazette.
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In Two Vols., post 8\o. 1/. 1*.

THE HISTORY OF THE CONSTITUENT

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OP FRANCE,

PROM MAY, 1848.

WITH PEBSONAL SKXTCHXB OF THE MOST I>ISTn;aU.I8HBD CflASACTERS.

BY J. F. CORKRAN, ESQ.

" Incomparably the best bock yet published in illustration of

the Revolution of February. We have rarely road with greater

pleasure a series of personal sketches."

—

Examiner.

"This work has freshness and originality."

—

Spectator.

" Very amusing, most readable, most interesting."

—

Momkig
Herald.

*' We cannot too strongly recommend these volumes."

—

Daily NetM.

" Drawn with admirable skill by a pencil pointed with truth."—John Bull.

" We have never met with a book more certainly destined for

general reading than this strange eventful history."

—

Literary
Gazette.

In post 8vo., with Illustrations, 7s. dd., bound.

VIENNA IN OCTOBER, 1848.

By the HON. HENRY JOHN COKE.

" A book one mv3t read through and then regret there is not
more of it."

—

Jerrold'a News.

" The fidelity of this narrative is apparent. It is tinctured with
considerable humour, and will take its place with Thackeray's
clever Funeral of Napoleon. Mr. Coke is the brother of tho
Earl of Leicester, and writes with the frolic vivscity of youth."
Britannia.
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BOBERT BELL, Esq.

In Four Yolumes, Svo., with many Portraits. £Z.

THE

FAIRFAX LETTERS, JOURNALS, &c.

COUFRISIKO THB

Correspondence of the Parliamentary General with ail moat
distinguished Personages of the Popvlar Party, now

first pvblisliedfrom tlie original MSS.

The First Part (in Two Volumes), comprising

MEMOIRS OF KING CHARLES THE FIRST.

The Second Part (or Two concluding Volumes),

MEMOIRS OF THE GREAT CIVIL WAR.
Ry ROBERT BELL, Esq,

ft *
« Either Part may be had separately to complete sets.

" This Work is an exceedingly welcome and valuable contri*

bution to the History of England. We recommend it to the

popularity it deserves."

—

Literary Oazette.

" These most valuable volumes cannot fail to secure the sue*

cess which their importance commands."

—

Sunday TL.^es.

** This Work possesses peculiar interest. The letter^ aithcrto

unpublished were written generally in a confidential strain, and
unfold, in a remarkable manner, the ideas and feelings of the

men who figured during the great Civil War."

—

Morning
Herald.
" Full of interest. The good, simple-minded, straightfor-

ward, successful soldier, the timid, inefiicient, unsuccesiiful

politician, Fairfax, never appeared to greater advantage than
in these volumes. Very beautiful ar^ his letters ^rter his variou'

reverses or successes to his father."

—

Examiner.
•* These are indeed volumes to be welcomed." -Jerrohl'a

Weekly News.
" All that the Fairfax letiers required to render them one of

the most interesting contributions to history was what Mr. Bell

has done for them. He has brought Fairfax and his contem-

poraries before us with the force of a dramatist and the minute
fidelity of a portrait painter. Few could have imparted to the

narrative so much liveliness, so much grace, and so much pic-

turesque effect.
"—A tlas.

" Of the value of this Work, as illustrating the most important

period of our history, it would be difficult to speak too highly."—Britannia.
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JAMES WHITESIDE, ESQ., Q.C.

Second Edition, Bevised, in 8 Tola. £\ lU. M.

ITALY IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

BY JAMES WHITESIDE, ESQ., Q.C.

Also by the nune Autbor,

VICISSITUDES OP THE ETERNAL CITY.

A COMPANION TO THE ABOVE,

In post 8vo. with Map, 12^.

EICHAED BENTLEY, NEW BURLINGTON STREET.






